What's the secret of Art's sucker ?
A new book just out titled Jazz \ccordion reveals the inside
story about Art \ an Damme and his Quintet. Tells how he
got where he is today, how you can get there too, and lots
more Itesides.

And there’s a special Columbia jazz record cut by the man
himself to go with the book which contains two original \ an
Damme scores.

The Jazz Accordion book, complete with jazz record, costs one
dollar. You may pick up your copy at any Excelsior dealer’s
or send in the coupon if you wish. Better hurrv though, the
first edition is limited.

Art V an Damme and
his electronic excelsiola

EXCELSIOR ACCORDIONS, INC.
Dep*.
Here’» my dollar. Please send Jazz Accordion

book and record postpaid

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY____
STATF

Mad« in France by master craftsmen.
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Storm

Los Angeles
To the Editor:
With the same lack of taste that fre
quently characterizes his often preten
tious music, Stan Kenton has seen fit
to inject racism in his argument against
Down Beat’s Critics Poll (Chords and
Discords, Aug. 22).
This is a voice --aised in violent pro
test against the Kenton-expressed con
cept that the accident of race be used
as u criterion in evaluating musicians.
Because jazzophiles are happily pas
sionate and devoutly partisan in their
likes and dislikes, no poll can meet with
widespread acceptance. But the infer
ence that race must be considered when
choosing
favorite—the suggestion
that the circumstance of birth is of
equal importance with mastery of in
strument or expression of fresh musical
ideas—must be immediately and reso
lutely repudiated and all the more so
in this instance because of the stature
of their expositor.
jazz
Kenton’s contributions
not inconsequential, and he has often

been a eloquent spokesman for the
cause. It comes as a shock to learn
that Jim Crow sits on the Kenton band
stand. The shock is only slightly tem
pered by the realization that this Jim
Crow is slightly tinged with green. It’s
a green born of envy—and, fortunately,
I can’t imagine that a blast similar to
the Kenton eruption w’ould have come
from Count Basie if their positions in
the poll had been reversed.
Ken Silverman

New York City
To the Editor:
What’s with Stan Kenton? Was his
remark called for? . . . What a crazy,
mixed-up grownup!
Donald Clinton

Cleveland, Ohio
To the Editor:
. . . Please tell me how short-sighted
and monomaniacal can a person be
come. If a person of this caliber (Stan
Kenton) is to dictate, what should be
done? Maybe it’s best to listen to water
splashing on rocks than music.
Hubert B. Payne

New York City
To the Editor:
In answer to Stan Kenton's charges
as loaded with
that the

reverse discrimination and plact d too
many Negro musicians in winning po
sitions, I should like to submit a |>oem
I wrote some years ago.
I hope its statements will be understood by Stan
I know that
fellow’ musicians have spoken it foi
decades and will understand . . . where
else its origin?

This Mule Ain’t from Mosco.
This mule isn’t from Moscow:
This mule ain’t from the south
But this mule’s got some leamit
Mostly mouth-to-mouth
This mule could be called stubbo,
and lazy
But in a clever sort of way.
This mule’s waiting and planning
And working • . .
In seclusion—
For a sacred kind of day.

The day that burning stick
Or crosses—
Is not mere child’s play . .
But a mad man
In his bloom
Whose loveless soul
Is imperfection
In its most lustrous bloom.

Stand still, old mule,
Soothe in contemplation
Thy burning whole
And aching thigh.
That your stubbornness
Is of the living,
And cruel anxiety
Has begun to die.

MAN ON DRUMS

Stand fast,
Young old mule,
Stand fast.

BLAKEY
school drumm< r
leads jB'
own group called “The Jazz
Messengers”. . . voted in top
ten ‘‘favorite drummers” Down
Beat and Metronome popularity polls
. . . plays Gretsch Broadkaster drums.
Has explosive, swinging style . . . distinguished by
contrapuntal rhythmic effects . . depth of emotion - warm, open
exciting and creative
ery strong drummer
hearted feeling
soloist.
Gets the most from his Gretsch Broadkasters . . . calls them
“greatest in sound—best in looks”. Own set, Birdland model . . .
finished in Cadillac Green with gold plated metal parts.
Your dealer has Gretsch drums . . . try them out. Write for FREE
Gretsch Drum Catalog . . Shows drum sets for every style . . .
choice of color.

GRETSCH

The FRED GRETSCH Mfg

Co., Dept. DBIOfc

Washington, D. C
To the Editor:
In reply to Stan Kenton’s letter
which he struck a courageous blow for
the superior race and said things are
pretty low’, I beg him—on behalf of
many Negro musicians—to leave to us
at least some small crumb of our asso
ciation with jazz and its inception.
It seems there is no corner of our
creative achievements that monopolistic,
profiteering, and cold fingers do reach
to distort, disassemble, discredit, and
disenfranchise.
... I see no reason why he of all
people shouldn’t leave the oratory to
capable Democrat senators,

Kennebank, Maine
To the Editor:
Despite the fact that Stan Kenton is
one of the few men in jazz history who
has led an important big band, I have
suspected, from time to time, that his
own estimate of his w’ork and influence
has been remarkably out of proportion.
The sour grapes communication from
him confirms my suspicions beyond
doubt.

Sam Simpson
Philadelphia. Pa.

To the Editor
Because I am sure Down Beat’s majleague jazz critics will devour Stan
statement
Kenton after
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The Trumpet” stars Rafael Mendez, virtuoso of the trumpet,
and his Olds . . . featured, too, are Ralph and Robert Mendez
with their Mendez model trumpets. Once again, in this
celluloid rendition, is proven the incredible talent and ability
and in creating a greater understanding
of this fine artist
and appreciation of the trumpet, this him demonstrates the
versatility and range of the Mendez model. Write about
availability of the film, ideal for entertainment value or
educational use.
F. E. OLDS & SON, Fullerton, California

rat this
Beat
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minor league jazz writer feels Kenton
is 100 percent correct. I admire his
courage in expressing himself.
Ed Mulford
Chicago
To the Editor:
A letter in the Aug. 22 Down Beat
by Margo Paige deserves comment be
cause the tone and method she uses
appraise modern jazz

tacitly as:
worthless,
discussion
considers

itical apparatus which
that the art form is
t least not worthy of

important part—
s and characters
of both its devotees and creators.
This metho«! might b« valuable if it
was employed objectively But in Miss
used as
1‘aige’
merit foi venting her feelings on as
pects f cntempoiary life which diswith her emotional equilibrium
esults in nothing but personal
motional catharsis.
It is well for these critics to remem
Lt r that good ait s ddom needs char
actor references. It needs people who
ar«- willing to accept it and judge it on
Gary Schwartz

Albany, N. Y.
the Etiitor:
Bravos to the Beat for giving Margo
Paige’s maunderings space.

I

the lady jesting or
- t wishful thinking? Where would
on« find this bunch of pastel-garbed
Negroes happily playing r&b? At this

stage of the scene, one is more apt to
find Elvis Presley or another carbon
copy, Cadillacing on what those Ne
groes originated.
Those jazz-loving juveniles of which
Paige speaks will undoubtedly be greatHowever, from
ful for
where I sit, her murky letter is worthy
of comment.
It has been my thought that the
beauty of the entire approach to this
“American Art Form" was in its free
dom, and there is room for all, even
Margo Paige, and if you cannot accept
modern, there just may turn up some
way so that you are not compelled to
be exposed to it. In the meantime, may
I suggest Chords and Discords for an
outlet.
Stewart

Chicago, Ill
To the Editor:
I )>eruse your magazine whenever I
can lay my hands on a free copy and
I find it, on the whole, an enlightened
forunr for jazz—even though some of
your erudite critics occasionally seem
to become a bit infatuated with the
sound of their own voices.
However, I must take exception to a
recent discussion you carried by three
of these gents on the merits of Hampton Hawes’
tasteless and merciless.
Michael Levin summed up the senti
ment of the three with a suggestion
that now
"cease promising and start delivering
with greater frequency.”
That
like saying that Hawes
better improve and fast — and never

to

mind the exc
made
extravagant hciency !
What, prey
after
being cnopped to bits by you
literary heavies? Your comniei
he didn't avail himself of rebutta ■pac<
seemed invidious to me.
He might well crawl into a lr
seek oblivion rather than tilting atices
witii three such scribes as
Feather, and Hentoff.
I would.

To the Editor:
Since- I have been in Spai
early April, making Tin Pride >>n
Passion. it was not until I recei 11
turned from there that I recei
annual Down Beat Disc Jock
award for the top recording per: mality
of the last year, although I k । v that
N« Ison Riddle had accepted it
behalf.
To Down Beat and all the* di: j<>ckwho made this
ible, 1
deeply grateful.

Not Hindrances
To the Editor:
First of all, lest through the > -uis«of this lettei I forget, let me congratu
late you, the editors, for Dok ,, I:, ii\
attractive “New Look.” It ad-Is even
more enjoyment to a most er-ovable

■Uv —
Charlie Ventura

Sam Donahue

the feeling of a happy association

made

after
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Levin,
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the first chorus
3y Jack Tracy
I would like to suggest that you read
with special care two articles in this
issue. One is by Voice of America disc
jockey Willis Conover and it deals with
thi Farmingdale, N. Y., high school
band. The other is by M. E. (Gene)
Hall, director of the North Texas State
college School of Music.
They point the way to an area of
jazz interest that is only now begin
ning to be explored, but eventually
will prove to be the most valuable and
lasting audience jazz ever has had.
In the past, many persons in music
have talked about developing the school
market. But efforts consisted largely
of selling name dance bands to proms
on the part of the bookers, and the
forming of usually haphazard jazz com
bos among students. Music educators
looked at jazz with disdain, and clung
firmly to the “tried and true” methods
of music teaching.
Then, a couple of years ago, the at
mosphere began to change. A lot of it
began with the exploratory work Gene
Hall began to do in Texas. High school
dance bands were set up and began to
statewide contests. The
compete
school bands became almost as wellknown and cheered on as the football
teams, by students and parents alike.
Other areas of interest opened up.
Bookers began to find that the college
and high school market was becoming
a fruitful one for jazz concerts. Dave
Brubeck was a powerful force in open
ing up school after school to jazz. The
Modern Jazz Quartet, Gerry Mulligan,
and many other groups found not only
friendly atmosphere

on the part of students in it.
Xnd the looks of the music teachers
took nn curiousness rather than toler-

A significant thing happened this
ipring. The Music Educators National

Auld

for the first time took a serious look at
this thing called jazz. Speakers Bru
beck, George Avakian, and George
discussions,
spent hours
tures, and informal get-togethers with
teachers. Some of them are planning
to broaden their studies to include jazz
this fall.
The honest acceptance of jazz by the
public is growing daily. We think that
a share of it can be attributed to the
Hall and Mar
efforts of such
shall Biown in I armingdale, N. Y.
They have done a vast amount of
the field of
music education We hope many othe
iv
follow their lead.
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Leith Stevens Sues Shorty Rogers for 50G
Ellington Rack in Columbia Fold
German Festival to Feature Jazz
Sinatra Plans Sammy Jr. foi Jazz Train Film
NBC Adds More Binds to Radio Schedule
Jazz, Classics Society Sets First Concei t Oct. 19
Ballroom Operators Name Choices for Best Bands
Sal Salvador: H< Talks About Guitars and Guitarists
Maynard Ferguson: A New Career in the Making?
Jazz in Russia: A Special Report from Ted Hallock
Jazz at Randall's Island: A Festival Review
Dear Stan: An Open Letter to Stan Kenton
Elliot Horne Cops a Jimmy Cannon Plea
Meredith Willson Tells of a Big Goof
Jazz Photography: Full-Page Portrait of Jimmy Raney

The Up Beat section of this
especially devoted to school musicians. It
includes many timely articles on the use of jazz in high schools and colleges, plus
a complete, annotated composition for the school orchestra by noted writer, Bill
Russo.

Band Routes
Blindfold Test (Paul Desmond)
Caught in the Act
Chords and Discords
Classical Records (Brown)
Counter)>o!nt (Hentoff)
The Devil’s Advocate (Sargent)
Feather’s Nest (Feather)
Filmland Up Beat (Holly)

The Hot Box (Hocft )
Jazz Record Reviews
Jazz Reissues and Collation
Perspectives ( Git ason)
Popular Record Reviews
Radio and T\ (Mabley)
Strictly Ad Lib
Barry Ulanov
Why Fidelity? (Levin)

Bi fore
that Maynard Ferguson's trumpet
missing

tubing, we want you to look at the accompany ing photo, It’s the complete picture from
which the
was taken Read John Tynan's story about
Maynard's budding career as a bandleader on
page 13.
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NEW YORK
JAZZ: Benny tarter left for L.A. after completili!

his
recordings foi the Guggenheim Foundation-sponsored ani
mated film, but he expects to be back in a couple of numths
to rehearse the Dorseys' band in some new arrangi nents
on which he is now working
The Kai Winding combo
is booked solidly through January. October bookings will
include weeks in Norfolk, Cleveland, Rochester, and Buffalo;
meanwhile, he is at Basin Street Sept. 21-3, then gees to
Washington, D.C. . . . Column items that Richard G«hman
is working on a book on Charlie Parker are inaccurate, ac
cording to Gehman. Bub Reismer is still at work >i a
Parker tome.
Don Elliott made two weeks of daily guest shots oi. the
Ted Steele show . . . The* Gerry Mulligan» are knitting tiny
baritone saxophones . . Phineas Newborn has been si for
four weeks opposite ( ount Basie at Birdland, starting Dec.
6 . . . Frankie Socolow cutting a Bethlehem LP with ar
rangements by Manny tlbam, Sal Salvador, and Bill Hol
man . . . I ionel Hampton plays World Series week (Oct.
4) at Basin Street before sailing for England . . . Epic
will release an album entitled The Sav Section with tl < <>hn
writing and playing in the company of Zoot Sims, Eddie
land dream band cutting for Vik
Shaw Artists, bringing with him some of the jazz artists
he represents. Shaw just signed Josh U bile, James Moody,
and Big Jay M« Neeley to contracts.
RADIO, TV, kND RECORDS—CBS plans to call its Oct
The Red Garland
Neal Hefti and E
trio cut an LP for Prestige
Wayne obtained their release from Epic Records . . .
Eileen Barton, formerly with Coral, and Ralph Young,

previously on Decca, both signed with Epic . . . Another
new talent with Epic is Judy Busch, a Talent '»«■out« dis
covery who recently became a regular Godfrey-ite . . .
Charlie Fuqua’s Ink Spot« signed with Verve. Th« ir first
session will feature 16 of the original Ink Spots’ early hits
. . . Jaek Ix-wis has been cutting a flock of dates for RCA’s
age called The Midget:
arrangements by Manin

STRINGS
GIBSON, INC
KALAMAZOO. MICH

( olemiin Hawkim
tlbam, a Lurlean Hunter LP

NBC TV show started televising in color Sept. 15 at the
Ziegfeld theater.
MOVIES: Dorothy Dandridge has been signed to star in
the French movie Tomango. scheduled to go into produc
tion in Paris next April. Meanwhile, she will be co-starring
with Harr» Belafonte and Janie« Manin in Twentieth CenBelafonte will turn com
poser for ■ forthcoming Sol Fielding production. Trooper
Hook, with Joel McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck. Belafonte
has written and will sing three songs for the production
Mario Lanza and family sailed for Italy Sept. 23, in
tending to remain abroad a year. Lanza has several movie
deals to discuss with Italian producers, and also plans con
certs in England, Fiance, Italy and Germany.
ENTERTAINMENT-IN-THE ROUND Peggy Coniteli« is
Lpple white, stationed
Pfc. < harli
at the Blue Angel
in town, is doing a variety of army atr shows, both as disc
jockey and performei, at ABC
from the west coast, headed for dates in Canada . . . Lor
raine (Mr*. John) Gillespie has signed Austin Cromer,
singer with the Gillespie band, to a jiersonal management
contract and is setting up record and night club deals for
toleman and his trio started a four-week run
Columbia record
at the Composei
ing star, joined the Village Vanguard show
Moore returned to the St. Regis Maisonette when tht* room
reopened Sept. 6 . . . Starlet Tom Carroll signed with MGM.
Two recording veterans signed new deals last
Records
where his Mv Blue
multimillion best-sellei 30 years ago; (»ette
Autry, ending an association of more than two decades with
Columbia, signed with Dot
uona Boy» signed a thi
year contract to play the summer seasons at Laurel’s Coun
try Club in Monticello . . . Music publishei Howie Richmond
(Turn to Page 44)
Down Beat
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Chicago—It is reliably reported
by a Chicagoan who visited New
York recently that he approached
a musician in front of Charlie’s
Tavern and asked how he could
get to Carnegie hall.
The answer; “Practice, man,
practice.”

German Festival

To Feature Jazz
Stuttgart, Germany—Jazz will be a
prominent feature in the ambitious
Week of Light Music festival planned
for presentation here Oct. 22-26.
Peter Mordo of the Sueddeutscher
Rundfunk radio station reports that in
addition to a visit from the Modern
Jazz Quartet, which will play some new
works by John Lewis and Gunther
Schuller, new works will be performed
by a symphony orchestra and smaller
groups.
Among them are John Graas’ Jazz
Symphony; Teddy Charles' H'ord Irani
Bird; Swiss composer Toni Leutwiler’s
Humoresque for Violin, Jazz. <£■ Sym
phony Orchestra, and The Young So
phisticate, contributed by Rill Holman.
Erwin Lehn’s musicians will offer ■
12-tone
entitled Thro
Blm
Skitches, by Hanns Jelinek. The con
ceits, which will be broadcast and re
corded, are to be held on a nonprofit
basis before a specially invited audi
ence.
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Pomeroy Working

On History Concert
Boston—The Herb Pomeroy orchestra
has been commissioned to produce a
history of jazz concert by the Smith
College Women of Wellesley.
Pomeroy, his chief arranger, Jaki
Byard, and John McLellan, a jazz disc
jockey, are putting together th»- 2'shour presentation which will includ
work shouts, religious hymns, and smallgroup and swing-era hand jazz and will
»■nd with a half-hour presentation of
the Pomeroy band's book blown by the
full, l(>-piece orchestra.
Byard is composing all the music
for the presentation. Music will lw
written and played in the idiom of an
era. but no standard tunes
be
utilized.
McLellan will narrate the history
The premiere is scheduled for
The trio and the band hope to tour
high school and college circles with a
built-in capsule history of jazz.

RCA Drops Cohn

es with
i th re» 5 Counli mon d

New York—Al Cohn, tenor saxophon
ist and arranger who has been one of
the most frequently recorded artists on
RCA Victor during the last year, was
dropped bv the label last month. He
will probably siim with Jack Lewis to
record for the Vik label.

ii Beat
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Leith Stevens Files 50 G

Suit Vs. Shorty Rogers
Hollywood—Film composer Leith Stevens has filed a $50,000 dam
age suit against jazz star Shorty Rogers for allegedly claiming
unrightful credit for composition on the scores to the pictures The
Olass Wall, Private Hell 36, and The Wild One.
The suit was tipped off by an article
in Esquire magazine on “West Coast
Jazz” by Arnold Shaw, in which Shaw,
touching on Rogers’ film activities,
credited him as composer of the scores
mentioned above. The suit against Rog
ers was filed here.
At this writing, Stevens' attorney,
Abe Marcus, had gone to New York
with the intention of filing similar suits
against Shaw and Esquire.
STEVENS SAU) LEGAL action would
also be taken ag-ainst Leonard Feather’s
Encyclopedia of Jazz, in which a sketch
of Shorty states “he composed, ar
ranged, and recorded soundtrack music
for . . . The Wild One, Private Hell
■in. The Bob Mathias Story." (“Also
my picture,” said Stevens of the latter.)
Shorty’s contributions to the pic
tures, according to Stevens, consisted
of “some arranging and playing trum
pet.” Said Stevens, who charges in his
suit that Shorty’s alleged claims are
“damaging to his reputation.”
“THIS HAS BEEN a growing prob
lem for some time and I felt that some
thing had to be done about it,” Stevens
added. “Shorty has allowed people to
think, or led them to believe, that he
composed music for scores in which he
did arrangements from sketches by me
that were complete in detail, even to
instrumentation. It was little more
than a copying assignment in many
cases.”
Shorty had just been served with
papers in the case when contacted and
he seemed somewhat floored, at least
momentarily, by the affair. His comment:
“I don’t think I want to say anything at all about this right now. Oh,
those interviewers!"

Peiffer Solo
Concert Slated
Philadelphia — French pianist Ber
nard Peiffer, whose first American re
cordings are due for release on EmArcy
next week, is set for his initial U. S.
solo concert. It will take place Nov. 7
at the Academy of Music here.
The event is sponsored by a com
mittee of prominent Philadelphia citi
zens who have taken an interest in
Peiffer and will be produced by Vivian
Bailey, a stockbroker who has been
acting as his manager.
Peiffer will play the first half of
the concert unaccompanied, featuring
classical compositions and improvisa
tions. In the second half, he will delve
into his jazz repertoire, with assistance
from Lee (Howdy Doody) Morgan, an
18-year-old trumpet sensation; Anthony
Ortega on reeds, and a rhythm section.

Ellington Back
In Columbia Rack
New York—Duke Ellington and his
orchestra are now definitely back in
the Columbia fold under an exclusive
pact, for the first time since 1951.
The first release under the agree
ment will be an Ellington at Newport
LP, recorded live at the jazz festival.
Meanwhile, Duke is working with Billy
Strayhorn on the music and continuity
for a project, which, he says, will tell
the story of jazz—complete with nar
ration — "from the very first drum
beat.”
The orchestra will be augmented by
a vocal group and guest singers for
the album, which is due to be recorded
shortly. Negotiations are also in prog
ress to present th«* same work as a
television show.

Jazz Festival'
Movie Ready
New York — Jack Goldberg, well
known for many years as u producer
of all-Negro pictures, is preparing for
release a new 65-minute feature en
titled Jazz Festival.
Released through Studio films, the
picture contains no plot but consists
of a series of musical attractions tied
together by the emceeing of Willie
Bryant.
In th»- cast are Count Basie, Cab
Calloway, Ruth Brown, the Clovers,
Duke Ellington, Larry Darnell, Herb
Jeffries, Lionel Hampton, Dinah Wash
ington, Sarah Vaughan, and Amos Mil
burn.

Herbie Mann Date
Set In Stockholm
New York- Tenor sax and flute star
Herbie Mann is th«- latest in line among
the long procession of jazz stars due
in Europe this fall. Mann, who will
he married Sept. H to Ruth Shore, sails
with his bride Sept. 20 on the Kungsholm. He will appear at the National
in Stockholm for at least two weeks,
accompanied by ■ group of Swedish
musicians.
Plans also call for Herbie to look in
on Copenhagen and Paris, the latter
visit to include a record session with
an international combo.
9

Jazz Train' Plans Jell, Says
Sinatra, With Davis As Star
New York — Before leaving for California after completing his
triumphant week at the Paramount theater here. Frank Sinatra dis
closed to Domi Beat that the long-rumored plans for producing Tin
Jazz Train as a motion picture are at last materializing, with Saninn
work immediately oi the Joe E. Lewis
picture," Frank said. "After that I’m
start work on Thi

Train.

captain. It's a story about flu GIs in
England who got together to back an
all-Negro revue.
Teddy

Teddy Buckner is a man to be reck
oned with in the N w Orleans trumpet
tradition.
An unabashed worshiper of Louis
Armstrong, Teddy is today blowing
with the heart and fire of which Satch
only
important resilient Los Ange
les two-beat combo, comprising John
Ewing, trombone; Joe Dai ensbourg.
clarinet; Harvey Brooks, piano; Art
Edwards, bass, and Jesse Sailes, diums.

Now in the middle of his second year
at the 41’” club, he fits comfortably into

Hour-Long TV Show

the venture.

star. He'll play t e role of Mervyn
grapher who conceived the original idea for the show in
England. And I'm hoping to get some
big jazz names, people like Louis Arm
strong oi' Count Basie, to give it an
authentic jazz flavor."
Sinatra said production is expected to
start next spring.

Hollywood- Now in his sixth year
at the Aragon ballroom in Ocean Park,
and the only bandleader with a weekly,
one-hour television show, Lawrence
Welk is preparing another hour-long
TV program to debut Oct. 10 over
ABC.

a book tanging from the old N. O.
standards to tunes of the ’3<>s.
In a typical evening one is likely to

bourg's warm-toned clarinet carrying
the lead, or a humorously hokey Sweet
The trumpet-leader will set the pace
vigorously with unrestrained power on

(’haunts Made or take a relaxed Margit
Lunceford ami Hampton alumnus
Ewing is an invaluable asset to the
band, complementing as he so expertly
does th< forceful trumpet lead. He can
be alternately soft or gutty with open
or muted horn, the latter especially
shining in S/. Jann s hitirmary as both
he and Teddy tear off chorus after
chorus >f hard, down-home blues.
I larensbourg. in the tradition of the
riverboat clarinetists
New Orleans
from which he
of calculated
taste behind the brass, His smooth,
fluid tone comes to fore on the solos,
except when commercial demands dictate h< indulge in some dated and corny
slap-tongue in one number.
The rhythm section is a veritable
Rock of Ages as seemingly imperturb
able Edwards lays down a consistently
good bass foundation. Sades' drums
demonstrate a model approach for this
type >f combo, and the always-fresh
10

Won't You Come
Along With Me?

Welk Prepares New

Im- his fits! movie since he became a

Teddy Buckner Band; 400 Club,
Los Angeles

WO’

New \ ork—The world's most un
usual jazz club will be opened in l!».i;
if there is no hitch in the plans nt
Albert Carlo, the painter, entrepreneur,
and night club impresario who played a
prominent part in the creation of New
York's Basin Street night club a few
years ago.
The club will be situated or the
banks of the Tiber river in Rome. It
will be known as the Mississippi and,
says Carlo, will be Italy's first Mis
sissippi show boat. Imported Ameiicai
jazz talent will provide entertainment
for a potential full deck of 2
tome i s.
he already ha

Buckner

The new show will run in addition
to his current program, making him
the only bandleader to have two hours
of television time a week.
The accordion maestro has just returned here from
concert tour
through the midwest and the fringe
south which wound up Sept. 12 in
Memphis, Tenn.

Pinza Broadway Role
Doubtful After Attack
Cervia. Italy—Ezio Pinza, who sufwas reported in good condition, and ex
pected to sail for America early in
September as originally planned.
He was not expected, however, to be
able to appear in .1 V< ry S/ieeial Baby.
a Broadway show for which, he was to

suffered partial paralysis of on<
is a result of the stroke.

NBC Spots
More Bands
mint, a new ail-star musical series
emceed by Dennis James, made it.»
debut on the NBC radio network Aug
27 at 10:3(1 p.m., EDT. The series is
being presented in co-operation will
th<' federal civilian defense administra
tion and the savings bond division oi
the treasury department.
NBC said it planned to feature Duke
Ellington, Benny Goodman ami othei
top-name bandleaders, as well as studio
orchestras led by Harry Sosnik, Ray
Bloch, Paul Weston, and others.
Each program also headlines a popu
lar vocalist. Among those scheduled ti
Como, Lena Horne, Frank Sinatra.
Peggy Lee, Harry Belafonte, ami Julius
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Claude Thornhill Band
Booked For Birdland
New York—In a surprise booking.
Claude Thornhill and his orchestra have
been set for a week at Birdland start

Clab. are show-stoppers demonstrating

the date but will feature his jazz book,
using material he plays on college cor
ceit dates.
The Willard Alexander office is con
sidering following up this precedent by
booking him into other jazz clubs
Claude was featured several months
ago at the Blue Note in Chicago.

—tynan
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Brooks piano, blowing in a Jelly Roll
tradition, is as functional as it is satis
fying.
Buckner's specialty numbers, such as

the qualities of all sidemen and the
leader's powerfully appealing trumpet.
For those who might say that time
has passed such musicians by, it is
well worth a visit to the 400 to find
out how mistaken is this notion.
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Sentence Suspended

Jazz, Classical Music Society
t0 Hold First Concert Oct 19

N< w York — Tadd Dameron, who
pleaded guilty to an indictment charg
ing
.•Mession of narcotics with intent
io s< il, possessing a needle and possess
mg arcotics, was sentenced at General
Ses- ms here to a three-to-five-year
workhouse term.

New \ork —Jazz and classical brass compositions by John Lewis
Jimmy Giuffre, J. J. Johnson and Gunther Schuller will be featured a
the first Jazz and Classical Music society concert at Town Hall on
Oct. 19. Schuller’s Symphony for tírase Insti tinn nts will be conducted by Dmitri Mitropoulos.

However, the sentence was suspended,
and Dameron was placed on parole.
Arrested last April, he was indicted in
May for selling and possessing narcotics.
Pameron is now lining up a
Prestige LP in which all his
known instrumental hits of the 1940s
will be revived, among them Tin Sqoiral. Oor Delight, and Hot Hoose. In
addition, he is doing some writing for
Tommy Dorsey.

It is also expected that Miles Davis,
Joe Wilder, Lewis, Johnson, and pos
sibly Gerry Mulligan will participate
in an added jazz set that night.
The Jazz ami Classical Music society
is a nonprofit organization concerned
with "providing a wider hearing for
contemporary music and musicians . . .
under the best possible conditions.”
Members of its board of directors are
Anahid Ajemian, George Avakian, Bill
Coss, Ahmet Ertegun, Nesuhi Ertegun,
•John Hammond,
HeniotF, Pete
Kameron, Monte Kay, Lewis, Harold

Dameron Narcotics

Top Dance Band Crown Again
Taken By Welk In Ops Poll
For the second consecutive year, America's ballroom operators
have decided that the nation’s top over-all dance band is Lawrence
Welk’s, its best swing band is Les Brown’s, and best sweet band is
that of Guy Lombardo. These results were gathered in Don n Beat’s
fourth annua) Ballroom Operators poll,
conducted in co-operation with thi
National Ballroom Operators Associa
tion.
Rest small band honors went to
Louis Armstrong's All-Stars, whose
me-niter ballroom appearances have
proved uniformly successful. Another
reneat winner was Hank Thompson,
is best western band, but in thi polka
division the Six Fat Dutchmen un
seated Whoopee John from the top
spot.
Operators adjudged the Crew Cuts
lo be the most appealing attraction
other than a band to play their terneries.
Individual
honors went to
Ralph Marterie and Eddy Howard,
again named top instrumental and
singing leaders respectively, and to
Welk’s Alice Lon as the outstanding
feminine band singei.
An indication of the waning attenBest Dance Band
I Lawrence Welk
2. The Glenn Miller Orchestra
(Under Direction of Ray Me
Kinley)
3. Les Brown

booking,
tl a have
band or
izz book,
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Swing Band
Les Brown
Ralph Marterte
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey

Sweet Band
I. Guy Lombardo
2. Lawrence Welk
3. Sammy Kaye

Western Band
I. Hank Thompson

2. Pee Wee King
3. Leo Greco

October 3.

|05h

tion being paid to featuring person
alities within the orchestra was shown
by the voting for male band singer,
is fading out or

leaders seldom bother
announce
names, for li sg than 10 percent of the
operators polled bothered to list a
name, thus making it impossible to
determine a winner.
Long-time followers of the poll may
note that a category is missing from
this year’s computation — thi
Most
Promising Sweet band. It was arbitra
rily dropped this year because of the
paucity* of new sweet bands on the
scene. Until more activity on that
front is evidenced among new groups,
we feel it is useless to contili ue the
category.
The complete results of the poll
follow :

Polka Band
Si» Fat Dutchmen
Whoopee John Wilfahrt

Singing Leader
Eddy Howard
Russ Morgan
R-y McKinley

Frankie Yankovic

Small Band
Louis Armstrong
Pee Wee Hunt
Bill Haley

Most Promising Swing Band
The Glenn Miller Orchestra
(Under
Kinley)
Rchard M.dtby
Jimmy Palmer

Instrumental Leader
Ralph Marterte
Tommy Dorsey
Ray McKinley

Best Attraction
Other Than Band
Crew-Cuts
Four Lads

Male Band Singer
Not enough ballots were filled
out in this category to give a
per, Dick Dale Don Forbes. Butch
Stone, Tommy Mercer, Joe Wil
liams, and others.

Fema'e Band Singer
Alice Lo"
Joanns G'ee'
Mareie Miller

E. Lovett, Joseph Lustig, Mitropoulos,
and Schuller.

Further information concerning the
Oct. 19 concert and concerning member
ship applications can be obtained by
writing the Jazz and Classical Music
society, Suite 303, 13 E. 48th St., New
There are three membership ciassih
cations. The $3 category entitles tin
member to notification of concert dales,
copies of the program in advance, pro
gram notes, a membership card, and a
newsletter to be issued every six
months that will include special articles
by musicians and critics.
The $23 yearly contributing member
ship also includes
' ’
one 12" LP a year
and Classical Music society
concert
(contributors of $100

each c mcert in thi life of thi organiza
lion.

The primary goals of the society are
to provide the kind of fully rehearsed,
carefully programmed concerts that,
the directors claim, are rather rare in
the field of jazz as well as in contem
tions of the programs, modern jazz in
strumentalists will not be the only art
ists lo be presented in this series. In
the concerts to come, several of the
older major contributors to the evolu
tion of jazz will be presented in tin
framework of a urogram and an ac
companiment that will be prepared with
more care than has often been given
these important jazz figures in the
past.”
Also, to indicate that there is no
chasm between musical categories, "the
programs . . . will also include con

interest.

Due Out On Record
New A ork—Irving Townsend of Co
lumbia Records has completed negotia
tions for the recording and release on
Columbia of a unique musical play
scheduled for presentation shortly be
fore Christmas in a 90-minute Alcoa
spectacular on NBC-TV.
Tentatively titled The Hoppy
Scrooge, the play is said to bear the
same relationship to The Christmas
Carol that .1/// Fair Lady bears to
Pygmalion, with up-to-date pop-style
music sung by an all-star cast.
The line-up for the broadcast and
the album includes Vic Damone, John
ny Desmond, the Four Lads, Patrice
Munsel, Camarata’s orchestra, and
probably Peggy King.
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Garrulous Sal
(Ed. Note: In an interview conducted
in the May 16 Down Beat, guitarist
Herb Ellis lamented the fact that most
of today’s guitarists fail to play rhythm
guitar—they comp [play chord clusters
in no set or steady rhythmic pattern].
In the following article, Sal Salvador,
one of the men who seldom plays
straight rhythm, tells why.)
By Sal Salvador
RHYTHM GUITAR in a jazz trio
or quartet? Not unless you want to
tighten everything up. It just doesn’t
mix with what the rest of the present
day rhythm section is doing. To date
I haven’t heard anybody who can play
rhythm guitar in u small jazz group
and make it sound good. The old way
is just not it.
If some guy comes along with a new
method of playing rhythm, and it fits,
then maybe guys will start doing it
again. I’ve done some dates where a
rhythm guitar fit well and really helped
—I enjoyed it very much. It was al
ways with a bigger band, though.
As far as small groups go, I’ve yet
to hear it. Tai Farlow has a thing he
does by deadening the strings and get
ting kind of a snare drum sound that
has a pretty good feeling (this is not
“playing the guitar,” though). You
know. I’ve always wanted to hear Bar
ry Galbraith with a small group—
piano, bass, drums—I’ll bet he’d do
some nice things—probably come up
with a fitting rhythm sound, too. He’s
no guy to forget when you talk about
good guitar players—rhythm or not.
ON THE OTHER HAND, too many
people who shout because some guys
don’t play guitaristically enough, don’t
stop to think about how these guys feel.
Just like the many jazz pianists who
don’t think of their instrument in just
a pianistic vein, there are many guitar
players who don’t think of the guitar
that way. It’s the way I feel and I’m
sure that Tai and Jimmy Raney and a
lot of others feel this way, too. These
guys are really very serious jazzmen,
not instrumentalists. It wouldn’t matter
to them what instrument they were
playing. It’s just a vehicle by which
they can express themselves. Any other
instrument would do as well.
One of the biggest things to promote
jazz guitar was Charlie Christian. He
wasn’t a real technician, nor was he a
real rhythm guitar player. He didn’t
have to do these things—he played such
wonderful jazz. I don’t think of him

as just a guitar player but as a won
derful jazz musician.
The love of the instrument must
have been there in the beginning
(which helps choice) but as I got
deeper and deeper into jazz, I started
to realize a love for music as a whole,
u love for all instruments, and a pref
erence for none. I get just as much
kick out of listening to a good bass
player playing a rhythm or solo line as
any other horn soloing.
With electric guitar having made
progress the way it has, there are
many guys who are outstanding enough
to stand up as soloists without having
to worry about playing rhythm. Like
wise in reverse (Freddie Green, etc.).
As yet I haven’t heard anybody do both
outstandingly well — although I had
never heard anybody double piano and
vibes without one of the instruments
taking a back seat, either, until Eddie
Costa came along. It can be done, I
guess. I’ve just yet to hear it.
ABOUT THE GUYS who comp all
the time. A lot of them overdo that, too.
Too many of them forget that it’s the
guy blowing the solo who’s important.
The thing should be—“How can I help
to make it feel good for him,” not
“Watch me gas everybody with this
chord!” while somebody else is soloing.
You’ve got to be careful when you
comp, and use your ears. When it’s
your turn to blow, if you’re capable,
then show off.
I’ve been asked by agents many times
why I don’t use a trio, because, they
say, it’s easier to sell in all kinds of
rooms. The truth is that I tried it
once in New York last year in one of
the hipper east side clubs and it just
wasn’t for me. The way all the music
for my group is written, the drums
are an integral part of everything that
goes on. There are times when only a
two-beat fill-in is needed, but if it’s not
there, I miss it. I know what I want
out of my music and I’ve got to have
at least a quartet to get it.
It’s no fault of the sidemen—I used
Eddie Costa and Teddy Kotick on the
trio job, and as great as they are, it
still didn’t feel right. And if it doesn’t
feel right to me, I won’t work with it.
On the other hand, I think that Tai
Farlow really gets wonderful sounds
out of a trio. As a matter of fact, he
gets wonderful sounds out of just about
anything.
As for my own group, one member
is just as important as another—I’m

Salvador A New England Product
Sal Salvador was born in Munson, Mass., Nov. 21, 1925, then moved to
Stafford Springs, Conn., where he lived until 17. Started on violin, but dropped
it after a few lessons. Bought a guitar when family moved to Springfield, Mass.,
began studying on his own. Started playing jobs with Teddy Charles a couple of
years later and through him began to hear records by Parker, Gillespie, Charlie
Christian, etc. Moved to New York, where he began working with Eddie Bert,
Terry Gibbs, Dardanelle, and other small groups, then joined Stan Kenton in
1953. He left the band a year later to form his own group, with which he has
been working since. Featured as a leader on Blue Note, Capitol, and Bethlehem
recordings.
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writing and having written a lot of
new music for us. I’ve got George Roumanis (who played bass and wrote the
arrangement of / Love You on our
Bethlehem LP) writing for us, and
Manny Albarn is also writing. 1 also
use a lot of Bill Holman’s things. I
have just asked Phil Woods and Jimmy
Raney to do some writing for us. We
use a lot of “head” arrangements, too.
AS FOR MY favorite guitar players,
need I say Tai Farlow and Jimmy
Raney again? I liked Chuck Wayne a
lot, but I haven’t heard him for a few
years. Howard Roberts from California
is another whom I like very much.
Outside of guitar players, I think
some of the most wonderful sounds I
hear from active musicians today come
from Zoot Sims, Phil Woods, Bud
Powell, Red Mitchell, Eddie Costa, Jim
my Campbell, Joe Morello, Oscar Pettiford, and Dave McKenna. Naturally,
there are a lot of other guys I like, but
these were the first names that came to
me. Big bands? Basie, Dizzy, and I
like the Kenton band I heard at Bird
land last year. I like the Four Fresh
men, Sinatra, Cole, Ella, and Sarah
Vaughan.
Down Beat
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Maynard Ferguson
Stratospheric Trumpeter Looks
Forward To New Leading Career
By John Tynan
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DUBBED “SHOW BO AT ER,”
"crowd pleaser,” and “exhibitionist”
for .veal's, Maynard Ferguson, one of
tht most talked-about trumpet players
of his generation, is today crashing
the barrier of those accusations and
finding himself on the threshold of a
new era in his professional career.
Because of Ferguson’s phenomenal
technique and the manner in which he
w*as showcased in the bands of Stan
Kenton, Boyd Raeburn, Charlie Bainet, and Jimmy Dorsey, it was under
standable, he says, that the critics
should have set him up as an ideal
target, representative of what jazz in
big bands “had come to,”
But Ferguson was no innocent, no
babe in the musical woods led astray
by commercially minded bandleaders
intent on exploiting those pyrotechnics
with which he is so facile.
“I KNEW WHAT the score was
then,” he says. “Then, as now, I felt
and said that I helped Kenton, Barnet,
and Dorsey just as much as they
heljied me.
"I w*as used for one particular thing
—to gas the crowd. I w*as the Wonder
Boy, the hat-trick the leader could pull
to show just how great his band was.
Please don’t misundeistand, though;
any leader will capitalize on a thing
like this. He’d be a fool if he didn’t.
"Stan Kenton was really* the first to
realize what I could do technically on
a horn,” he continued, “Because he’s
such a natural, such a great leader,
he saw my capabilities in perspective
and acted accordingly*. I could cut the
super-high book without an oxygen
mask. So I became typed and I ac
cepted it. If you think I’m going to
refute a lot of criticisms thrown at me
during that big band period, you’re
wrong. The majority of the critics
were correct. I realized it then and
haven’t forgotten it today.
“THERE WAS ONLY one occasion
when a critic went to work on me that
I got bugged. It doesn’t matter who he
was—he’s very well known in the field
—or what specifically he said then. The
thing that irked me was the manner
in which he attacked me. It was per
sonal and, I considered, pretty spiteful.
But that’s past history ... I hope we’ve
both learned a lot.”
What has Ferguson learned in the
intervening years? For one thing, he’s
learned his horn.
“Up to two years ago, I was still
learning,” he says. “I don’t mean the
mechanics of the trumpet so much as
the meaning of what it is to play jazz.
“After I split the big band scene and
settled in California, I worked with
small groups up and down the west
coast. This gave me a chance, for the
first time, to get in a groove where I
could blow jazz more comfortably than
I’d ever done. For the first time I
October 3, 1956

learned to play with small groups. Re
lieve me, that meant a lot.”
IN FEBRUARY, 1954, Ferguson
signed a contract with Paramount stu
dios. For two years he was top brass
man in the studio orchestra, playing
everything that such a berth calls
for—from quasi-symphonic background
mood music to jazz sequences in sound
stage night clubs. “No doubt of it,” he
judges, “that period made me a better
musician.”
The onetime stratospheric boy won
der of the trumpet exudes confidence
now about his ability to make it as a
jazz blower. At this point in his career
he’s at last satisfied that he’s ready,
not only to play a whole lot of jazz but
to lead the band of his choice.
The result? "This is going to be a
This band is an all-star unit, not only
happy* band,” he declares. “There will
instrumentally but in arrangements,
be no hates going. Everybody digs the
too. With such swinging scorers as
others, and this is just what we want.”
Johnny Mandel, Quincy Jones, and Al
The trumpeter currently is cutting
Cohn, the book looks like a jazzman’s
the Vik albums. “I think a lot of peo
dream. And for Ferguson it is a dream
ple, especially in the east, are going to
—come true.
be surprised,” he says. “After all, they
THE PRIME MOVER in converting
haven’t heard me blow in New York in
Maynard’s desire to front such a baud
over three years. Here’s hoping they
into happy* reality was drummer Sid
dig me now.”
Bulkin who, while not working with
NOT ONLY SHOULD the easterners
the new all-star outfit, is a much re
dig the “new” Ferguson on trumpet,
spected percussionist known foi his
but they* cannot fail to mark his work,
accompanist work with Billy Eckstine,
both in section and solo, on valve trom
among others.
bone
and bass trumpet also. All in all,
The idea breathed life some months
he is wailing on the three horns, carry
ago when Bulkin was in New York
ing the load of the book’s solos.
and dropped in on discussions between
As to plans for this stellar aggre
Morris Levy, operator of Birdland,
gation,
Bulkin says they are looking
and Vik Records’ a&i head, Jack Lewis.
for a “class” tour like the Birdland
Levy and Lewis were looking for some
conceit tours with Count Basie. If
one to front a veritable "dream band”
those sidemen who work with the band
and seemed to be getting nowhere in
in New* York cannot make out-of-tow*n
their quest.
engagements,
new talent will be sought,
“Why not get Maynard?” Bulkin of
young, aspiring jazzmen who can cut
fered. Levy* and Lewis were interested.
the book and be available for such a
Once they arrived at the stage of
tour.
serious consideration, the problem was
Ferguson says he is particularly in
solved.
terested
in suitable potential talent in
The leader for this band would have
the colleges and is amenable to any
to be a musician with natural qualities
and all auditions of youngsters who
for fronting, respected on many counts
want to try to make the band. Since
by* his peers. It didn’t take Sid long to
he’s been in New York, he notes, he’s
convince the other two that Ferguson
met several young blowers who would
would be the man.
probably fit right into the swing of
THERE WAS A hitch though. Part
things.
of the plan was for Vik to record this
ideal band, and, inasmuch as Maynard
is under contract to EmArcy, that
could lead to problems. As soon as
EmArcy’s Bobby Shad was approached
for a temporary release for Ferguson,
however, the worries were over. Shad
gave Ferguson permission to make the
New York—Helen Merrill’s European
Vik albums with his blessings.
tour, announced in the Sept. 5 Down
There followed a fantastic flurry of Beat, has been postponed, for the sing
transcontinental phone calls between
er has been selected to inaugurate a
Ferguson in Hollywood and all the series of visits by North American
sidemen he wanted to use.
vocal stars to Argentina and Brazil.
He had, for example, an open line
Helen, w*ho was selected by El Globo,
to Al Cohn who helped line up the othei
a Buenos Aires newspaper, as the best
chosen musicians. So there would be new singer of the year, has been set
no misunderstandings, Maynard person
for a three-week tour next month, lined
ally spoke with every person he wanted
up in co-operation with Mercury* Rec
in the band.
ords’ affiliates in Latin America.

Tour By Helen Merrill
Heads To South America
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Jazz In Russia
By Ted Hallock
I’VE JUST RETURNED from a 23day search for jazz in Russia. I didn’t
find any. I looked and listened for it,
and asked about it, and described it
in Leningrad, Kiev. Odessa, Sochi, Yal
ta, Tbilisi, and Moscow—in the biggest
city, the average cities, and the major
reson cities.
I listened to radio, watched televi
sion, played phonograph records, went
to hotels, garden restaurants, theaters,
and ballrooms; I read magazines and
newspapers (with translators’ assist
ance) ; I spoke with teachers, students,
party members and nonparty mem
bers, youth groups, workers, and
musicians. But I found no jazz.
Not even a word which describes the
music. Though I'm sure they know
what it means, sort of. They described
a Polish “variety revue” playing in
Moscow as featuring a “jazz” orches
tra. It didn’t. Every tune which is
called “fox trot” on a record label
(whether it’s 4 4, Latin, or waltz—to
confuse me further) is considered
“jazz.” Top western jazz artists, my
Russian interviewees glowed, are Glenn
Miller and Perry Como.
SEEKING OUT THE music I love
wasn’t my main reason for being in
Russia, but discovering early on arrival
there that dallying in unlit places of
an evening wasn’t the safest form of
tourism, I decided to indulge in the
prospectively delightful pursuit of syn
copation.
It turned into an endurance contest
—me pitted against my disbelief that
any nation of 200,000,000 could exist
long without some taste of extempo
raneous, joyful, forceful jazz.
Like most things they do, Russians
seem willing to accept only the famil
iar in music. I note this characteristic
because of the following puzzle. Rus
sians can tune in the English-language
Voice of America broadcasts on short
wave at any time. In fact, disc jockey
Willis Conover has an immense follow
ing of students between 17 and 22
(there are few persons my age because
of the war’s decimation). Knowing
what Conover plays, I kept asking
about Brubeck. Baker, Mulligan, Her
man, Kenton, et al. And they kept
telling me how much they loved Miller,
or Armstrong (though the younger
ones said “he’s a little passe now”),
or Calloway, or James. Believe me. if
all the foregoing sounds too paradox
ical, it is, but don’t turn to me for a
resolution. That’s the way the USSR is.
EVEN WITHOUT access to anything
like stocks or manuscript copies, you
would think Soviet musicians might
tane VOA broadcasts—which they can,
without any fear now—on modern
equipment—which they can buy, though
an average machine costs $500—and
copy arrangements. But they don’t.
Their top orchestra, that of Leonid
Oochosov in Moscow, has a hard-hit
ting, crisp smack—but it doesn’t, in
the aggregate, really sound like any
thing, including jazz.
Oochosov’s instrumentation (seven
saxophones, four trombones, four trum
11

pets, two drums, two basses, two pia
nos, guitar, and four singers) is typic
ally unwieldly. His playing is typically
double forte. If it’s big, if it’s loud,
then it’s the Soviet answer to jazz.
Throughout the western USSR, “pop
ular" music is presented by quintets or
sextets, hewing to the loudness line.
These units play in outside dance pa
vilions, hotel ballrooms, and in small
neighborhood meeting halls. The uni
versal instrumentation is piano, drums,
accordion, violin, trumpet, and C-melody saxophone. Occasionally the sax is
omitted.
ILL MUSIC! INS, of course, are in
some form or another working for the
ministry of culture—in intourist ho
tels, where the best bands play; over
Radio Moscow or any other individual
radio or TV station (there is a station
in each large city), while recording,
etc.
Because it is illegal for any indi
vidual to employ another in the USSR,
sidemen aren’t actually working for
their leaders but for the state. The
frontman is actually a foreman in the
popular music factory.
Phonograph records are sold in gen
eral drygoods shops, 78 and 33’ .. No
45s. LPs are inexpensive ($1.25), and
shellac costs about 50 cents. Quality
is lousy. Most often, LPs are devoted
to two or three different artists, with
five cuts a side. The label name is
Dolgoeegraushchayah. Uh huh.
There’s no counterpart of the AFM.
The major musicians’ collective is called
the Union of Culture, or something to
that effect—musicians I talked with
seemed to disagree on its exact name.
Perhaps Mikhail Dubinsky, a 33year-old accordionist-pianist in Tbilisi
is typical (except for his age). He
plays six nights a week, for 3* a hours
nighjtly, in the Intourist hotel dining
room. For this he earns $275 a month.
He “donates” much time to Radio
Tbilisi, as do all other local musicians,
for programs of classical and popular
music. (Remember, please, that Mik
hail and his fellow comrades “own”
the business.)
IN TBILISI, t CITY of (terhaps a
million (no one knows the exact pop
ulation; there’s been no census since
1939), Mikhail says there are 500
musicians. They play radio, sympho
ny, philhaiinonia, movie theaters, le
gitimate theaters, opera, ballet, and
ballrooms. There are 16 small bands,
quintets at the most.
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Two young Russian musicians, mem
bers of the Young Pioneers, the < onimuni st Boy Scouts. Says Hallock: "For
my dough, here are the real musicians
in Russia.”

While Mikhail can’t be fired (unless
he doesn’t show up for work for "pro
miscuous reasons”) he can and said he
does intend to quit to seek work in
Kiev, where he’s been offered a better
job.
What he meant by “better” I don't
know, for wages and prices are estab
lished by the state for all levels of
ability. However, Mikhail can move
freely from city to city, taking his
chances on whether he’ll be employed
after going through an audition. But be
cause Russia does not recognize for a
second the thesis of redundancy or un
employment, he’ll find work. Of course,
it may not be playing music.
MIKHAIL SAID IT is “easy to earn
a living as a musician in Russia.” And
I believe him because institutions of
higher learning are laying no stress
on liberal arts education and because
musical conservatories, such as the
renowned institute in Kiev, are paying
no attention to popular music.
Theory, harmony, and counterpoint
are taught, as they are everywhere
else. But individual tutelage on any
instrument is rare (and nonexistent in
the jazz field), being reserved for pat
ently budding geniuses.
As in America, you have to want to
listen to soloists to emulate or to be
gin to improvise. But Russians don’t
(Turn to Page 48)

Hallock Is Former Staff Man
Ted Hallock, former Down Beat assistant editor in Chicago, toured Russia
in July and August as one .of a 20-member study group sponsored by the World
Affairs Council of Oregon and approved by the U. S. state department.
Hallock interviewed Soviet citizens, workers, and government leaders and
tape-recorded the interviews for a show called Russia Today, which will be
broadcast this fall on Oregon radio stations. He also photographed 1,000 feet
of Soviet scenes for a television film to be presented on Oregon TV stations.
He now is director of public affairs for J. Henry Heiser & Co., the Portland,
Ore., investment management firm which sponsored his trip.
Down Beal
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New York Jazz Festival, Aug. 24-25
Randall's Isiand, N. Y.

Randall's island is an arena so vast that to fill
each seat at 8:15 sharp, when the concert was due
to start, could not have been accomplished with
out the use of some 50,000 parachutes. In order
to graduate the arrivals, producers Don Friedman
and Ken Joffe had the smart idea of preceding the
festival proper with a brief “twilight concert” of
warmup music. The thousands thus kept stream
ing in before, during and after this prelude, and
well on into the main event . . .
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. . Though the preliminaries were
supposed to be out in time for a punc
tual start for the big show, Don Elliott
(a twilighter) was still on, flashing his
impersonations of vibes confreres, at
8:1’>, and the formal festivities began
a half hour late. Good news for this
viewer, who had never previously heard
the new addition to the Elliott pano
rama, an impersonation of himself, in
which he played a blues based on G-E-C
(the NBC signal) dedicated to emcee
Jazzbo Collins.
After a long lull, the George Shear
ing quintet was centered beneath the
big green-and-white candy -stripe can
opy. It was not the swingingest of
starts for a jazz concert, for so much
of the Embers had rubbed off on the
group that sometimes it seemed all
Embers and no spark. George was
Bach-in-triplets on Autumn Leaves and
solemn in solo on The Street B'Aere
You Lice, but Armando Perazza anil
Thielemans picked things up with Caracan. Similarly a Rud Shank set that
followed got into high when Rob Rrook
meyer was added. Rut it really became
a festival when Erroll Garner time
arrived.
Garner is probably the only iazz art
ist who would be unmistakably , unique
ly Garner if one of his records were
played backwards. Tonight, with Denzil
Best and Eddie Calhoun, he was on as
only Erroll can be on; each introduc
tion was like a setting sparkling so
vividly that the gem itself might have
been removed and never missed.
The Gene Krupa quartet aimed to
please and hit a bull’s-eye. Eddie Shu's
tenor and alto had their moments. His
trumpet: fair, with occasional show
ers due to technical storms.
BILLY T1YIAIR wailed with the left
hand only, at length and w ith great
chann, on Gone with the II ind, then
challenged himself to a delightful duel
—left hand vs. right hand in fours—
on Georgia Brown. The Modern Jazz
Quartet, if perhaps it didn’t always
swing, certainly oscillated its way
through a pleasing display of the gen
tility of Jackson on Willow, Weep for
Mt spoiled partly by distortion on the
vibes —one of the few engineering goofs
in a generally first-class job by sound
man Miles Rosenthal
Then Sarah Vaughan appeared, and
suddenly it was a grand night for
singing Sarah wailed on Cherokee, then
made some lyrical observations about
the inside and the outside, the meaning
of which escaped me. For her third
number she gassed everyone with a
turnabout—her impersonation of Ella
Fitzgerald in Hou High.
October 3,
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After Sarah, we fastened our seat
belts and took off with Basie. Pres was
in there for a couple of numbers with
the band, but from this seat it didn’t
quite jell. More of Basie in our com
ments on the second show, since Count
was heard on both nights.
The Saturday warmup included some
virile tenor by Coleman Hawkins,
marred by reed trouble. The main show
started with Dave Brubeck, who had to
leave for an
I y broadcast. I had
heard The Trolley Song before . . . Des
mond is at his best playing medium
tempo blues, which he luckily had a
chance at tonight, and Dave is at his
best when he’s relaxed, which he seem
ed to be on In Your Own Sweet Way.
Came the new Jazz Messengers, a
group that has lost everything but its
name and Art Blakey. Bill Hardman's
trumpet and Sam Dougherty’s piano
worked commendably in an effort to fill
the large holes left by Dorham and
Silver, and Jackie McLean’s ever-busy
alto took over the role of the vanished
Hank Mobley. Art has some real talent
in this group, but it will take some
time to weld it into a unit as firmly
swinging as the old one, and he has
clearly suffered from de-Mobleyzation.
( HRI* CONNOR, introduced as “one
of the true jazz greats,” took ovei for a
set that left this writer acutely uncomfoitable. While the accompaniment was
working diligently on Rar 1 of the nex.
chorus, Miss Connor would be tackling
Rar 29 of the previous chorus. Aside
from the determined lagging behind the
beat, there were weaknesses of intona
tion, false interpretations (as fqr in
stance of the main three-note phrase
in George Wallington’s Way Out
There), and a general atmosphere of
being “on” without having anything to
be on.
Gerry Mulligan then did for the
Saturday show what Garner had for
Friday’s, in an elegantly zestful quartet
set with Brookmeyer at his best, Rill
Crow on bass, and Specs Railey on
drums. Mulligan and Rrookmeyer both
comped on piano to back each other.
Then Lee Konitz was added for two
numbers, and the blend was the end
Chet Raker blew better than we’d
heard him in a year, on two very in
teresting compositions by his pianist,
Rob Zieff, Slightly Above Moderate and

Medium Rock,
After the intei-mission, the superla
tive Gillespie band came on and Diz
immediately had everyone eating out of
the palm of his horn. Though Austin
Cromer’s ballad vocal was expendab'e,
there was little else in this set to cause

complaint; even the comedy bit will.
Marty Flax, and Diz's clowning, could
be justified by the general level of th ■
music.
W E’LL PASS OVER the next act, >
pianist named Shirley who had some
how found himself booked into a iazz
concert, and skip to the Rasie band,
which this time had Al Cohn as its twonumber guest. Again Joe Williams had
them roaring, and before long there
seemed to be more people standing thai
sitting, trying to break through the
ropes and the cordon of police.
Rasie’s is still a band without peet
in its field; but on Friday he hal
played April in Paris with the tag re
peated five times, and on Saturday he
played it again and used the tag six
times. With all due respect to a great
Rill Davis arrangement, I atn heartily
sick of this will-it-never-end gimmick,
and I imagine by now Count must b-.
too, though the lower I.Q. elements in
the crowd kept clamoring for more, s<he had to give it to them.
To sum up: New York is the ideal
place for a jazz festival and Randall’s
island the perfect location. The general
level of the music was very high. Pro
duction was sloppy to the point of non
existence on the first night, with Col
lins, a consistently excellent emcee,
covering valiantly during countless
stage waits, but things went mor ■
smoothly on Saturday.
THE ONLY CRITICISMS were thos
that apply no less to other jazz festi
vals. (1) There should be a full-scale
rehearsal of the entire show each after
noon, to eliminate production goofs;
(2) Too many combos, too little time
pro rata for big bands and experimen
tation; (3) Early in the show a loud
mouthed hawker almost drowned out
Jazzbo in ill-timed efforts to sell an
overpriced ($1) program that was full
of chi-chi art and contained not one
word of information about the artists’
playing order, the tunes to be played oi
anything else that was happening.
Down with “programs” that aren’t!
It’s true that Randall’s island is a
little too close to New York’s major
airports, and that now and then a
phrase or two might be clouded by the
winging home of a Super-G Constella
tion, but this was a small price to pay
for four hours of music in an enormous
yet comfortable stadium, competently
be-speakered, in the company of the
largest single crowd of jazz fans ever
assembled in this country since way
back in the swing era.

—Leonard feathei
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IS THERE A MORE arresting mu
sician in jazz today—anywhere, playing
any instrument—than Charlie Mingus?
A more moving one? One who has
grown more over the years? One who is
more receptive to new ideas, to different
ideas, to old ideas?
Wait! Don’t answer that! It doesn’t
matter. Let’s not worry about ratings.
If we’re not care
ful, we may find
ourselves
in
the
midst of a poll for
the most arresting
(aside to printer:
watch that word—
it’s “arresting,” not
"arrested”) musi
cian of 1956. But
let’s by all means
concern ourselves
with these central
qualities, qualities of
growth and maturity, of provocative
musicianship, of breadth and depth of
ideas, and with the range of thinking
a corollary spread of personality.
That, really, is what strikes me as I
write this piece, listening to two new
Mingus albums and recalling a remark
able few hours spent last week listen
ing to Charlie’s quintet at the Bohemia
in New Y’ork. What? Personality (jazz
division), the spread thereof, and that
most expansive example of all the con
stituent parts of personality expressed
in jazz—the physical, the mental; the
emotional, the intellectual; the frivo
lous, the fundamental—Charles Mingus.
YOU’LL HEAR LOTS of stories
about the Mingus personality in the
New York clubs, in the saloons and
salons frequented by the musicians and
hangers-on who populate the New Y’ork
scene. Y’ou’ll discover, if you credit
what you hear, that Charlie has an ex
plosive temper, backed with eloquent
fists when his speech fails him (which
isn’t often).
Y’ou’ll find out about a mercurial
temperament, now high on a musician,
now low, and devilishly inconsistent as
it wanders in taste from ethusiasm to
ethusiasm.
All sorts of things, stories, epithets
will be tossed your way as you inquire
about Charlie Mingus, if you inquire
about Charlie Mingus. Be very careful
how much you believe. Only a very
small percentage of what you hear will
be true, and rarely in the version in
which you hear it.
If you’re interested—and who that is
caught by the freshness and drive of
modern jazz can help but be interested?
—there’s a better source: Chailie
Mingus’ music.

IF YOU WERE at the Bohemia last
week when I was you would have heard
remarkably mixed sets of music by
Charlie’s little band. You would have
heard a bass-solo interpretation of
Memories of You by Charlie (literallv
solo—no accompaniment) that had all
the rugged individuality of a suite for
unaccompanied cello by Bach and some
of its contrapuntal style as well, al

though in no way derived from the
Baroque master.
You would have heard an attempt to
lift the blues from its rhythmic morass
and to promote some melodic vitality in
the form, with each horn quite free to
develop its own ideas, u pattern as old
in the blues as King Oliver (as Charlie
acknowledges), but very little worked
and reworked in recent years. You
would have heard a restless use of per
cussive devices and accessories, whistle,
tambourine, anything that might give
color and development to Charlie’s
ideas.
The whistle and the tambourine offer
a valuable insight into the workings
of the Mingus personality, I think.
On the one hand, there's the great, the
wonderful naivete that permits Charlie
to make use of both, and of cymbals
and sirens and anything else- that might
satisfactorily reproduce traffic sounds
in New Y'ork (in Tourist in Manhat
tan) or San Francisco (A Foggy Day
in the recent Mingus Jazz Workshop
album. Pithecanthropus Erectus). So
it’s been done before, this imitation of
the great urban outdoors. So it’s been
corny. This is the way he hears a
major series of sounds of our time.
In they go. There’s the naive, the un
pretentious, the honest, and the
thoroughly uncorny jazz musician.
ON THE OTHER HAND? The de
fense of methodology of the battery, of
the whistle, and tambourine and siren,
etc. Mingus has been thinking and may
be reading as well about what the
drummer has for years had around him
with which to bulwark his beat. He’s
discovered the legitimate array of ac
cessories that drummers have had for
decades and he’s using them, and know
ing why he uses them. Only not like
funny hats, but as musical instruments.
There is the sophisticated and, once
again, the unpretentious and the honest
jazz musician.
One element seems to me to be com
mon to both these major aspects of the
Mingus personality, at least as it is
expressed musically: a delicate vein of
irony, one which needs deep and sen
sitive digging to find. It’s in the street
sounds music. It’s in the marvelous as
sault on bop cliches in present-day jazz
around these parts called East Coast,
which nobody, not even Mingus, has
told me is an assault on anything, but
which contains unmistakable elements
of satire, so subtle, perhaps, that even
the musicians blowing the lines don’t
realize that they’re taking off on them
selves.
The irony in Charlie Mingus’ music
is in the great jazz tradition. It’s what
links him to the first men to raise jazz
above the level of sporting-house back
ground music and to those who kicked
it alive in Chicago in the ’20s, in New
Y’ork the next decade and the next, and
on the west coast intermittently for the
last 10 or 12 years. It makes him much
more to listen to than what you first
hear of him or about him. It makes
him a citizen of jazz of such stature
that polls don’t matter, horns are of
little consequence, ratings are a waste
of time.
For what you have here is a man
who thinks and feels with unending
resources both of musical technique and
imagination. In other words, an artist.

counterpoint
By Nat Hentoff
SOME TIME AGO I asked for i. aders’ opinions on “revivalist” jazz. I was
not referring to the authentic, livedin-the-bone traditional jazz of George
Lewis, Kid Ory, and other musicians
like them who have
grown up with and
experienced the mu
sic they play. My
question was con
cerned with the neo
classic attempts to
“perpetuate” the
New Orleans 11 adition by younger mu
sicians, many of
them quite young,
whose knowledge of
the language came
mostly from recordings and whose
backgrounds are sociologically, psy
chologically, and geographically re
moved from the root sources of tradi
tional New Orleans-style and Dixie
land music.
My own views on revivalist jazz are
changing from a stubborn, Pavlovian
rejection of almost all revivalism on
principle to, I hope, a more flexible
appreciation of several of the better
musicians in the idiom and a growing
understanding of the problems and
varied goals of the revivalists. Some
time in the fall, I expect to try to sum
up my present views on the subject
with the hope of engaging in u basic
discussion here and abroad on the fu
ture of this essentially interpretative
rather than freshly, individually crea
tive approach to jazz. The revivalist
approach can be of considerable po
tential value to jazz, however, if the
revivalist practitioners and adherents
radically re-examine their ends, means,
and beginnings. But more of that later.
HERE I WOULD like to present
what strikes me as a particularly in
telligent statement by Ken Silverman
of Los Angeles, who touches on an
essential truth about the nature of jazz
that is often overlooked or minimized:
“Since you’ve asked for views on socalled ‘revivalist’ music,” Silverman
writes, “here are a few—with some
slight digressions.
“First of all, I share for the most
part your previously expressed rejec
tion of revivalism—but for a somewhat
different reason. To me, the basic in
gredient of any style of jazz is crea
tive musicianship. My quarrel with
Murphy, Scobey, Janis, Lyttelton, et
al, is not so much the music per se, but
the manner in which they perform this
music. Of course, the trouble possibly
is inherent in the music, but the dirge
like sounds of the Murphy group and
the military pulsation of the old Lu
Watters organization are neither cre
ative nor emotionally alive.
“While I do not agree with their
rather pompous statements that they
are reviving a great style of music,
I would not condemn them on this
ground alone. For to do so would have
to condemn all musical forms other
than contemporary. Expert two-beat
musicians like Bobby Hackett, Jack
Teagarden, Joe Sullivan, Pee Wee Rus
sell — if they would replace Scobey,
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Murphy, Helm, Ewell — would make
the music sound much more vibrant
and alive through the sheer power of
musicianship.
‘•TO DIGRESS SLIGHTLY, what
makes music dated? Can we say that
Bird will be dated 20 years from now?
And if he is, can we condemn him for
not being 20 years ahead of his time?
But Bird won’t be dated in 1976, be
cause styles may change but creative
genius will always sound fresh. So Bird
will be fresh in 20 years, so will the
MJQ, just as Basie or Hawkins or Chu
Berry of the 1930s are still vibrantly
alive and swinging today.
“Will the MJQ be dated in 19iO?
Maybe, but only in the same way the
original Goodman trio is dated today.
John Lewis may be out of style in
197.>, but will his 1956 records sound
any less impressive than the ‘dated’
Teddy Wilson gems of two decades ago
that I still play over and over with in
creasing admiration at each hearing?
“But Murphy is dated, even while
he’s playing. And I’m not so sure that
this is because he’s playing ‘dated’ mu
sic. I decry tne pompous, presumptuous
claims that they are resurrecting some
thing long since departed. If 1 am to
hear music of the 1900s, I would rather
hear the original; failing this, I would
rather hear it played by someone who
can make it genuine, whose jazz is not
learned in the musty halls of the li
brary.
“Even so, Murphy sounds dated be
cause his expression—his conception—
are so lacking in music musicianship.
Hackett and Teagarden, even granting
their stylistic differences from the
Murphy-Janis-Scobey school, do not
sound dated—not individually, even if
their music is dated—because they are
warm, creative, polished musicians
playing in the Dixieland idiom, and
playing in that idiom from choice, not
necessity.
“In short, Murphy would sound dated
playing with the MJQ; Milt Jackson
would sound fresh and vital sitting in
with Conrad Janis. And there is the
fundamental quarrel with the revival
ists. It’s not so much the style as it is
the musicianship. Of course, you’ll
probably find that most revivalist spe
cialists are incapable of playing crea
tive jazz—hence their choice of the an
cient idioms. But this only proves the
point.
"THE MEN I dig the most—Haw
kins, Milt Jackson, Roy Eldridge, the
MJQ (and why not more plugs for
Percy Heath?), Bird, Wilson, Billy
Taylor, Basie—possess the creative fer
vor and the basic emotional drive to
sound good in any context, in any
setting.
“I hope I’ve made my point. I think
that the MJQ would sound better play
ing Murphy’s arrangement of River
side Blues than the Murphy group
would sound playing John Lewis’ ar
rangement of Concorde."

Feldman Hurt
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Lake Tahoe, Calif.—Victor Feldman,
British jazzman doubling on vibes and
drums with Woody Herman at the Bal
Tabarin, fell over a coffee can on
the beach at this Sierra summer resort
and had 20 stitches taken in his left
arm and shoulder. Despite the wound,
he continued to play drums with the
group though temporarily foregoing
his vibes solos.
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Dear Stan
By Leonard Feather
Dear Stan:
Say it isn’t so!
I am writing this letter more in
sorrow than in anger. 1 write as one
who, while often disagreeing with your
musical aims, always wanted to be
lieve in your basic sincerity and hon
esty. Unlike many musicians and crit
ics who have discussed you so often
among themselves, 1 have bent over
backwards to give you the benefit of
the doubt on your racial views.
There was doubt when, for so many
years, of all your hundreds of sidemen, every single one was white except
a couple of trumpet players who were
light enough to pass.
THERE WAS GRAVER doubt when,
returning from your first European
tour, you told Nat Hentoff in a Down
Beat interview, ‘‘It seems the Kenton
band means more in Europe than any
other band—more than Basie, Duke,
Dizzy . . . It would appear that the
reason is that we had taken Negro
jazz and put it in European terms. The

harmonic structure of Negro jazz was
not enough to satisfy Europeans . . .

We have played music more advanced
in melodic and harmonic content than
Duke’s . . . Our tour proved to Euro
peans that white musicians can play
jazz, too.”
There was still further doubt when,
in your since-abandoned, unsuccessful
“Kenton Presents” series on Capitol,
you concentrated exclusively on white
stars.
With your telegram to the editor
published in the Sept. 5 Down Beat, I
am afraid all possible doubt was re
moved. In case you have forgotten, or
tried to forget, here are your exact
words:
“JUST SAW YOUR FOURTH
JAZZ CRITICS’ POLL. IT’S OB
VIOUS THAT THERE IS A NEW
MINORITY GROUP, ‘WHITE JAZZ
MUSICIANS.’ THE ONLY THING
I GAINED FROM STUDYING THE
OPINIONS OF YOUR LITERARY
GENIUSES OF JAZZ IS COM
PLETE AND TOTAL DISGUST.”
Clearly this wire expressed longbottled feelings, now uncorked and
spilled in a moment of rare candor.
Nobody will doubt your sincerity this
time, Stan. What you were saying, in
effect, was that the critics voted for
too many Negroes and too few white
musicians, and thus, by implication,
that critics make their choices in terms
of skin color rather than talent.
SEVER IL MUSICIANS have ventur
ed the opinion that your “complete and
total disgust” could possibly have been
colored by the fact that you failed to
win the last two Down Beat polls (a
Readers’ Poll and a Critics’ Poll).
Nobody heard you complain about
polls while you were winning. Nobody
heard a peep out of you when real
prejudice existed, back in the early
1940s when Negro musicians were al
most completely excluded from the win
ning slots. But in this poll your name
was right at the bottom of the big band
category with one lone, solitary vote,
and now you hate polls and critics and

are riding your white charger to de
fend white supremacy.
Let’s get down to cases. Specifically,
which of the critics’ selections aroused
your ire? Were you upset by the vic
tories of Dizzy Gillespie and J. J. John
son, whose styles are imitated by just
about every trumpeter and trombonist
you have ever hired?
Do you feel Lester should secede
from his presidency?
Do you feel that first place on piano
should have gone to Stan Kenton rath
er than Art Tatum?
Can you find me one drummer, white
or Negro, who was resentful of Jo
Jones’ triumph?
TELL US MORE, Stan—tell us ex

actly which Negro musicians aroused
your complete and total disgust by
winning ths poll. Tell us which critics
you accuse of voting for pigmentation
instead of inspiration. Me? Nat Hen
toff? Barry Ulanov? Jack Tracy? Or
did the whole bunch of us, except for
the one single cat who voted for you,
arouse your complete and total disgust?
Of course, you didn’t note the fact
that the critics did elect Benny Good
man, Tai Farlow, Phil Woods, Bobby
Jaspar, Jimmy Giuffre and others. To
mention them would have weakened
your case. You conveniently ignore the
theory, long held among most musi
cians and jazz authorities all over the
world, that almost every major devel
opment in jazz history has been the
work of Negro musicians and that
even the few exceptions such as Bix,
Benny Goodman, and Tristano admit
that they leaned heavily on the in
spiration of Negro predecessors.
The fact that most of the winners
in this critics’ poll happened to be
colored had nothing whatever to do
with any racial attitude, conscious or
unconscious, on the part of the voters.
The sheerest chance change of mind
on the part of a few critics about a
few arbitrary choices could easily have
reversed the proportions.
BELIEVE ME, STAN, I would rather
think you didn’t send the wire; rather
admire you than censure you. My state
ment, in a lengthy analysis of your
contributions which 1 wrote for Jazz
Magazine in Paris very recently, to
the effect that the balance is in your
favor and that your recent band was
your best ever and that fans every
where owe you a debt for the interest
you have aroused in jazz, still holds
good.
But your telegram was so painful to
read, so hard to believe, and has al
ready lost you so many friends among
your fans and so much respect among
your fellow musicians, that I wish I
could believe it was a hoax, sent in
viciously by somebody else under your
signature to besmirch your name.
Say it isn’t so, Stan. Say anything
except that you meant all the ugly
implications in that wire. For just as
it is love that makes the world go
’round, Stan, it is hate that can make
the world go square.
Sincerely,
Leonard Feather.
17
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Record Guido. Record Companie», Jen Orgeniretions etc., etc.

Louis Armstrong • Leonerd Bernstein
• Duke Ellinaton • Benny Goodman

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER:

• Norman Grans • John Hammond

The Encyclopedia off Jan, regular

• Woody Herman • George Sheer

price—$ 10.00, plus I year's subscrip*

ing • Dooms Taylor.

tion to Down Beat
A strikingly beautiful gift: i’/i x
10Vs (record album height).

($7.00). Total

Value $17.00. You get BOTH tor only
$13.50!

Send for your copy now . . . Supply Limited

Maher Publications, lee.
2001 Calumet, Chicago Ii, III.
RETURN

THIS
MONET-

Please send me The Encyclopedia of Jan and enter my subscription to
Down Boat tor I year (26 issues).
□ I enclose $13.50 (insteed of the reguler price of $17.00)
I enclose $7.00 for e one yeer subscription to Down Beat alone

SAVING

COUPON
TODAY

Nam«

Street & No,.._

City

Zeee----- State
10354

WHAT HAPPENS when ti
Elvis
Presley fan grows up? What J. .,| of
music will bring nostalgic th Is to
today's teenager 15 years henc. R^k
'n' roll has not only become the arch
ing music
( the
“blackboard jungle,"
but it has it \aded
the better-'dated
home, and laughter
parades aroui | ip a
sweatsnirt it -crib.-,!
with “Are V>u a
Hound Ilog?"
With the ovukfast cereal ir.i ifact u r e r s overt aiding
our pa n t r i <■ > with
brightly colon I uneatables (but the kids do Inv. thos.
rare rocks and pictures that move),
I and the record companies enticit g the
kids to bring home sounds that keep
the mice away, we parents are a-king
, the young-uns if we can spend the
night in a tent in the yard at d cat.
we build a fire in the morning ■ cook
our oatmeal?
This parent happens to lie int<' ■ sted
in jazz music, and has follow..! the
art over 25 years. Recently th» an
nouncer on the car radio sail. "And
now we’ll have Benny Goodman play
ing Someday Sweetheart " and as soon
as the record started my 9-ycar "Id son
(the age is significant) said. "Oh.
Daddy, take off that ancient music and
get the ‘Pelvis’ singing Hound Hog”
and then he proceeded to rend«. the
lyrics in his prepubescent voice.

How do you tell a young on» that
you heard rock ’n’ roll on Chicago’s
south side 15 years ago? In thos« days
then* was a sincere effort on the part
of the musician to stay in tune; today,
the leader of the recording date forbids
“tuning-up" and admits he’s looking
for a new sound. Lyrics were few. and
if they were used they were the usual
blues, and they were remlered sans the
St. Vitus dance. We used to call it
jump music and at that time the hill
billy overtones had not been added.
There’s one thing about all this that
knocks me out. The kids are getting
the beat and that’s progress. One 18y ear-old lad who goes for rock 'n' roll
told me, "It’s that rhythm. It expresses
youth, and the music is real great as
long as you don't understand the lyr
ics." Let us hope the parents continue
to misunderstand and ignore the lyrics.
Put it all down as due to the exub
erance of youth—as pointed out by
Robert Ruark, among others- and
thank the kids for getting on the Im at.
At least we contemporary jazz fans can
look forward to hearing music that's
alive when we visit our grandchildren.
It will be a relief from the puerile
Lombardo-Welk-Kaye variety that we
have to put up with when we visit our
parents.
Down Beat
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HOLTON Trumpets
"Stop I the Show"

Dancers stop, listen and applaud — when
Count Basie's trumpeters Reunald Jones
or Wendell Cully lake a solo break with their
Holton trumpets.

Lead Trumpeter Reunald Jones prefers the Symphony
"B-47” because he can hit the ceiling with
greater freedom and control. Says the “B-47”
is so well in tune it needs practically
no compensation lipping.

WITH

COUNT BASIE'S
BAND

Wendell Cully, one of today's finest
dance trumpeters, chose the large bore
Revelation *'51” for its tremendous power, its rare
tone beauty and its easy adaptability
*
to all orchestral demands.
*
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SALUTE to Down Beat s BIG BAND Poll Winner!
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Copping A
Cannon Plea
(With Apologies

to Jimmy Cannon)

By Elliot Horne

CALL ME A FIG, BUT . . .
I think most jazz album liners are
written in code.
Al Cohn sounds more like Pres on
the clarinet than on the tenor.
Don’t be surprised if a jazz buff
makes the “Ten Best-Dressed Men” list
this year.
Jimmy Rushing is singing greater
today than he ever did in his life.
Paul Desmond proves he’s heard ihe
trumpet passage on Stravinsky’s Petrouchka on The IPay You Look Tonight.
Whatever happened to Teddy Bunn?
Isn’t Tony Scott quoted too often in

Hear Me Talkin' To Ya?
Carmen McRae, we mean! This sensitive singer got an
intensive jazz education under such swinging professors
(and their orchestras) as Benny Carter, Count Basie and
Mercer Ellington. All of this led to a Decca Records con
tract, a Carnegie Hall date and a Universal International
film, as well as a trunkful of awards (see below) for her
stunning jazz interpretations! Pick up one of Carmen’s
great Decca albums today; vou'll agree Carmen ’makes
it . . . the most!”

by special request
CARMEN McRAE

TORCHY!

My version of a jazz singer is Billie
। Holiday; even Ella has to come second.
Why do all pop singers want to cut
jazz albums?
If I had to choose 10 of the greatest
jazz recordings ever made, I’d pick five
Armstrongs and five Lesters.
Leo Watson was such kicks.
Every “modern” pianist on the scene
today could learn lots from Earl Hines
—and Earl could pick up from Bud
Powell, too.
I think Roy Eldridge deserves at
least one-tenth of the space that’s been
devoted to Chet Baker.
I don’t remember ever hearing a
tenor ride quite like Chu Berry’s on

Shufflin’ at the Hollywood.
Eddie Sauter’s Love Walked In is
CARMEN
McRAE
TORCHY: Orchestras directed by Ralph
Burns. Jack Pleis; 'Speak Low.’ 'We'll Be
Together Again,' etc.
01 8267

BY SPECIAL REQUEST: Carmen with Mat
Mathews Quintet; ‘Love Is Here To Stay,’
Give Me The Simple Life,' etc.
DL 8173

BLUE \CARMEN
MOON-/ McRAE
Singer of the Year: Metro
nome Magazine
World's Best New Female
Singer: Downbeat Magazine
1st Place-All Star Annual
Poll: Metronome Magazine

BLUE MOON: Orchestras directed by Tadd
Dameron, Jimmy Mundy; 'Blue Moon,' 'f
Was Doing All Right.' etc
01 8347

"DL" indicates 33Vi RPM Long Play Records.
These albums also available on 45 RPM Ex
tended Play Records.

DECCA* RECORDS
« New World or Uazz
20

one of the most beautiful arrangements
ever written.
How can a guy blow hot in a Brooks
Brother suit?
One of the most annoying sentences
I recall reading was by Mike Levin in
which he stated that Armstrong was
the greatest singer around but he
couldn’t sing.
Gjon Mili’s Jam Session is a work of
art and the only movie I’d pay an ex
horbitant fee to see, over and over
again.
Jazz has a good friend in Bob Sylvester of the N. Y. Daily News.
Sarah Vaughan’s an enigma to me;
she’s much imitated—but why?
Whenever a drummer starts a solo
and the rest of the group leaves the
stand, I leave the room.
It’s nice to note that jazz critics
have almost eliminated the word “ge
nius” from their weekly reviews these
days.
I met Ella Fitzgerald only once, but
I figure I’ll never meet a more amiable
person.
Jessie Drake’s trumpet sound is the
“cleanest” on the scene today.
If I had to choose between east coast
and west coast jazz, I’d pick Kansas
City.
Down Beat
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The noted golfer, w’ho looked so long
for a hit before he ran into Band of
Gold, finally has been awarded an LP
of his own as a reward. And he takes
pu tty good advantage of it, cashing in
especially on “uch fare as For You
and I Didn’t Know About You in his
Cmnoish manner. Ray Conniff’s band
(and presumably arrangements) some
times get heavily in the way, but Don’s
good, big voice usually carries him
through. Swing for Two (Columbia CL
893) is a long-deserved showcase for
Don.
FOUR FRESHMEN

The quartet’s latest release (Capitol
T-743) is pretty much a reprise and
regathering of singles they’ve made in
the past, and it should do well, con
sidering the success of Four Freshmen
and Five Trombones. Day By Day and
The Day Isn’t Long Enough are in
cluded, and despite some of the intona
tion troubles they step into, the group
is by and large a pleasing one.
THE HI-LOS

mg a
’’s on

Repackaging of two previous 10" al
bums with some sides front the vault
has resulted in two new 12" Hi-Los LPs
on Starlite (ST 7006, ST-7007). Listen!
... To the Hi-Los contains June in
January, Little White Lies, the great
Have You Met Miss Jones, and others
The Hi-Los, I Presume, is even more
loaded, and the group turns in super
lative vocal work on such as Rockin’
(’hair, I Thought About You, and a
wailing Jeepers Creepers. We would
suggest that you not miss these.
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TED LEWIS

a welcome regathering of sides Lewis
rooks

enees
dn in
■ was
t he
rk of
n ex
over

cut for Decca in the ’40s. Those who
recall with glee the strutting little man
in a top hat when he was m his heydey will probably enjoy this batch uf
pure corn and hokum as much as we
did. When My Baby Smiles at Me is
naturally included, along with other
mdispensables foi Lewis fans like She’s
Funny That II ay, Wear a Hat with a
Silver Lining, and Just Around the
< ’omer (Decca DL-8322).
HERBIE MANN
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Mann, the jazz flutist who has pro
duced a couple of swinging combo rec
ords for Bethlehem, turns to mood
music this time for Love and the
Weather (BCP-63). Ralph Burns and
Frank Hunter arranged six sides
apiece, mostly familiar but little-played
fare like But Beautiful, Moon Love, A
Sinner Kissed an Angel, and Spring
Can Really Hang You Up the Most.

Ygainst the thick richness of eight
strings led by the quite remarkable
Harry
Lookfsky
and the
gentle
rhythmic shove of Whitey Mitchell, Joe
Puma, and Don Lamond, Mann plays
some hauntingly pretty alto flute. It’s
an album with a great deal of interest
to the jazz listener but which could
strike deeply into the pop market if
given some disc jockey exposure.
October 3,

1956

RALPH MARTERIE
On Bandstand No. I is about the
umpteenth Marterie album to hit the
stalls. This one is a rebundling of
previously-issued sides lo make up a
12" LP (Mercury MG-20125). The
trumpeter’s first big disc hit, Pretend,
is included, along with the theme dedi
cated to this magazine, Down Beat.
His horn is featured on Everything I
Have Is Yours and Darling Je Vous
Aime Beaucoup. Two neat swingers,
Through for the Night and Dark Eyes
should hold most appeal for jazz fans,
with tenorist Kenny Mann a stickout.
Xo. 724

KENTON in HI-FI

JOSH WHITE

The Josh White Stories, Vol. 1, is the
deserved return to records of the cele
brated story-teller with the stool and
the ear-held cigaret. Josh has lost
some uf the fierce intensity of earlier
days, and has become the polished
showman, but he still underlines deftly
the humor and pathos and sorrow in
some great folk blues. Instead of the
customary type of liner notes, ABCParamount has utilized the space to
provide the words to all the tunes
White does. Among them is the slyly
funny Boll Weevil, plus a familiar
Frankie and Johnny, Nobody Knows
You When You’re Down and Out, and
the rocking What You Gonna Do. A

fine collection (ABC-124).

“The most exciting Kenton
standards .. . more
swinging than ever ...
An i xhilaratmg

jazz package I”

J

Metronome

No 699

manan

mcpartland
With the unique additions of cello and harp,
pianist McPartland's tasteful trio
plays warm, lyrical jazz.

after dark
Capitol Sets All-Time
Sales, Profits Record
Hollywood—An all-time high m Cap
itol Records sales and profits for the
fiscal ended June 30, 1956, has been re
ported to the stockholders by diskery
prexy Glenn E. Wallichs.
Wallichs told the stockholders that a
sales volume of $25,647,468, and net
income of $3,209,869, was reached be
fore deduction of U.S. and Canadian
taxes. After taxes of $1,610,502, the
net income amounted to $1,599,367,
Wallichs said. This represents a jump
of $679,345 over last year’s figure of
$920,022.
During the past fiscal year the plattery completed work on its new inter
national headquarters here, the Capitol
Tower. As a result of this, the book
value on the building and adjacent prop
erty rose from $2,361,127 to $3,581,658.
Net worth of the company as of June
30, reported Wallichs, is now set at
$6,238,383.

Rent Party
New York—A regular part of
Leonard Feather’s ABC-radio Plat
terbrains show is Leonard’s brief
interviewing of each guest. The
queries revolve around why they’re
in New York, what picture or al
bum they’re currently plugging.
“And what are you doing in
town,” Leonard asked a recent
guest, pianist Joe Bushkin.
“I have an apartment here,” was
Joe’s innocent, functional reply.

No 718 r«a

COAST CONCERT
Bobby Hackett
and hia Jazz Band
‘One of the greats
a sheer delight."
Down Beat

Featuring Jack
Teagarden and an
all-star crew.

£7 MODERN
^‘SOUNDS
Gerry Mulligan &

4

Shorty Rogers

Two top marksmen
of contemporary jazz
take cool aim, and each
scores a half dozen direct
hits. A great re-coupling!

Session at Midnight
By a dozen swing greats including Benny
Carter, Sweets Edison. Willie Smith,
Murray McEachern .. ."A driving session
. . highly recommended:’ Dou n Beat

No. 707

No. 658

ROAD BAND!
WOODY HERMAN
rolling along the
ro.id with such
Third Herders as
Ralph Burns,
Cy Touff, Nat Pierce
and Richie Kamuca.

i

>1

Stan Kenton

KENTON.

Jazz Best-Sellers

In Hi-Fi
Here are the 20 best-selling jazz record albums

Capitol T 724

in the country. This biweekly survey is conducted

among 150 retail record outlets across the coun

Ella Fitzgerald

try, and represents a cross section of shops, not

Cole Porter Song Book

¡ust those which specialize in jazz.

Verve MGV 4001-2
11

Stan Kenton

Louis Armstrong
Ambassador Satch

Columbia CL 840
Volume 2

12 The Jazz Messengers

Gene Krupa-Buddy Rich

Blue Note 1508

Krupa and Rich

Clef MGC 684

13

Bobby Hackett

Coast Concert

Capitol T 692

The Modern Jazz Quartet

iAZZ
14 Four Freshmen

Font essa

Atlantic 1231

TV

Four Freshmen and
Five Trombones

Capitol T 683

Chico Hamilton
In Hi-Fi

Pacific Jazz 1216

Clifford Brown and Max Roach

7

At Basin Street

Anita

15 Anita O'Day

Verve MGV 2000
16 Sarah Vaughan

In The Land of Hi-F

EmArcy 36058

EmArcy 36070
17 Oscar Peterson

Gerry Mulligan
Mulligan Plays Paris
Concert

Pacific Jazz 1210

Gene Krupa
Drummer Man

Verve 2000

Chris Connor
Chris Connor

Atlantic 1228

Plays Count Basie

Clef MGC 708
18 Dave Brubeck

Brubeck Plays Brubeck

Columbia CL 878
19 Shelly Manne

And His Friends

Contemporary 3525

20 Count Basie Swings

Count Basie

Clef MGC 678

Down Beal

THE AMES BROTHERS
the magic melting pot of melody
WITH HUGO WINTERHALTER ANO HIS ORCHESTRA

ilbums

TO
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NIGHTERS
RALPH FLANAGAN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

we just
couldn’t say
goodbye..

THE GREAT

BARBARA CARROU

usTieCwttptu Tie Eu'

MDGGST SPANIER'S
RAGTIME BAND

icert

NEW FALL FAVORITES
from RCA VICTOR

nita

RCaVÌCtor
isie
‘Recorded in Brilliant “New Orthophonie’' High Fidelity Sound

Hear these recording best on an RCA Victor New “Orthophonie“ High Fidelity "Victroia
Nationally Advertised Price« — Optional

rca Victor

SUNNY .
andBLUE

Real
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rjr rw IN FOUR
JLJ COLORS

Lou
Levy
____
Quartet
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Jazz Reissues And Collations
SUMMARY

ALBUM, CONTENTS
Meet Buck Clayton
(Jazztone 12" LP J-1225)
Wett End Blue»:
Catchin’ the Boat
River; Big Butter
Rote Room; Sht'n
Parade; Special B

Wrap You- TrvMea in Dream»,
Tra n: Swingin’ with Maxx; Easy
and Egg Man; St. Louix Bluet,
Funntt That Wan: Sweetheart* on
C.; Patricia'» Blue*

*

Don Elliott: Cal Tjader: Vib rations
(Savoy 12" LP MG-12054)
Love Me oy Leave Me; Minority; Tangerine; I Want
to Be Happy; After You’ve Gone; A Sunday Kind of
Love; It’s You or No One; Take Me Out to the Ball
Game; A Stranger in Town; Darn That Dream; deep
er* Creepers; Oh, Look at Me Now; Where or When?;
Mighty Like a Rose

E. Fitzgerald, L. Horne, B. Holiday
(Columbia 10" LP CL 2531)
Prisoner of Love; All My Life; Nice Work if You
Can Get It; Out of Nowhere; My Melancholy Baby;
I'll Never Be the Same

Originally recorded for Vogue in France in 1953, the first t ight were reb -tsed
here on now defunct Pax LP 6009 (Americans Abroad) with Buck, Big Chief
Moore, Mezz Mezzrow, Gene Sedric, Red Richards, Kansas Fields, and mostly
Pierre Michelot on bass. Last four were part of Pax 6015, and with Buck are
Richards, Michelot, Fields, and Moore, Worthwhile chiefly for the hot, sing
ing, controlled Clayton, but Mezz is considerably more listenable than usual.
These aren’t essential records, but there are some good moments.
The first four have Tjader, H Jones, Al McKibbon, K Clarke and were on
a 1953 EP. Three of the last four were part of another EP of 1954 with
R. Wyands, McKibbon and R. Haynes. Accompaniment is warmly swinging
throughout, and Tjader’s playing is attractive if not distinctive Last seven
were part of circa 1953 EP with Elliott on vibes, trumpet, and mellophone
in largely Tommy Talbert arrangements with K. Winding. P Urso, D. Banks,
Jimmy Lyons, and Sid Bulkin on first four and I). Duke, M Herbert and
Bulkin on last three. Some of these are among Don’s best, especially on trum
pet. The organ on three is thoroughly expendable. Savoy omits any indication
that these are reissues—and specifically calls these “new” sides.

A good bargain in Columbia’s inexpensive House Party series. No data on
envelope. The Fitzgeralds are 1936 with Newton, Mortor, Truehart, Cole,
McRae, etc. The Holidays are 1937 with Clayton, Musso, Reuss. Page, Cole,
etc., on Nice and Clayton, Young, Bailey’, Green, Page, Jones on Same. Lena’s
are 1941 with Berry, Morton, Hamilton, Heard, etc. All six under Teddy
Wilson. Quality is Billie, Ella, Lena in that order. Listen to how Ella has
matured since these. Lena is very soothing.

Erroll Garner: The Greatest Garner
(Atlantic 12" LP 1227)

These 1949-50 sides are not the greatest Garner, as the title claims, but they ’re
certainly vigorously romantic, fully’ characteristic Erroll. On all but three the
backing is by’ L. Gaskin and C. Smith on drums. On the others, it’s H. Wing
and J. Simmons. A bonus is an unusually perceptive essay on Garner by
W. Balliett, a model of nonpuff notewriting. Nine tracks are from Atlantic
10" 109; one piece is from 112 and 135. Confessin’ may have been a single.

Stan Getz Quartets
(Prestige 12" LP 7002)

From 1949-50 sessions that were important to the furtherance of Getz’ career
both in relation to the development of his style and to bringing him before
a wider public. The three rhythm sections, each backing Stan on four,
are Haig-Levey-Ramey, Haig-Potter-Haynes, and Aless-Heath-Lamond. The
package is taken from 10" Prestige 108, and 10" New Jazz (then a Prestige
subsidiary) 102 and 104. These were among Stan’s most creative sculptures
in his more or less dry-ice period but are no less warm for their stylistic
coolness, and the rhythm sections also swing.

The IFaw You Look Tonight; Turquoise; Pavanne;
Impressions; Con fessin’; 1 May Be Wrong; Skylark;
Summertime; Flamingo: Reverie; Blue and Senti
mental: I Can’t Give You Anything but Love

There’s a Small Hotel; I’ve Got You Under My Skin:
What’s New?; Too Marvelous for Words; You Stepped
Out of a Dream; My Old Flame; Long Island Sound;
Indian Summer; Mar-cia: Crazy Chords: The Lady
in Red; Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams

Bennie Green Blows His Horn
(Prestige 12" LP 7052)
Sometimes I’m Happy; Laura; Body and Soul: Say.
Jack; One Track; Groovin’ the Blues; Travelin’
Light; Hi-Yo Silver

Barnel Kessel Plays Standards
(Contemporary 12" LP C 3512)
Speak Low; Love Is Here to Stay; On a Slum Boat
to China; How Long Has This Been Going On? Mu
Old Flame; Jeepers Creepers; Barney’s Blues: Prelude
to a Kiss; A Foggy Day; You Stepped Out of a
Dream; I Didn't Know What Time It Was; 6it Bars
on Wilshire

Rock Island Line: Leadbellv
(Victor EPA-818)
Rock Island Line; Take This Hammer: The
Cross Store Blues: I’m on My Ial st Go-Round

Red

Ammons-Johnson-Lewis: Giants of
Boogie Woogie
(Riverside 12" RLP 12-106)
St. Louis Blues; Mecca Flat Blues; Bass Goin9 Crazy;
Monday Struggle; Closing Hour Blues; Messin* Around;
Deep Fives; Blues 9de Lux9; Let 'em Jump; Pete’s
Blues
B&O Blues; Climbin' and Screaming

Muggsy Spanier: Classic Early Recordings
(Riverside 12" RLP 12-107)
China Boy; Bull Frog Blues: Friars Point Shuffle;
Darktown Strutters Ball; Why Couldn't It Be Poor
Little Me?; Everybody Loves My Baby; Buddy’s Hab
its; Chicago Blues: Mobile Blues; Steady Roll Blues;
Really a Pain; Hot Mittens

24

All 1955 sessions, the first four were on 10" 210 with C. Rouse, Candido,
C. Smalls, P. Chambers, and O. Johnson. Silver was a single, as was Groovin’.
The other two have never been released previously. There is good blowing
by Green and Rouse and strong rhythmic pulsation from Johnson, Chambers,
and Candido, but Smalls is sometimes disturbingly pedestrian and the heads
are both stale and in some cases, a jumble of not wholly realized intent.
Groovin’ is presented here in two takes. On the inane Silver. Bennie sings on
records for the first time.

An expansion of the excellent 10" C2514 which had 1954 sessions with B
Cooper, C. Williamson, M. Budwig, and S. Manne. Cooper doubled on tenor
and oboe. The four new unreleased tracks wen cut in September, 1955, with
same personnel except for H. Hawes and R. Mitchell with C. Thompson on
Jeepers. Kessel is masterly throughout. Freshest of the new four is the
thoughtful Kessel-Mitchell duet on the “spontaneous, unrehearsed” Flame.

Recorded in June, 1940, these hitherto rare sides have been silently reissued
by Victor. Leadbelly works with the Golden Gate Quartet on the first two
and his usual pristine force is diluted thereby. The last two with just L. and
his guitar are much more incisive. The set, blues-wise and in some of the
sociological commentary of its lyrics, provides some of the basic background
of jazz. An EP.
Four apiece by authenticators A. Ammons, P. Johnson, and M. L. Lewis.
Only the Johnson four have been on Riverside previously (1054). They and
the other eight were originally on Solo Art 78, and some on Circle 78. Ten
are originals. Good, historical notes by O. Keepnews. A blues-driving basic
set that can water your jazz ear-roots.
Muggsy’ from 17-21 (1924-27) in different settings. First two with butcher
C. Pierce and ork, including Tesch. Next two with Tesch, Mezz, J. Sullivan,
Condon, Wettling, Lanningan, and vocals by the warm R. McKenzie. Last
eight with G. Carey, the estimable V. DeFaut, etc. Sharp-edged glimpses on
first four of Tesch and others, and throughout, the two-fisted, out-of-Arm
strong-Oliver cornet of the punching Muggsy. Originally Paramount and
Gennett sides all these have been out on 10" Riverside.
Down Reul
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ENGLISH JAZZ
BAL-12001 $3.98

FRENCH JAZZ
BAL-12003 $3.98

Order Now Through
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BELGIAN JAZZ
BAL-12005 $3.98

THE MOST DISTINCTIVE
JAZZ IS ON DAWN

Jazz records
All records reviewed by Nat Hentoff
unless initialed by Jack Tracy or Ralph
J. Gleason. Ratings: AAAAA’ Excellent,
Very Good, A"AA Good, ★★ Fair,
* Poor.

Dave Brubeck
Swing-Bell»; Balkin' Line; In Your
Own Sweet II ay; Two-Part Contention;
II eep No More; The Duke; II hen I
II as Young; One Moment II orth Year»;
The Halt»

Rating: AAA’A

THE MODERN ART OF JAZZ by Sims
Down Beat—AAWAAr Five Stars

Metronome—
month"

.

the

easily

album

of

the

DLP-1102

THE

THE MODERN ART OF JAZZ by Mathews
Billboard—" . . the best around in the mod
em idiom
Down Beat—"
. . recommended for its . . .
high level of performance
DLP-1104

“I have tried to make this recording
as honest as possible without resorting
to the available mechanical aids of the
industry.”
This is the most descriptive sentence
contained in Dave’s own voluminous
notes for Brubeck Plays Brubeck. For
it certainly is honest. And, to me at
least, it is the best he has ever made—
the clearest, most revealing portrait of
Brubeck yet captured in permanent
foim.
He plays unaccompanied, and the
total mood is one of friendly roman
ticism and ruminant benevolence. Ideas
flow more readily, phrases and lines
stretch out, he is richer harmonically,
and for the first time he sounds at
ease.
In his playing can be heard much
of the men who undoubtedly influenced
him—Waller, Wilson, Gai ner—but bas
ically he show’s the rebellious nature of
one w’ho wants to play with complete
individuality whether people like it or
not. He writes, and rightfully: “I real
ize that many of the ideas expressed in
these notes and by the music in this
album are contrary to the beliefs and
practices of many jazz musicians . . .
I know the very men I respect most will
differ w’ith my opinions. I know this
because they are as outspoken in their
beliefs as I am in mine.”
Dave’s musical outspokenness hero
takes on different turns than it has
w’hen he worked with groups. There is
a delicateness present I had seldom
heard before, and an unhurried pretti

IAZZVILLE '56, Vol. I
High Fidelity—.
some of the most brilliant
examples of French Hom ever put on record
DLP-1101

Jazz

Critics

Poll

New Yeti 23. N. Y.

Blues; Chinatown, My Chinatown; Dear
Old Southland

Baling: ****

This was recorded at the 1955 Dixie
land Jubilee concert in Los Angeles
staged by Frank Bull and Gene Nor
man, amt the numbers are interlarded
with applause. With trumpeter Buckner
are Joe Darensbourg, clarinet, soprano
sax; William Woodman Sr., trombone;
Harvey O. Brooks, piano; Arthur Ed
wards, bass, and Jesse Sailes, drums.
Buckner has an undeniable ball no
matter what he does—announcing, play
ing a lot like Armstrong or playing a
Cootie Williams plunger chorus on
Chimes or just playing Buckner. This
infectiousness shines through in this
album in most the numbers, particu
larly—and surprisingly—on Down on
the Farm, a barreling rendition with
perhaps the album’s best ensemble
sound and flowing contributions from
all.
Buckner kids no one about his admi
ration for Louis, which he displays well
on Tailgate (up-tempo) and That’s My
Home (slow and thoughtful). He, Dar
ensbourg and Brooks are Kid Ory
band alumni. Joe has that beautiful
sotto voce clarinet tone of New Or
leans. Brooks has the same remarkable
two-fisted, rock-grounded approach to
his job that characterized the playing
of the late Buster Wilson. Hear Brooks,
solo and ensemble, on Farm.
One particular drawback, though
minor—the slap-tongue clarinet on the
opening number, Georgia Brown. Fred
die Fisher used to do it better and in
its proper context. Concert hall or no,
the recorded sound is fine. (J. T.)

III the Cat» Join In; Out of Nowhere;
Don't You Mi»»
Your Baby?; Lean
Baby; Blue Lou

dawn
RECORDS

Teddy Buckner
Sweet Georgia Brown;
I hat’s
Wv
Home; ( hime» Blues; Tailgate Ramble;
Tin Roof Blues; How You Gonna Keep
Them Down on the Farm?; Bluin' the

Buck (Hay ton

New

DLP-1106

3Y West At Street

I.P < 1-878)

(Dixieland Jubilee 12" LP DJ-503)

A MESSAGE FROM GARCIA
WINNER—Down Beat
Guitar Star
1956

ness. The track I most admire happens
to be the one that lies deepest w ’hin
the jazz tradition—The Duke. Brubeck
has recorded it with the quartet, but
here it takes on a simple beauty and
charm that has found me playing it a
half-dozen times in a row.
But there is something to be h«ard
in the other compositions, too. None is
as polished as The Duke—rather hey
are like impressionistic little sketches
that tell pretty nice stories. Of them,
Dave’s playing on Swing Bells, Walkin'
Line, and a peculiarly old-timey One
Moment impressed me the most.
Do not be surprised if in the very
near future Brubeck begins to chart
the course suggested by this albumless and less reliance on the group and
more and more independence upon his
solo work. And at the expense of put
ting three very nice guys out of work,
1 hope it happens. He swims very well
in this water. (J.T.) (Columbia 12

Bating: A'AVj
Dave Brubeck
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Solo Flight

This latest in Columbia's Clayton
jam session series appears to be a col
lection of leftovers from other sessions,
but it includes some delightful ex
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SAVOY 12' HI Fl IP MG 120H

SI »S

Barry reviewed him “in person'* and Milt
found this exciting 2-handed modern keyboard
star in Florida and recorded him! Another
Savoy “first" in our roster of today's leading
piano stylist. A warm and flowing stylist on
his own, unaccompanied.

STILL THE TOP SELLING JAZZ LPI
Milt Jackson's swinging
Jazz combo date featur
ing Frank Wess' flute,
Hank Jones' p ano
MG 12036
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NEW JAZZ!
MODERN JAZZ WITH DIXIELAND ROOTS

DON STRATTON -

Contemporary jazzmen
blow today’s chords and
concepts on yesterday's
standards for a highly
original sound. Ill

(Columbia 12" LP CL 882)

\l Cohn
That
Wind;

Old Feeling; Gone with the
Sweet
and
Lovely; Soft as

Spring; I’ll Take Romance; Azure-Te;
I’ll Be Around; Swingin’ the Blues;
Trouble Is a Man; Honey Blonde; Wiltow, Weep for Me; In a Mellow Tone

Rating: ★★★

This album, which offers Cohn in a
series of ballads accompanied by a
string section, Joe Newman, and
rhythm, with ar rangements by Manny
Albarn, Ralph Burns, Ernie Wilkins,
and Cohn, is a frank bid for a pop
audience. The cover is typical music-toschmaltz-to, and the title is That Old

KENNY DORHAM

th«
JAZZ PROPHETS Vol I
Terrific excitement in the
first full length statement
ot the next maior figure in
the modern scene 122
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amples of Coleman Hawkins, Clayton,
and Buddy Tate, which make it of
interest.
The pattern is familiar and is in
dicated in the title, All the Cats Join
In. The mood is relaxed jazz with a
swinging beat throughout. Jimmy Rush
ing sings Don’t You Miss Your Baby?,
but it is not as interesting as a Rush
ing vocal should be these days.
Highlights are Clayton, whose con
sistency is remarkable, and Hawkins
whose punching chorus on the title
song and tasteful ballad improvisation
on Nowhere indicate he is far from a
professor emeritus. Lean, although
from the 1953 session that started the
whole thing, is the least satisfactory
side on the LP. On Don’t You Miss
Your Baby? there is an awkward trum
pet sequence of Clayton, Ruby Braff,
and Billy Butterfield.
Despite the billing of “25 Stai- Jazz
men” there seems to be only 24, and
there is, in the otherwise detailed and
instructive notes, a tenor solo unan
notated on Don’t You Miss Your Baby?
Among the participants are Newman,
Tyree Glenn, J. C. Higginbotham, Ben
ny Green, and Julian Dash. (R. J. G.)

While it fails to have the attraction
that the Parker-with-strings LPs had,
it is none the less a pleasant effort with
good, romantic solos by Cohn but some
uneven arranging and will undoubtedly
be exposed in a lot of areas normally
alien to jazz.
Two sides are the best. One is Ro
mance. a Ralph Burns arrangement, in
which the strings are treated more skill
fully than in most of the other tunes
•md where the jazz feeling is helned
by a particularly effective Cohn effort
and the lovely soaring of Newman's
trumpet as well as a nice piano bit.
The other is Trouble, a haunting
melody with a good jazz feeling
throughout.
Strings are a definite barrier to an
authentic jazz feeling, yet this sort of
album is good for jazz on the whole
since it makes it more palatable with
out diluting the product past recogni
tion. (R. J. G.) (RCA Victor 12" LP
LPM 1207)

' “Take the A’ Tram- Betty Roché" Betty Roché, for
merly with Duke Ellington, sings with "a wonderful
beat and a mature personality
With Eddie Costa
Conte Candoll, Don Trenner. Whitey Mitchell, Davey
Williams Bethlehem 12 ' Hl-Fl LP BCP 64 $198

•
A
BETHLEHEM 1 \ k
RECORDS
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Hollywood

n Beat
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Dixie — London Style
Davenport Blues Jazz (tub Stomp;
Black and Blue; Clarinet Blues; Dixie;
Barefoot Blues; Jenny’s Ball; Loudon
Blues;
Muskrat
Ramble;
Hesitating
Blues; Willie the Weeper; South

Rating:
Rating:

Two groups; two ratings. Caution:
Listen first, read album notes second

“SPECIAL DELIVERY”
JANET BRACE-116

A new and exhilarating
jazz voice saws tricks.
"Miss Brace is a delight
sngs with emotion
honesty and a heat.”
-Ml NfNWF BBMKAI

Fm free la» CatalogM
Write to
CATALOGUES—

ABC PARAMOUNT,

Dept 0 ,
1501 D'way,

N.Y.36, N Y.

If at all These are two British bands.
On Side 1 appear the first six tunes

listed.

NEW RELEASES
ALL 12" —ALL $3 98

VINCE GUARALDI

ELLIOT LAWRENCE

ORCHESTRA

CAI TJADER
JAZZ QUARTET
Cal Tjader
Piano.
Gerry Wigg»n$
Bass,
Eugene Wright
Drums,
Bill Douglass

JOHN LA PORTA

SEPTET,
QUINTET I DUn

IES TOD
LES STRAND
it the
Baldwin Organ

The rest are

THE NEW SOUND* ON THE ORGAN

the other

side. The liner notes insist on pinning
some highly unlikely labels on the muboth sides, and, in fact, the
sic
inclusion of the word Dixie” in the
main title may baffle a few after a
hearing. First to Side
This sounds by far the more
cianly of the two. If I read these notes
correctly, the personnel is Billy Munn,
piano; Jack Llewellyn, guitar; Will
Hemmings, bass; Max Abrams, drums;
Jack Jackson, trumpet; Sid Phillips,
clarinet; Harry Gold, tenor, and Nobby
Clark, trombone. This one gets the 3^,
almost 4. Probably the main detiactions
are a not-too-uplifting rhythm section
and at times rather pedestrian playing.
Apparently this is the London idea
of “New York Style" Dixie, as the
notes state. Don’t expect Condon or
Central Plaza. Things seldom are per
mitted to get too heated. Rather, the
playing is on a subdued level, faintly
reminiscent of the John Kirby unit, but
probably harking back even more
strongly to the small groups Adrian
Rollini used to have. Dig Dixie. This is
the Rollini composition, not the Con
federate flag-waver. In a couple of
the numbers, someone plays uncredited
bass sax, even as Adrian. There are
other kicks as well—a chorus straight
from Beiderbecke by Jackson in Daven
port, a beautiful interlude of unampli
tied guitar on Stomp with a bare hint
of Django Reinhardt.
For all its subdued, easy qualities
though, it never quite generates the
implied, underlying swing of the groups
in the ’30s and early ’40s. Except for
a couple of trombone clams, it seems a
more worthwhile project than Side 2:
Neither is this strictly Dixie, except
perhaps in the broadest use of the term.
Instead it’s
the tradition of the
revival traditionalists. Again the notes
don’t make it too clear, but the per
sonnel more than likely is Dill Jones,
piano; Vic Lewis (yes, the bandleader),
guitar (however, it sounds like n banjo
on most the tunes); a bass player, re
ferred to only as “of the younger
school”; Abrams, drums; Freddie Ran
dall, trumpet; Cliff Townsend, clarinet;
Laurie Gold, tenor, and Geoff Love,
trombone.
This band sounds like some American
bands newly inspired by old King Oliv
er records. Pick up a horn, man, and
like Lewis
the lineup, though, it would seem that
there was a deliberate attempt to sound
this way. All of which only reinforces
my view that it takes u good bit more
musicianship and understanding than
some suppose to play this style of
iazz properly. (J. T.) (London 12" LP
LL 1337)

THE INCREDIBLE
JIMMY SMITH
THE MOST EXCITING
JAZZ ORGANIST IN THE WORLO

on BLUE NOTE
BLF 1512 ond 1514
THE CHAMP, THE PREACHER,
BUB8IS, YOU GET 'CHA. etc.

BAYOU,

BLF 1525
JUDO MAMBO, LOVER COME BACK. WIL
LOW WEEP FOR ME WELL YOU NEEDN'T,
etc.

ALSO ON 45 SINGLES
45X1635 High and Mighty—You Got 'Cho
45X1636 The Preacher—Midnight Sun
45X1637 Tenderly—Joy

45X1*41 The Champ. Part I « 2
45X1642 Bubbis—Bayou
COMPLETE FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST
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Sauce
featuring the

Dick Lane Quartet

#603

James Moody

Argo Records
4750 S. Cottage Grove, Chicago, III

There's

JAZZ

air

Herb Ellis
Sweetheart

Blues;

Somebody

Lores

Me; It Can Happen to You; Pogo; De
tour Ahead; Ellis in Wonderland; Have
You Met Miss Jones?; A Simple Tune

*54 Natoma

WRITE FOR NEW. FREE CATALOG

BALLANCE 'N' RECORDS
6:00- 9:30 a.m. & 8:00 - 10:00 p.

Baling:

This is a melodic, yet convincinglyjazz-in-feeling album which contains
some moving guitar work by Ellis and
some intriguing arranging and playing
by Jimmy Giuffre The group is the
Oscar Peterson trio (Peterson. Ray

Monday thru Saturday

Down Beat

or

>rgan

•A* OU,

K, WIL-

eednt.

Bro" n, and Ellis), plus drummer Alvin
Stoller, trumpeter Harry Edison, alto
ist Charlie Mariano, and Giuffre. Edi
son, who continues to shine on Los
Ang'les recording dates, has several
excellent appearances.
The emphasis is on quiet jazz, and
the most effective track on the album
is I < tour, one of the great jazz, stand
ard. which is the product of Ellis and
his associates in the old Soft Winds
group, Lou Carter and Johnny Frigo.
It is given a careful and reverent treat
ment here which brings out all its sadnes- and beauty and allows Ellis some
of Ins best time on the date.
Miss Jones offers some swinging
Giuffre tenor, a brief bit of Mariano,
and a lovely Edison statement, plus
Brown’s short bass solo. It gets per
haps the earthiest feeling of the album.
Pogo is a puckish west coast style bit
of writing, and Simple Tune is a
dreamy number with echos of a western
tune and some delightful Peterson piJ
12

G.)

(Norgrun MGN

SHORTY ROGERS.

Celebrated Trumpeter, Recording Artist,
Arranger, Music Director

noted for

the brilliance and style of his

fine arrangements.

1081
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Erroll Garner
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I'll Remember tpril; leach Me To
night; Mambo Carmel; Autumn Leaves;
it's UI Right with Me; Red Top; tpril
in Paris; They Can't Take That Away
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Rating:
Garner’s return to Columbia is aus
picious. This album recorded at a Jimmy
Lyons concert in Carmel, Calif., in the
fall of 1955, is blessed with thi sort
of recording w’hich captures every
nuance of Garner’s brilliant coloring.
In addition, he was in a particularly
ebullient mood that night, and it shines
through his playing.
Perhaps the key to the quality of
the album is in his transformation of
the hit parade tune, Teach Me, tattered
by countless repetitions on the juke
boxes. Via his hands it emerges, slowly
and lovingly, as a fine, shimmering ex
ample of Garner’s most romantic mu
sical nature. Throughout the album the
electric combination of his compelling
rhythm, his unequaled gift for shading
and kaleidoscopic coloring, makes each
number rich in emotional experience
for those who are not prevented by
his penchant for tonal painting from
reveling in the results.
Ipril contains all the Garner tricks
of crescendos, climaxes, left-hand
chordal bombs, crashing chords and
easy flowing rhythm. All Right is one
of those racing ballads which he seems
to embue with crackling spirit, and
Leaves is pure impressionism.
The cover is almost as good as the
album, a striking photograph of rocks
and sea On the California coast. The
notes err in crediting Red Top to
Woody Herman; it’s actually the
Hampton-Kenyard tune that King
Pleasure brought to life with lyrics,
and How Could You! is not a Garner
original but Tyree Glenn’s composition
for Ellington, Sultry Serenade. This is
highly recommended for Garner devo
tees and might be the sort of thing to
convince others of his value. It is
among his best works. (R J. G.)
(Columbia 12" I P CL 883)
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The outstanding arrangements of Shorty Rogers, set them
apart from the commonplace; firmly establish him as a musician
of stature.
And brilliance and style mark the AMI “G-200”, too. Brilliance
in high fidelity reproduction which makes the music come “alive” —
beauty in styling and cabinetry that keeps pace with the fine quality
of exclusive Multi-Horn High Fidelity reproduction.
In every way you’ll enjoy AMI music more because the AMI juke
box is designed tor your complete listening pleasure. There’s a pro
gram of 200 fine recordings, a variety
of selections to suit every mood and
inclination. Your favorite tunes, your
favorite artists arc there. And with the
.
smooth, silent, rapid-change X-200
I
mechanism there are no distracting
III
pl
sounds or tiresome pauses in peform—"/j
ance. A tull and complete program of
]
really superb music is jours to comI
n ♦
mand Play YOUR juke box soon . .
I
Visit a nearby location that provides
AMI music and enjoy a new experience
fr
in satisfying listening You'll agree, it s
6’
'
thrilling entertainment.
51
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Purple; September Song; Verve Blues
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Drum Suite ....................................................................RCA
Paul Desmond Quanet.............
FAN.
Brubeck—Jazz At Oberlin..................................... FAN.
Brubeck Quartet with Desmond, Vol 1
. FAN
Brubeck Quartet with Desmond,Vol 2..
FAN.
Birdland Stars On Tour, Vol. 1 ....................... RCA
Birdland Stars On Tour, Vol
c............... RCA
Herb Ellis with Gulffre & Marano
NOR.
Billy Bauer Quartet...................................................... NOR.
James Moody—Flute N Tne Blues
CREATIVE
G. NORMAN
Clifford & Max In Concert.

BIG BAND SOUNDS $3 98 each
Elliot Lawrence at the SteelPier.................... FAN.
Larry Sonn ...................................................................... COR.
Edgar Sampson ........................................................... COR.
Les Brown—More From Les................................. COR.
Neal Hefti—Man With
A Band....................... COR.

............................................. EMARCy

Maynard Ferguson

VOCAL JAZZ $3.98
.. DECCA
Carmen McRae--Blue Moon....
CREATIVE
Piny Winters—Lonely One..............
....FRAT
Tommy Wolf ..........................................
........... CAP.
»one Christy—Misty Miss Christy.
Ella Fitzgerald—Cole Porter..VER. 2-12
$9%

Send for FREE Catalogues
Foreign Orders add $1.00 postage
$1.00 Deposit on C O D.'s

MODERN JAZZ
BEGINS ON

nnrOTIPE

PRESTIGE

There Is Only
ONE

MILES DAVIS

Rating:

Lionel Hampton and His Giants is
an aptly-titled affair. Unless, that is,
you are one who doesn’t consider Art
fatum, Buddy Rich, Harry Edison, and
Barney Kessel in that large a category.
Bassists Red Callender and John Sim
mons split duties.
The music doesn't live up to the men
making it, however. It’s a jam session
type affair that required probably no
more than one take per tune, and each
track thus has its highs and lows. Edi
sin maintains a consistently high level
of performance and is the spark of the
date, so far as these ears are concerned,
with Lionel chipping in some good
moments and Tatum sounding not too
interested in jamming this day.
Plaid is no more than a thin riff
coating over I Never Knew, an old
favorite of Hamp’s, and he gets to
swinging almost immediately. He is an
awful lot of musician when taken away
from his usually dreary big band sur
roundings. Sweets shines here, as he
does on Somebody Loves Me, where he
practically lifts the entire group up
and gives it u shove forward.
It’s difficult to determine on the open
ing chorus of Purple just who’s playing
the melody. Ostensibly it’s Hamp, but
Tatum almost insistently plays the tune
himself, as if to show' Lionel how it
should be phrased.

Blues gets a romping feeling, with
Edison once more driving hard. Lionel
contributes a somewhat shopworn set
of lyrics that he sings breathlessly.

And He Is On
PRESTIGE
MUSINGS of MILES
DIG with S. Rollins.
CONCEPTION
MILES .................................. ......
MILES end HORNS....................
MILES DAVIS (M. Jackson).......
BLUE HAZE ......... .........................

LP 7007
IP 7012
LP 7013
LP 7014
.LP 7025
LP 7034
LP 7054

A pleasant enough package, but one
which does not display as heartily as
it might the talents of the musicians
involved. (J T.) (Norgran 12" LP MGN1080)

Buddy Ross
featured on
Midwestern
Hayride

IMPERIAL
The Artists9 Choice

Buddy Ross, well known TV per
former featured on Midwestern
Hayride, Station W LW, Cincinnati,
Ohio, is one among many famous
artists who plays the IMPERIAL
accordion. After trying many other
instruments, Buddy chose IMPE
RIAL to achieve best performance.

Imperial
Accordion Mig. Co.
2618-22 West 59th St.
Chicago 29, Illinois
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Special; Bags’ Other Groove;
Broadway; Jumpin' at the Woodside
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Exclusive Photos

BANDS IN ACTION
Action pictures of «II name loaders musicians,
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please or money refunded. 25c each; 5 for $1.

ARSENE STUDIOS
756 — 7th Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.
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New Rhythm Instruction Records
For the serious musician
written end narrated by well-known theorist
EDWIN SAVE
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6 I S Recording Preductiem
21 E. Elizabeth Averne
Linden, New Jersey

Rating: ★
Jackpot! spots Woody
_ and the Las
Vegas Herd—the octet he headed at
that city’s Riviera hotel last summer.
Dick Collins and Johnny Coppola are
on trumjiets; Cy Touff, hiss trumpet;
Richie Kamuca, tenor, Norman Pock
randt, piano; Monte Budwig, bass, and
Chuck Flores, drums.
This group sounds more like a Basie
splinter group with Woody sitting in
than it does a Herd, but the vitality
that Herman injects into anything he
touches is unmistakably present; he
plays better clarinet than anything
I’ve heard from him since the appear
ance he made on a Buck Clayton Co
lumbia session; the band swings with
cohesive effusiveness for the most
part; Touff, Collins, and Kamuca are
particularly effective soloists, and the
material is a pleasant blend of Basie
evergreens and Coppola compositions
and arrangements that take the full
Count.
The exception is Wailing Wall, writ
ten by and featuring Touff in a some-

TV
Train for TV with a great Home Study
organization. Recognized over 50 years.
Study in your spare time. Send today for
FREE Sample Lessons. Check subject,
below.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
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□ Beginner □ Supervisor □ Choral Conducting
r. Double Counteipoint
I Adv Composition
□ Ear Training t Sight Singing

Name-------------------------------------

City_______________________
Music Experience
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Stata.

Down Beat

<

times funky, sometimes funny fraelich
gambol.
Flores does just about an ideal job
on the entire session, by the way,
steering soloists, like a tugboat ma
neuvering a liner with a nudging beat
and confident assurance.
I can see why Woody enjoys work
ing with a group this size for the
summer. He gets kicks and gets a
chance to play something other than
four- or eight-bar breaks and Golden
Wedding. But I also can understand
why he gets back into the harness
come fall. A unit like this can’t pos
sibly generate the excitement and
power and carry the stamp of Her
man’s personality that a full-size Herd
can (J.T.) (Capitol 12" IP T718)
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a completely new idea
in the
Dance Combo field

Playable by any combination
'
1 to 8 Players
i

Meade (Lux) Lewis

Medley No l-(FoxTrot)

Spooney Sam: Mama's Bounce; Shooboody; Hangover Boogie; Yancey’s last
Ride; Bush Street Boogie

GEORGE & IRA GERSHWIN
Embraceable You—Of Thee I Sing
Oh, Lady Be Good!

Baling:

V per

This is titled Yancey's Last Ride, a
tribute that Jimmy would take particu
lar pleasure in. As was Yanoey, Lewis
is no gin mill-run boogie player. The
good liner notes correctly state that he
uses “cross-rhythms and a sense of
dynamic variety in exploring boogie . . .
He develops his ideas freely, frequently
giving an unexpected jolt to the melody,
and throughout there is excitement of
a most enduring sort”. He has some of
the magic in this regard that is found
in the playing of Erroll Garner. For
instance, try Mama’s Pounce or Shoo-

western
rinnati,
famous
ERIAL
y other
IMPE
TUS nee.

u.

boody.
These are all Lewis’ own works, and
he plays them with relish, elan, and
both hands. At least part of one of the
stars should be for fine, sympathetic,
rollicking accompaniment by an un
named drummer. But the cathouse
cover isn’t exactly a tribute to Yancey
or anyone else. (J. T.) (Douit Home

’9
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Dav*1 Pell

Medley No 2-(Fox Tro«)

COLE PORTER
You Do Something To Me
Let’s Do It- Anything Goes

'Ì
Medley No. 3—(Waltx)

SIGMUND ROMBERG

I
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One Kiss
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Rating:

• Study

The Dave Pe l Oc et Plays Burke
and Van Heusev is another grouping

0 yean.
>day for

in the same vein as Pell’s previous
Berlin and Rodgers and Hart albums.
These originally were recorded for
Trend, but the masters were purchased
by Kapp and are released here for the
first time, with the exception of four
tracks sung by Lucy Ann Polk.
The octet is made up of Pell, Don
Fagerquist, Ray Sims, Ronny Lang,
Claude Williamson, Tony Rizzi, Rolly'
Bundock, and Jack Sperling and is
its usual compactly’ competent self
The arrangements all are tasty and
well executed, and short solos of meut
are to be heard, especially from the
confident trumpet of Fagerquist and
the subdued tenor of the leader.
My only grouse lies in the fact that
there’s no difference between this and
the other two albums, save for the
tunes and the tracks on which Lucy
Ann sings. The group is beginning to

lubject,

ISION
ago I*, III.
HARMONY
Guitar
Mandolin
Violin
Clarinet
Saxophone
Conducting
mpoiltion
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GET THE MONEY-SAVING 1957

My Heart Is a Hobo; Like Someone
in Love; It Could Happen to You;
Suddenly, It's Spring; It's Always You;
What Does It Take?; Aren’t You Glad
You’re You?; AU This and Heaven,
Too; Just My Luck; U hen Is Some
time?; Imagination; Humpty Dumpty
Heart

ADIO

your Dealer
today

SEND FOR IT

Here’s your complete money-saving guide
to Hi-Fi. Shows you how to select a cus
tom Hi-Fi music system for your home at
no more than the cost of an ordinary
phonograph. Tells you what to look fpr
and how to save money. Offers the world’s
largest selection of complete Hi-Fi sys
tems as well as individual amplifiers,
tuners, changers, sjieakers, enclosures and
accessories. Want to build-your-own?—
see the famous Hi-Fi knight-kits. For
everything in Hi-Fi—for everything in Elec
tronics, get the free 1957 allied Catalog.

A ALLIED RADIO HmCFNTER
ALLIED RADIO CORP. Dept. Y-106
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago iO, III.
3 Send FREE 1957 ALLIED Catalog
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assume a blandness that could be
easily dissipated with the injection of
a couple of swingers and some ex
tended solo spots. This is nigh-perfect
small band dance fare, however. (J.T.»
(Kapp 12" IP KI-1034)

REVERSIBLE PEDAL

Charlie Mingus
Pithecanthropus Erectus;
4 toggy
Day; Profile of Jackie; Lore Chant

Rating:

presents an entirely new concept in drum
pedal desip and construction.
It reverses in a flash-adjusts to the exact
"feel” you want-has lightning fast, free
floating action - is ruggedly built to give you
years of trouble-free service at so reasonable
a price that you can’t afford to be without
it. At better dealers everywhere-$18.00.
Just Look at These Features!
WFL

UBIMI
IIVIln

The review of Mingus’ latest might
well be simply to suggest that you read
Barry Ulanov’s column in this issue.
Barry
excellently the musical
personality that is Charlie’s and under
lines the basic fact about the man—
that he is a person fiercely determined
to play what he wants to and what he
feels, and that there can be no com
promise.
Thus occurs A Foggy Day, which
Charlie subtitles In San Francisco be
cause, “I’ve never been to London.” It
conies perilously close to being a bur
lesque, what with whistles blowing and
simulated auto horns honking and boats
scraping docks, but somehow Ming
gives it musical validity by portraying
honestly in music the sounds he hears
in life.
Jackie is ■ brief excursion by altoist
Jackie McLean.
Rut the title composition and Lore
Chant offer food that will take far
longer to digest than the time I had to
review this album. Pithecanthropus
runs close to 11 minutes. Mingus says
in the notes that it is “a jazz tone
poem because it depicts musically my
conception of the modern counterpart
of the first man to stand erect.” It is
a powerful thing—sometimes gentle,
sometimes savage, sometimes painfully
mournful, and always absorbing. It is
not for tender ears.
It is divided into four movements,
the last of which attains a screaming
intensity perhaps unmatched in jazz
literature. You might be struck, as I
was, by the similarity of the music to
the life of Charlie Parker.
Love Chant is even longer, running
to 15 minutes. It’s an excursion into
extended form that comes off well,
chiefly because of J
Monterose’s
probing tenor sax and Mingus’ bass,
both of which set deeply moving moods.
Pianist Mal Waldron and drummer
Willie Jones complete the quintet.
It’s Pithecanthropus, however, that
contains the most significant music,
both written and played. It promises
to become one of the most discussed
recordings ever issued. (J.T.) (Atlantic
12" LP 1237)

WURLITZER

ELECTR01IC PIRO
!
i if iz#

ron

cost

You've seen it on televisionYou’ve heard it on the radio NOW you can enjoy it in your home
PORTABLE

BUILT-IN

VOLUME CONTROL
Play loud or soft —or
plug in the earphones so
only you hear the music.

SEE IT-HEAR IT-PLAY IT
Exclusively at your
WURLITZER PIANO DEALER

Phineas Newborn Jr.
Barbados ; All the Things You Are
The More I See You; Celia; Dahoud
Newport Blues; I'm Beginning to See
the Light; Afternoon in Pari»

Reversed Position

Try this new sensation at your dealer
or write for free folder today!

LUDWIG DRUM CO
Maker:

1 728 N. Damen

kit.,

Chicago 47, III.

Rating:

This is the first LP, though not the
first records (he was heard briefly on
. . . was it Peacock? some years back)
of the new piano sensation. It is clear
from this album that he is one of the
most impressive pianists to emerge in
recent years, a gifted technician, a
startling improvisor, and a musician
with a well-developed harmonic and
rhythmic sense.
(Turn to Page 34)

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO
DE KALB, ILLINOIS JEPT. DB-1054
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the blindfold test

Desmond Digs
By Leonard Feather

WO

ii Beul

Because Paul Desmond is one of the most articulate of the poll
winning jazzmen, and because the infrequency of his trips to New
York prevented us from getting together previously on a Blindfold
Test, his visit was an event to which both of us had looked forward
for some time.
l’aul can claim to have enjoyed the fastest rise to jazz fame of
all the name alto sax men. Born in San 1 rancisco in 1924, he was
an obscure sideman in bands such as Jack Fina’s and Alvino Rey’s
as recently as 1951. Only two years after that, as a result of the
resounding dual success scored by Dave Brubeck and Paul, he won
the first Down Beat critics’ award as New Star on alto sax.
For Paul’s records on the test, I selected items by two of the
men he names as his favorites (Lee Konitz and Pete Brown), as
well as several items that afforded him an opportunity to air his
views not only on the alto sax w’ork, but on other soloists and
on arrangements, ensembles, etc.
Paul was given no infoimation whatever, either before or duung
the test, about the records played.
The Records
I. Sonny Stitt. Stardud (Roost).

I know it sounded like Bird, but I
don’t think it was, because I’ve never
heard it before. I’d say about three
stars. It sounded like someone was tell
ing him to play the melody and he
didn’t much want to. I think it’s an
excellent imitation if it isn’t Bird.
2

. Duko Ellington. The Jeep is Jumpin' (Both
lehem). Johnny Hodges, alto.

It sounded like Johnny Hodges; but
if it was. it wasn’t my most favorite
Johnny Hodges. I think it misses El
lington’s ability to get the best out of
everybody concerned. It lacks Duke
Ellington’s presence, but everything
else is competently don<‘. I have always
been very partial to Warm Valley and
the sort of thing Hodges does best is
in a more lyrical vein. I prefer that to
the up-tempo numbers. Three stars.
3

Brother Matthew. Linger Awhile (ABC
Paramount). Brother Matthew
(Boyce
Brown), alto.

Listening to that record makes me
realize why the alto sax is held in such
low repute in Dixieland circles . . . He
didn’t seem to have anything: ideas,
phrasing, harmonic sense or tone. As
for the rest of the record, I can’t think
of very much else to say except that I
guess you could say it had spirit. Give
it two stars for the spirit.

That sounded like old Pete Brown.
I guess I should say “new” Pete Brown,
obviously because of the background,
but he’s just about the same as he al
ways was, which is perfect with me. I
like the irrepressible bounciness in
Pete’s style. Four stars.

hear was the drums and I didn’t like
them at all. I felt sorry for the other
guys Involved, although I have no
idea who they are. Two stars.

Cynthia'»

It sounded like Lee and Warne. I
think Lee’s chorus on that is the most
creative I’ve heard today. Listening
to Lee always for me has the fascina
tion of watching someone construct a
mobile while riding a unicycle, when
it comes off as it did there. I think
Warne has sounded better—especially
in the earlier records, where he jqst
sounded fabulous—on thos«1 old Capitol
ones. I think both he and Lee are not
always right in their opinion of when
they sound best, although I wouldn’t
want to disagree with them on that.
I know Lee in particular has sounded
wonderful to me under circumstances
in which he has expressed dissatisfac
tion with himself.
The funny thing about this record—
when they played together (which for
them should be the strong point, be
cause they have a genius for that)
they didn’t seem to come off as well
as that number you played three or
four records ago. (No. 7.) I would
like to find out if the simultaneous im
provisation nn the other record was
improvised or not, because they actual
ly came off better, and that shouldn’t
be, considering Warne and Lee’s talent
for that. Four-and-a-half stars for
Lee’s chorus.

6. Julian

7

5

Pet* Brown. Teo for Two (Bethlehem).
Brown, alto; Gene Ramey, bass; Wal
lie Richardson, guitar; Rudy Collins, drums;
Wad“ Legge, piano.
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Georg* Wallington. Together We Wail
(Prestige). Phil Woods, alto: Donald
Byrd, trumpet; Teddy Kotick, bass; AH
Taylor, drums; George Wallington. piano.

There’s much more of a feeling of
conviction to this than in anything I
have heard so far today. Especially the
alto and trumpet together, I thought
was marvelous. There’s a creative an
archy m this which is my favorite type
of jazz. Was that the Jazz Messengers?
Anyway, I liked it very much. The
rhythm section sounded good, although
they were better in the first part than
toward the end. The piano seemed to
run into difficulties in his chorus, but
the rest of the time he sounded very
good. Four stars.

Noto, trumpet;

That’s the kind of record I very
much like to listen to on a car radio
of a convertible on a late summer
night. It has a lush, wild quality that’s
very appealing. I like the alto player
particularly. I hope it was Charlie
Mariano because I don’t think he’s been
recorded yet as well as he can play,
although it could be at least three other
guys I can think of. I don’t know who
the band is, but I like the trumpet and
trombone very much. Four stars.

Adderley

That sounds sort of like jukebox
style alto. It’s well done, but there isi’t
tuo much jazz to it, and I don’t really
like it too much. It may be James
Moody or Tab Smith. I’d say about
24 stars.

4 . Stan Kenton. Recuerdot (Capitol). Len n
nie Niehaus, alto; Sam
Carl Fontana, trombone.

(Cannonball)

in Love (EmArcy).

Woody Herman. Strange (Capitol). Her
man, alto; Dick Kenney, trombone.

It sounded like the Third Herd re
visited, which is not a bad idea, unless
it’s an old record Everybody played
their parts real well. Three-and-a-half
stars.
9

Benny Carter The Song It You (Norgran).
Carter, alto; Buddy Rich, drum«
Bill
Harris, trombone.

Somebody at that date should be
shot — whoever decided they wanted
that particular sound. I don’t know
whether it was the engineer or one of
the record executives, but if some time
they would start making rhythm-andblues records that sound like jazz rec
ords, instead of the other way around,
it would be a good thing. All you could

Ifj

Konitz with Warne Marsh. There
Will Never Be Another You (Atlantic)

Lee

Afterthoughts by Paul

My favorite kind of jazz is where
one or more musicians playing together
come up with something which is
greater than either of them could do
apart, which is not always easy. T
would say this has to be in small
groups and demands a paradoxical mix
ture of freedom and discipline. When
it comes off as it did in that record
you played, it’s very thrilling to listen
to. Yes, I like Phil Woods very much.
I’m still surprised that the counter
point made it that well.
33

Willson Reveals Blunder

(Jumped from Page 32)

However, the best thing about this
album fundamentally is its promise of
better things to
Newborn, who
plays in a brilliant, flashing style remi
niscent of both Powell and Tatum, has
a certain coldness which may be the
result of the fact that he plays as
though he has to say it all right now.
There is less softness and quiet than
one might wish, though when he plays
simply, as in portions of the extremely
DTTnntl VO
/ Ji
Light, he is a convincing soloist. His
own composition, Newport Blues, which
he plays unaccompanied, is the least
moving of the tracks, a rather flossy
blues.
His treatment of All the Things is
almost symphonic in concept and scope
and displays his really impressive harmonic gifts. There
moments of
sheer elegance in it. And his interpre
tation of John Lewis’ Afternoon in
Paris is the loveliest thing in the album.
Newborn clearly will grow in stature.
He has a command of his instrument to
make other pianists weep and an ability
to say whatever he wishes. When his
emotional development equals his tech
nical equipment and he realizes that
simplicity is not necessarily inadequacy,
he will be something overwhelming to
hear. George Wein’s notes are sympa
thetic and helpful, and the cover is
excellent. (R. J. G.) (Atlantic 12" IP
1235)

By Don Freeman
MEREDITH WILLSON came to San
Diego for this year’s inaugural of the
Fiesta del Pacifico, for which he com
posed The California Story music and
conducted the symphony orchestra.
Willson was talking, of course, about
his home town of Mason City, Iowa.
Willson may talk quite a bit about good
old Mason City, but the fact is, Mason
City takes a very proprietory interest
in his success as a musician, composer,
orchestra leader, and radio-TV per
sonality.
Some years back, when network ladio
lived on the grand style, Willson was
music director of a show' which was
broadcast out of Hollywood and in one
night alone had a cast including Joan
Crawford, Robert Taylor, Clark Gable,
Frank Morgan, Robert Montgomery,
Lionel Barrymore.
Mickey Rooney
James Stewart Spencer Tracy, and
Fanny Brice.
The world knew this eloquent ji
the Hollywood Show Boat.
gram
The world—but not Mason City, Iowa.
In the Mason City Globe Gazette, it
was listed simply
Willson Hour.

As for Willson himself, although he
played under Toscanini and Sousa, con
ducted major orchestras, wrote sym
phonies and tone poems, and once had
the distinction of having two of his
songs on the Hit Parade at once, he
has weathered his unfortunate days as
well.
Nearly eight years ago, Willson re
called, he had his own show’, Sparkit
Time, constructed along the line: of
Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts.
No stars had yet been discovered
when four weeks remained on the Spar
kle Time series. A young blonde smgei
turned up. Willson informed her that
tha four final shows had already been
cast.
“I'd like to sing for you anyway,’’
she offered.
"Thanks, but not now,” Willson said
"One song?”
“I’m sorry.”
“Well, I’ll leave my name and phone
number,” she said. “Just in case.”
Willson was saying that he has long
since forgotten the number, but some
how the name stays w’ithin him—Doris
Day.
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Down Rent

professional
handling the
equipment, they drown everything out.
If it isn’t, the people in the back of
the room never get any balance.
There is a club in New York which
prides Itself on its jazz and its sound
equipment. They have the speakers
mounted just above the bandstand.
Turned on full, the intermixture of live
and amplified sound is a thing of awe
some distortion, even th- ugh the equip
ment itself is extremely good.

By Michael Levin
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IT IS MY PERSONAL feeling that
many night club owners are damn fools.
Look ye why: they
cajole,
and conjure good acts into coming into
their clubs. They spend money promot
ing the appearance. They tell the wait
ers they can’t serve while the singer is
singing, the bandleader banding, or

the answers
Now then, what
always loaded with an
(since I
swers) ?
First, realize that more and more
sound men are discovering that the
way to handle sound in a club (particu
larly those big city operations with
large ground areas and low ceilings)
is to have a variety of sources feeding
straight down.
THAT IS, instead of using 15-inch
coaxial speakers in the front of the

whatever.

However, they normally make it im
possible for the cash
customers to hear ■
single blessed thing
of what’s going on.
J
iB
'
They work this
’It
£
out with great effort
Vj
:Vj
by dint of buying
the most unusable
X.*»/
sound equipment
possible
their
clubs.
Note I said unus
able, not cheapest.
For I have seen
gentry pay a mint for
specially designed sound equipment, put
it in the front of the club, turn it on
full blast, and wonder why the custom
ers in front are screaming about noise,
the ones in back unable to hear.
THERE IS A subordinate problem:
the case of the gentlemen who play
electric guitar and similar electronic
moaners. If their equipment is fed into
the sound equipment itself, unless a

SET THE

HUH iKOMMUi>E» now <-on»Ututr Ilie bulk of the Kai Winding combo
After his and J. .1 Johnson’s two-trams-plus-rhylhm unit broke up. Kai formed
one with four bones, and is now out on the road with it Members of the bras*
section are, 1. to r., Dick Lieb, Carl Fontana. Winding, and Wayne Andre.

PACE WITH

Edd
and his Commanders
A terrific drummer who is reach.

ing the top with his Commanders.

Slingerland Radio Kings have been
the choice of Eddie Grady for
many years. Eddie has found that

Slingerland Drums give him the

The
Beautiful
-le*
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—give» you the best
stick protection and
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the industry — guar
antees even tension

best tone, response and service
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Get fast, positive sound

room in groups of four or six, to
a good 10-inch speaker every 10
mounted in the ceiling feeding d
Doing this means accomplishing se
things:

use
feet
>wn
era I

• You feed sound to individual t hies
without running the risk of bla ting
some and omitting others.

• You lower the cross feed bet een

the various speaker sources by
ing them straight down.

SALVADOR
GUITARS
Praises quic*- respon
”ot *■'
n
guitar . . calls tone
quality the finest. Likes
slim neck and streamlined Gretsch body . . . says his
Gretsch guitar “feels comfortable- plays fastest”.
Sal plays the Gretsch Electromatic Cutaway
model . . used it for his new record album
"Frivolous Sal” (Bethlehem— BCP 59)
Top Jazz stylists play Gretsch guitars—why don’t you?
See your dealer. . . write for Free Gretsch guitar catalog
many popular models shown in color.

GRETSCH
mU55ER
MARIMBAS
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CHARLES “CHUCK ’ CALZARETTA
NBC ARTIST
Featured Soloist with the
Art Van Damme Quintet

R1U55ER MARIMBAS, INC
CHICAGO 6, ILL.
ST ate 2-0257

m 'Unt

• You are more able to contre the
problem of filled and empty roon s by
just volume shifts, or if you wa it to
be more* elaborate, by switching oil cer
tain speakers.
This last problem is the bane of most
clubs. A sound man comes in and sets
the levels for u particular room group
ing. Come more or less people, and
trouble. Comes more or less humi hty.
and trouble. Comes moi
less i • ioni
noise, and trouble. Acoustics are a func
tion not only of the sound supplied, but
also the area in which it works- and
believe it or not,
filled with
men, as opposed to ■ room filled with
women in strapless dresses, acts com
pletely differently—acoustically, t<«>.
Actually, if the multispeaker layout
is planned when a club is redecorated or
built, it costs no more than the usual
put in 25 watts of equipment.”
Even *f you are doing it

terms of what it means to customei
able to
hear — and accept bi
tables happily!
For the performer, it makes an enor
mous difference. There is no more ago
nizing sensation than working a club
and knowing that part of the audience
is having difficulty hearing you. You
can see the front getting blasted and are
afraid the back isn’t getting it at all —
and the result is only sweat and strain
for the man working into the micro
phone.

WHEN IT COMES to aelf-speakered
electronic equipment, it can be handled
one of two ways it can be fed directly
into the system- in which
has to be a monitor speaker fm the
musician (these old-fashioned dolts who
insist on healing what they play). Also
the musician must know the acoustic'
of the club well enough to be able to
judge the “back-echo” and tel] wheth< 1
he is overbalancing the other elements
<>f the band.
The second and preferable way to nr
is to use n second mike used to feed
off the speaker of the guitar, and par
tially baffle it so that the feed is a
semi-isolated sound. Then combined
with the other elements which com«
through other microphones, the group
sound as a whole will be maintained,
It’s a strange thing: the standard
union contracts of the various per
formers’ unions contain requirements
about billing, dressing rooms, pay, rest
periods—but there is nothing stated
about something that is literally bread
and butter to the performers—making
sure that their wanes are adequately
peddled so that the customers can hear
and appreciate them properly.
You don’t put Tiffany diamonds in
a strawberry crate.
Nor should you peddle Ella Fitz
gerald through the average night chib
sound system.
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feather's nest
By Leonard Feather
T<’ THOSE WHO READ the statis
tical analyses growing out of my
-tw« ity questions” column in which
manx of you participated u few months
ago, it will come as no surprise that
the colleges of America are providing
jazz with a healthy and steadily
moulting proportion of its revenue.
As i ou may recall, the typical jazz fan
turned out to be 20 years old, and
further investigation could have re
vealed that more than half of all those
who buy the records, attend the con
cert.-, and patronize the clubs that help
to k< cp jazzmen in business are within
two or three years of that age, either
on the plus or minus side.
One wonders whether all this is as
new as wo tend to think it is. Leaving
the Randalls Island Jazz Festival with
commented
Count Basu
phenomenal size of the crowd a sure
sign, it seemed to me, of the attain
ment of another peak of accomplish
ment by an art form that was almost
completely discounted as a commercial
force in the music business not so many
years ago.
Bl I BASIE remarked: "Have you
forgotten the other concert at Randalls
Island? That was around 1938, and it
was the biggest swing festival I ever
saw. It was going on all day long—
Duke EJington had to play somewhere
else so he started here around 8 in
the morning. Martin Block was the
only big, powerful disc jockey in those
days, in fact disc jockeys were a novel
ty, and he put on the concert. That
was the biggest crowd ever!”
Strange, isn’t it, how easily one for
gets. Evidently there was an enormous
those
yet seldom-tapped audience
days, and in all probability the colleges
and high schools accounted for a high
percentage.
Later, over at the pleasant Seventh
Ave. tap room known as Count Basie’s,
I sat discussing the » vening'a earlier
events with a jazz fan who was old
enough to remember when Pinetop spit
blood, and perceptive enough to remem
ber which blood type he belonged to.
Among his reflections was the classic
observation that you just can’t beat
experience, that some of these young
sters have great technique but where is
the soul, and that
best-by-test
veterans are the only real greats of
jazz.
I WONDER. Judgments of this kind
usually fall into the category of half
truths. While one can agree fervently
with the complaint that giants like
Coleman Hawkins, Roy Eldridge, and
Ben Webster are bypassed while men
with half their talent, at half their age,
manage to outdraw them at the boxotlice and the record counter, it is also
true that neither in the performance
nor in the appreciation of jazz music
the college-age advantages of youthful
spirit, ambition, and academic qualifi
cations be underestimated.
true that
of the most
naively’ ineffectual jazz on records in
the past couple of years has been pro
duced by college groups; but it is also
' rue that national publicity and majorOctober 3, 1956

H. CHIRON CO., Inc.

1650 Broadway

New York 19, N. Y
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THESE TWO ADDITIONS TO BUESCHER’S "Aristocrat” line maintain
Buescher’s traditional saxophone sound and flawless intonation And all new
wide bow and
designs bring features you'll want to try for yourself. A
improved low tones. Lighter, smoother, balanced action on low B and B > keys.
New spatulated octave key with wide and comfortable thumb rest. Naturally,
the new designs have famous Snap-on keys and Norton springs — exclusive
with Buescher. Other features include quieter and faster
key action, fully articulated Gs, drawn, leak proof tone
holes, a single spring octave mechanism. See them . . . try
them ... at your dealer’s today.

it's here

Yes, it's ready now! The biggest and best cat
alog we have ever prepared, Printed in four

colors, its 56 pages are jammed with the great

est collection of drums, outfits, bells, parade

drums, tympani and accessories that any drum

company has ever offered.

Send Coupon below today
-its FREE!

LUDWIG DRUM CO
HCDT

M £7

DEPT. DB-57

YES! SEND MY FREE COPY OF NEW LUDWIG
DRUM CATALOG NO. 57 RIGHT AWAY!
Nome

Address;

State

company record deals gave them a pre
mature exposure that was foolishly out
of proportion. It is also true that col
lege bands (and more particular^ col
lege bandleaders) often have gom* on
to produce something of lasting merit.
I wonder how Les Brown’s first teen
aged group would sound to us today if
it were launched with all the hoopla
that accompanied Stan Rubin’s Tiger
town Five?
SIMILARLY, ON THE critical evel,
while usually the collegiate fan end?
to become hyperemotional in his at
titudes, and bases his opinions on a
knowledge too rapidly acquired of an
art that has been maturing for half a
century, it is also true that today’s
hysteria may be tomorrow’s calm rea
soning, and that a healthy, fighting
attitude, pro or con everything, may
lead to a more objective approach that
will combine intellectual maturity with
musical authority.
The colleges that have provided Dave
Brubeck’s quartet with dozens of book
ings during the past few months repre
sent a factor that will be vital as long
as jazz is with us: youthful enthusi
asm. To those who object that you
necessarily have to have 20 years’ per
spective to know (a) how to play jazz
creatively or (b) what you are talking
about, my answer is very simple. (A)
Listen to Lee (How’dy Doody) Morgan,
a trumpet player in Philadelphia who
has already been offered jobs by such
skeptical veterans as Art Blakey. How
dy Doody, w’ho is by no means the sole
example of this kind of precocity, has
just turned 18. (B) Did you ever dig
Leonard Ross, the stock maiket expert
on that TV show? I’ll take his advice
against my broker’s any time—and
Mr. Ross, if memory serves, is just 10.
Conclusion: whether the subject be
youth, age, music, or words, down with
generalizations'

Russian Tour
In The Works
For Satchmo
New York—Can Moscow roll out the
ied flags for Tovarisch Satchmo?
After many months of speculation
concerning a Russian tour for the
Louis Armstrong band, it seenu-d prob
able at presstime that details might
finally be worked out. Joe Glaser,
though unable yet to give full details,
says that in all probability Louis will
cross the curtain in January or Feb
ruary after completing a motion pic
ture in England.
As for Satch himslf. he’s convinctd
that the deal is in the bag and he’s
ready to wail. “If they want us over
there,” he said, “we’ll play any place
they ask for us if the deal’^ okay with
Mr. Glaser.”
Meanwhile, Glaser is involved in
several other deals, including a possi
ble exchange of Duke Ellington for
a British band.
Tommy Whittle, the tenor sax star
who was unable to tour here with
Lionel Hampton because of union re
strictions, will arrive early in October
to appear as an added attraction with
the Vic Lewis band, in an Irving Feld
rock and roll unit.
Down Beat
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Will Peaceful Coexistence Howard Brubeck OKd
Leave Read On A Limb?
Hollywood—Will Cecil F. Read, spearhead of Local 47’s revolt
against AFM President James C. Petrillo, be left out on a limb as
the local’s warring factions revert to a state of peaceful coexistance?
Read and his close supporters deny it, but many observers feel that
rank and filers in the local no longer
arc steamed up over the issues involved.
The last general meeting on Aug. 27
attracted only some 250 compared with
previous meetings which had to be held
at such spots as the Hollywood Palla
dium and the Shrine Auditorium in
order to handle attendance that reach
ed as high as 2,000.
LEADERS OF THE Read group said
this was to be expected in view of the
fact that no important action was ex
pected at the meeting.
Stories to the effect that “peace
moves" are under way continue to ap
pear in daily papers. Spokesmen for
the Read supporters insist that they
are being “planted” by the Petrillo
supporters.
Read admits that so far the finan
cial assistance promised him in de
fraying the cost of his suit against
Petrillo and the federation has not
come up to expectations. He is getting
no money from the Local 47 treasury.
Although Read is under a one-year
expulsion, the trumpet player’s right
to work pending trial of his suit is
protected by a court order.
THE ANTI-PETRILLO forces control
Local 47 by virtue of their control of
the board of directors.
One move indicating they still mean
business in the scrap came as the board,
under power granted by recent leg
islative changes, fired business repre
sentative Vincent Augustine. He was
accused of having had a hand in secur
ing a tape recording used to convict

Read at his AFM trial and before the
AFM convention.
Augustine was replaced by Larry
Binyon, who some old-timers may recall
as a tenor sax man and associate of
Bix Beiderbecke, Glenn Miller, and oth
ers in the early-day jazz scene.
—c mge

As BMI Writer Member

New York — The Broadcast Music
Inc., office here has announced the ad
mission to membership, as a BMI
writer, of Howard R. Brubeck, Dave
Brubeck’s brother.
Like Dave, Howard is a former stu
dent of Darius Milhaud. He has com
posed more than 50 works, including
incidental music for plays, chamber
music and choral, and symphonic pieces.
His Dialogues for Combo and Orches
tra was premiered in August at San
Diego’s Balboa park bowl, when the
Dave Brubeck quartet was featured
along with the San Diego Symphony
orchestra.
_______________
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New York — Skitch Henderson, a
Capitol recording artist back in his
days as a bandleader, has returned to
records after a long absence by signing
a new deal with RCA Victor.
The contract will be tied in with
Henderson’s plans to expand his ac
tivities as a symphony conductor. Most
of the material will be in the lightclassical vein.

Band Betterment Group
Meeting Set Nov. 23-24
New York—The second annual con
ference of Band Betterment Associates
will be held here Nov. 23-24. The meet
ing will hear a series of concerts and
demonstrations under guest conductors
and view exhibits covering the field
of band music.
The conference also will hear a spe
cial group of leading professional in
strumentalists, performing under the
batons of well-known conductors and
composers of band music.
October 3, 1956

You’re the Life of the Party

with Your HOHNER Marchesa
Whatever other instrument you play, or plan to. for creative expression
—learn to play a Hohner Marchesa. It can be your most valuable social
asset opening up undreamed of opportunities for fun and friendship.
Thanks to Hohner’s unique genius, the compact, lightweight Marchesu
has the large range, rounded tone and easy touch of a large 120-bass
instrument. Smart design. Exciting colors. Moderate price. Get it at your
dealer’s—or write for new catalog describing the entire accordion line.
M HOHNER. Inc., 351 Fourth Avenue, New York 1O, N.Y.
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By Les Brown
THE ALBUMIZED highlights of a
Carnegie hall concert by Jussi Bjoer
ling—directly following a widely sell
ing and similar LP of Beniamino Gigli
—hints that a new recording trend is
in the making.
It's a safe bet that there will be a
rather steady stream of LPs henceforth
preserving for all time some of the
monumental música events of our day.
It’s a safe bet, too, that recording com
panies eventually will overdo a good
thing, making monuments of molehills,

Out for the present we’re pleased that
RCA Victor thought to make the two
recordings mentioned above.
What is gained by these concert hallto-you recordings is of course a prox
imity to history and the thrill that
comes with any live performance, the
knowledge that an artist in concert can
make only' one take.
ALSO THERE IS THE audience to
participate with, in its bravos and ap
plause, and in the Gigli and Bjoerling
LPs you, want to do just that on sev
eral occasions.
Bjoerling At Carnegie Hall finds the
great tenor in beautiful voice, his tones
vivid and clear. Five arias are among
the selections, the rest being art songs
by
Beethoven,
Brahms,
Schubert,
Strauss and others, and the album

concludes with a moving versiu

Jeannie with the Light Bro wn Ha»
Bjoerling’s performance
marvelous, and the piano accomp mi
men t of Frederick Schauwecker is fine
throughout. The engineering may not
put you in the first row, as it might
in a studio recording, but it seats you
no further than 10 'ows back, md
that’s still excellent (Victor LM 2» "3).
The Gigli-Carnegie package has al
ready been favorably discussed in one
of our recent columns.
A BARGAIN in classical recordings
is the new LP entitled Rubinstein Plays
Liszt (Victor LM 1905), which sells for
only $2.98. The pianist, as usual, is
cogent and technically brilliant, the
playing ranging from the graceful calm
of Voise Impromptu to the dash and
sumptuousness of the Hungarian RI up-

sodles.

The most
discriminating drummers
INSIST on -

JOE MORELLO

AVEDIS

ZILDJIAN
CYMBALS
(The World's Finest Since 1623)
Here are the
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN ret-upr
played by there great ttarr.
JOE MORELLO

14" Hi-Hats (Medium)
19" Crash Ride (Medium Thin)
21" Ride (Medium)

SONNY IGOE

SONNY IGOE

15"
18"
19"
20"

Hi-Hats (Medium)
Crash Ride (Medium Thin)
Ride (Medium)
Swish with Rivets (Medium Thin)

pairs
ANOTHER NOTABLE
Francis Poulenc’s Concerto for Organ,
Strings, and Tympani with Howard
Hanson’s Concerto for Organ, Strings,
and Harp.

SONNY PAYNE

16"
18"
12"
20"
22"

MGM lately has been recording a
quantity of contemporary works, mostly
for small or chamber orchestras, valurecording
able contributions
lists. Among the worthier opuses of
this genre is the stimulating Chamber
Concerto of Karl Birger Blomdahl, one
of Sweden's foremost composers of the
present day.
Winner of the Sudw estfunk prize at
the ISCM World Music Festival in
Baden-Baden last year, the tightly con
structed work is potently' read on the
disc by Carlos Surinach and a string
orchestra. Accompanying the Blomdahl
are the Prelude and Allegro for strings
by John Verall and the Soundings for
trumpet, bassoon, and percussion by
Richard Donovan. All are tasteful, artfully wrought compositions which
should prove exciting to the avant
garde listener (MGM E3371).

Hi-Hats (Medium Thin)
Fast (Medium Thin)
Splash (Thin)
Ride (Medium)
Sizzle (Medium)

CYMBAL SET-UPS OF
FAMOUS ORUMMERS

SONNY
PAYNE

Write for your free copy of Avedis
Zildjian ''Cymbal Set-ups of Famous
Drummers."

AVEDIS

ZILDJIAN

COMPANY

NORTH QUINCY 71, MASS., U.S.A.

Ertablirhed 1623 Turkey . . .
Transferred to America, 1929

While the Hanson gives greater leave
for the organ virtuosity of Richard
Ellsasser, Poulenc’s well conceived and
proportioned concerto is important for
itself, from a composition standpoint.
It is excellently constructed and emo
tionally charged. The organ, with its
broad range and its sprectrum of tone
colors, functions here as the wind and
brass sections of a fuller orchestra.
Arthur Winograd and the Hamburg
Philharmonia orchestra give the music
its full dramatic impact (MGM E
3361).
While we speak of contemporary mu
sic, let us again recommend subscrip
tion to the Louisville Commissioning
series for those interested in the main
currents of today’s serious music.
Recent releases in the series include
a one-act opera, The Wish, by George
Antheil; a one-act comic opera, Double
Trouble, by Richard Mohaupt; a triolet
for orchestra, titled And the Fallen
Petals, by Chou Wen-chung; George
Perle’s Rhapsody for Orchestra, and
Vincent Persichetti’s Symphony for
Strings. Alan Hovhaness, Mano Cas
telnuovo-Tedesco, Ernst Toch, Jacques
Ibert, Carlos Surinach, Luigi Dallapic
cola, and Darius Milhaud are among
the other prominent living composers to
have been represented this year in the
series.
All the compositions are performed
by the Louisville Symphony orchestra
conducted by Robert Whitney'.
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"Feels like part of me”

(Jumped from Page 6)

magazine. Giving laudations, however
(even though well-deserved ones), is
not my main reason for writing this
letter.
This is, though:
Don Levine (Chords and Discords,
Sept. 5) spends four paragraphs con
demning the critics for voting as they
did in the critic’s poll and then, appar
ently without realizing it, states the
rebuttal to his own erroneous assertion
when he says, to the effect, that every
one is entitled to their own opinions.
If you, Mr. Levine, think that Chet
Baker is worthy of a vote as best trum
peter on the jazz scene today, then all
right—that’s your opinion. But if mu
sically schooled men disagree with you,
do not call their opinions “ridiculous.”
Jazz critics are not people like you who
say "this is good because it sounds
good” and then stop, without saying
anymore, unable to say anymore. They
are men, trained in music, who know
why some things are good, have reasons
for having their opinions, and state
them in an intelligent fashion.
Critics are not hindrances to the jazz
fan, Mr. Levine, but are, in fact, aids
to the enjoyment and appreciation of
our beloved music. Do not condemn
them for having opinions. Thank God
that they were given the intelligence
to form those reasonable opinions.
If you cannot respect the intelligent
ideas of another, Mr. Levine, keep your
own unintelligent ideas to yourself.
I
J
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GUITARS
Likes slimmed-down Gretsch body and
neck ... handles easier, plays
faster... guitar feels like part of
him. Counts on terrific Gretsch
sound for unique styling—hear
sensational RCA album "Guitar Sketches”
—owns Gretsch "Country Club” model... plays
it for heavy radio and TV schedules as CBS staffer.
Other top Jazz and Country stars play Gretsch ... you can
too. Try a Gretsch guitar at your dealer's ... write for
Gretsch Guitar catalog ... free ... over 30 different models.
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A Favor . . .

1 Lyndhurst Rd.,
Burnley Lanes,
England.

To the Editor:
Would you be so kind as to do me
a favor? It concerns all music lovers,
both jazz and classical, and what I
wish to do is to try and create an
Anglo-American tape recorder club, so
that people who own tape recorders
can contact each other through this
medium, and thus assist in welding to
gether another firm link in AngloAmerican relations. Another thing
would be to finally culminate the club
into the No. 1 international tape re
corder club, but as you will see, I need
assistance, and only by contacting
people can this be done
If you do print this letter, please
ask the readers to send me a tape of
themselves, large or small, it does not
matter, along with their names, ages,
and addresses.
Reg Dugerale
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DeParis Concert
Boston—Wilbur DeParis’ band and
the Indian Chiefs, a seven-piece college
jazz band from Dartmouth, will play a
concert in Boston’s Symphony hall Oct.
26. The Chiefs are led by trombonist
Larry Elliott.
October 3, 1956

GRETSCH

The FRED GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. DBI06,
60 Broadway, Brooklyn II, N. Y.

BILLY MAY WRITES SPECIAL DANCE BAND ARRANGEMENT
FOR WESTLAKE TO SEND HIGH SCHOOLS
Billy May and Les Brown arranger, Frank Comstock,
have written two special 17 piece dance band num
bers for Westlake College, modified to come with the
skills of a good high school band. 1,000 high schools
have received these modern numbers.
Here are some comments:
"Th* light swinging style is very good"—Sayville High School,
Sayville, Long Island, New York
"Real great . . . we'll want more for our book"—Germantown
High School, Germantown, Ohio
"They are very good"—Houston High School, Houston, Pennsyl
vania

High school and college band directors may have
these arrangements and a recording of both numbers
sent to them for inspection and trial without cost or obligation.
This is the first of a number of such dance band arrangements to be made
available this year.
Westlake bands rehearse 6 hours a day. Approved for Vets to □ School Dorm. Send information on Band Arrangements □, Class courses □, Catalog □, Home Study arranging □.

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MODERN MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. DBIO356 HO 2-2387

Name
Addrett

...........................................

Age

Vet?
State

the devil's advocate
Living Music Library: A west coast
record label that has received fa> too
little notice in the record review ..ournals is Music Library Recording;
47th Ave., San Fran
cisco 16, Calif. Its
catalog is particular
ly valuable for its
attention to contem
porary, including
American, works.
Four examples of
its venturesome pro- I
gramming and high
professional stand
ards of interpreta
tion are:
Bernhard Abramowitsch’s performance of Roger Sessions’
The Second Sonata for Piano and

From My Diary: Four Short Pieces for
Piano with notes by the composer (12"
LP MLR 7003); a first recording of
Ellis Kohs’ The Chamber Concerto for
Viola and String Nonet, a uniquely ex
pressive piece, with notes by the com
poser (MLR 12" LP 7004); Poulenc’s
The Story of Babar, the Elephant with
narration by Anthony Livesey and pi
ano by Richard Cumming coupled with
Cumming’s playing of 7 Pieces for
Piano by Poulenc (12" LP MLR 7053),
and a brilliant, emotionally probing
performance by Cumming of The Piano
Sonata (1935) of Ernest Bloch along
with the first recorded performance of
his own Piano Sonata 1951
MLR 7027). I’d suggest you
a catalog.

the response

ifon
No finer Band Instruments are
made. For design, attractive ap
pearance, perfection of tone, tune,
and intonation, YORK has no peer.
Demand the finest. Get it with
YORK. Ask for YORK at your mus
ic dealer today, or write to:

acclaimed for

DEPENDABILITY and
PERFORMANCE

FLUTES & PICCOLOS
■ SUPERB TONAL
QUALITY
- EXCEPTIONAL CONTROL

CASES

CARL FISCHER
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., me.
105 lost 16th Street, New York 3. N. Y.

D. & J. ARTLEY, INC.

II aodwindx
welcome
freshet of woodwind recordings has
come upon us. Louis Speyer directs the
Berkshire Woodwind ensemble, consist
ing largely of Boston Symphony orches
tra personnel, in two refreshing sets.
Woodwind Classics consists of Beetho
ven’s Trio in G Major for Piano, Flute
and Bassoon and the first LP recording
of a rarely heard work by an American
Beethoven, Oliver
contemporary
Shaw. Titled Litllf Suite From “For
the Gentlemen," it was probably th<
first published American piect for
woodwind quartet (played here by flute,
oboe, clarinet, and bassoon) (Unicorn
12" UNLP 1024). The same basic unit,
again with assisting artists, is heard in
a complementary collection of Modern
ists. These woodwind flights in varying
instrumentations are by Walter Piston.
Randall Thompson, Vittorio Rieti, and
UNLP
Joseph Jongen (Unicorn
1029).
The flawless Philadelphia Woodwind
quintet, all members of the Philadelphia
Symphony orchestra, comprises William
Kincaid, flute; John DeLancie, oboe;
Anthony Gigliotti, clarinet; Sol Schoen
bach, bassoon, and Mason Jones, French
born Their most recent program com
bines works by Beethoven, Haydn.
Bozza, Ibert, and the merrily astring
ent Kleine Kammermusik, Op. 24, No.
2 by Hindemith (Columbia 12" LP Ml
flowing, thoroughl}
5093)
graceful Wind Quintets by the French
composer, Anton Reicha (1770-1836),
are interpreted by a superb French
unit consisting of Jean-Pierre Rampal,
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TODAY —AS FOR OVER A HUNDRED YEARS

flute; Jacques Lancelot, clarinet; Pierre
Pierlot, oboe; Gilbert Coursier, horn,
and Paul Honge, bassoon (Oiseau LyreLondon 12" LP OL 50019, boxed).
Aspects of Strings and Some N inds:
Th« first compositions by the 19th cen
tury Austrian, Anton Bruckner, that
hav ever wholly held and moved me
are his Quintet for Strings in F Major
and Intermezzo for String Quartet,
the only chamber music he wrote. Their
first appearance on American LP lists
is in a surging, warm performance by
the Vienna Konzerthaus quartet with
Ferdinand Stangler, second viola (VanTwo sen
guard 12" LP VRS-480)
suous (but in quite different ways)
Sonatas for Violin and Piano are illuminatingly combined on one LP in
excellent performances by Joseph Fuchs
and Artur Balsam. The composers are
Ru hard Strauss and Debussy. Recom
mended (Decca 12" LP DL 9836) . . .
The marvelously precise and yet ly rical
ly sensitive Italian string unit, I Musici,
can be heard in five concerti grossi by
th» 17th century Torelli, who was vital
in the development of the concerto form
ami who had song-like ability to sustain
his melodic inventions.
A delightful pairing is Mozart's Di

JIMMY
MCPARTLAND
RCA
Victor LP "The Magii
Horn" featuring
Besson stars, Jimmy
McPartland and
Ruby Braff.

vertimento No. 11 for Oboe, Two Horns,
Schubert’s Five Minuets and Five Ge, muii Dances in crisp, al fresco interpre
tations by the Stuttgart Chamber
orchestra conducted by Karl Munch
inger (London 12" LP LL 1393), The
same exemplary organization has made
one of the best recordings of the six
Bach Brandenburg concerti which have
now been happily repackaged into two
12" LPs, boxed (London 12" LP LL
And if you are attracted
1457/8)
by Johann Strauss, don’t miss the
sweeping, swirling, self-explanatory
Viennese Delights with
Vienna
Symphony orchestra (Epic 12" LP LC
3246).
Hi-Fi Testers: A literal test record
for your system is Elektra’s Playback
System Calibration Record with a book
let of instructions (Elektra 10" LP
35) . . . Two figurative test LPs are
The Beast in the Basement, a boomingly informal program played on a Wur
litzer organ by Leon Berry, who does
indeed house said beast in his basement
< Replica 12" LP 33x509, Des Plaines,
III.), and a salute-snapping, rattlingly
martial collection of sturdy march sta
ples by the Eastman Symphonic Wood
ensemble conducted by Frederick Fen
nell. It’s called Marching Along and
contains six
major Sousa
marches, plus such other essentials as
The Billboard and Barnum and Bailey's
Favorite (Mercury 12" LP MG 50105)
. . A more durable and, let us say,
esthetically more fulfilling organ pro
gram than Berry’s is Phillip Steinhaus’
interpretations of Bach’s Prelude and
Fugue in D Major and Toccata, Ada
gw, and Fugue in C Major combined
with Max Reger’s Variations anil
Fugue on an Original Theme. The re
cording quality is firstrate and will
stretch your set (Boston 12" LP B 700)
. . . So, in an orchestral sense, will
American composer-theorist George W.
Chadwick’s turn-of-the-century Sym
phonic Sketches, a many-colored suite
for orchestra performed with brio by
Howard Hanson conducting the East
man-Rochester Symphony
orchestra
(MGM 12" LP MG 50104).
October 3. 1936

For over one hundred years
Besson (Paris) and Besson (London) brasses
have been acclaimed by the world's foremost
artists as the ultimate in quality and performance
Ask your favorite artist or dealer to
tell you the Besson story today I

1834

Since

BRINO

C. BRUNO & SON, INC

460 WEST 34th ST., NEW YORK 1, N. Y. * 1100 BROADWAY, SAN ANTONIO 6, TEXAS
Canadiin Distributors! BOGSEY & HAWKES (Canada) LTD , Toronto, Canada

FLUSH BASE STANDS and
HI-HATS

MODERN, PRACTICAL, STRONG
QUICK-FOLDING
UNEQUALLED CHROME FINISH
See them at your Premier Dealers
or write to
HAU DRUM Ce. 315 DECATUR ST HEW ORLEANS 16
PACIFIC MUSIC Co 1143 I SANTEE ST LOS ANGELES 15
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Bobby Henderson

BIG MAN ON DRUMS

Record Debut Set
New York—John Hammond’s latest
discovery (or rediscovery) was s. t to
make his record debut here last eek
in an LP session for Vanguard. He is
Bobby Henderson, veteran jazz pianist
whom Hammond originally hear.l ac
companying Billie Holiday in Harlem
night clubs around 1933-34.
Henderson, described as a “modern
Fats Waller,” is also known under the
professional name of Jody Bolden, He
is said to be a distant relative of the
legendary trumpeter Buddy Bolden of
New Orleans.
Living in Albany, N. Y., for th< last
14 years, operating and working at
the Kerry Blue, Henderson has never
previously been heard on records. Ham
mond has big plans for him, including
a solo LP, a trio set, and a series of
small-band sessions.

ART

TAYLOR

One of top small
group drummers —
owns and plays
Gretsch Broadkaster Drums
__ “Progressive Jazz” set
finished in Jet Black nitron.
Has had much experience with
jazz greats like late Charlie Parker
... style is highly original, shows great
continuity. Uses ingenious brush work ...
complex figures—incorporates fine technique,
good jazz feeling in creative solos.
Favors his Gretsch Broadkaster
Drums for all work. Has long praised “that
Great Gretsch Sound.” Calls Gretsch streamlined styling wonderful too.
See and try Gretsch Broadkaster Drums at your dealer’s. Drum and
drum sets for all styles ... many new colors—write for FREE catalog.
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The FRED. GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. DB 106
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

Greatest... most Colossal
BAND BOOK VALUE PUBLISHED!

50 Classified HITS
For The MODERN BAND LIBRARY
Practical Flexible All-Purpose Folio
18 Classifications • 50 Tunes

Each category suggests a fie'd show — planned for
quick maneuvers or assemblies—for every school use.
GLENN MILLER MOOD
Tuxedo Junction • Jersey Bounce
DIXIELANr
That's A-Plenty • Maple Leaf Rag
When The Saints Go Marching In
MODERN MOOD
Lullaby Of Birdland • Rock Around The Clock
WALTZES
Allegheny Moon • Tennessee Waltz, etc
DANCE THEMES
Whispering • Auld Lang Syne
You Made Me Love You
HOLIDAY MUSIC
Autumn Leaves • Home For The Holidays etc

Other groups: Texas Songs, French, Hawaiian, LatinAmerican, Sacred, Gay Nineties, Cowboy, etc

FULL BAND INSTRUMENTATION
Parts 50c
Conductor Book 1.50
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THE SWEETEST

CLARINET EVER MADE
The finest Clarinet in the world is o
BUFFET. Il is used by more fine sym
phony and popular clarinetists than any
other clarinet. See the BUFFET at your
music dealer or write us today and be
convinced that BUFFET is the one clari
net in the world for you.

FREE CONDUCTOR BOOK
to Band Directors — while supply lasts

Request on your school letterhead

HANSEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
IIS W. 57th St.

Now York 19, N. Y.

CARL FISCHER
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
105 East 16th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

strictly ad libQj
(Jumped from Page 8)
has set up his own label, Roulette Rec
ords, to promote his tunes; first sides
were cut by Bernie Knee and I-arry
Clinton. Richmond will sell his masters
to other companies in the event of any
substantial reaction . . . D. H. Morris
Music investing some $25,000 in Ben
Bagley’s Shoestring ’57, an off-Broad
way musical comedy which probably
will bow in mid-November at Carnegie
recital hall, the 300-seat Carnegie
hall annex. Lyrics and music will be
by Carolyn Leigh, Phil Springer, Xorman Gimbel, and others . . • Sunny
Gale switched from Victor to Decca.
Chicago
JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: The scram

bling for name attractions among the
several jazz spots hereabouts has be
come even tougher with the reopening
of the fire-razed Mr. Kelly’s on Rush
St. Beverly Kenny is there now, with
Audrey Morris and the Connie Milano
trio, and Carmen McRae opens for four
weeks on Sept. 26. On tap are Buddy
Greco, Jackie and Roy, and maybe
Anita O’Day. Business has been excel
lent . . . The Modern Jazz room has
Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers
currently, with the J. J. Johnson quin
tet set for a fortnight beginning Sept.
26, Charlie Mingus for a like period
starting Oct. 10, and Max Roach
penciled to follow. The room has been
open five months now, and management
reports that best business was regis
tered so far by Stan Getz, Gerry Mulli
gan, and Chet Baker.
The Blue Note has Charlie Ventura
and the Arvell Shaw trio until Sept. 23,
when Matt Dennis makes a return ap
pearance. On the same bill will be
Phineas Newborn Jr.’s quartet. The
groups of Calvin Jackson and Cannon
ball Adderley make it on Oct. 10 for
two weeks . . . The Civic Opera House
opens its music season Sept. 29 with
Jazz at the Philharmonic . . . Erroll
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Gamer is at the London House, mid
way in a five-week engagement. Ahmad
Jamal's trio is working Mondays and
Tuesdays there, supplanting Johnnie
Pate, who has moved his bass, guitar,
snd pian<> to the Hotel Sutherland , .
Ex-Pate drummer Charles Walton
heads a group at the Strand . . . Kai
Winding, with four trombones and a
rhythm section, winding up a very
successful engagement at the Brass
Rail.
Pianist Max Miller now keyboarding
solo at the Scene . . , Sharkey Bonano
and his Kings of Dixieland replace th«
Dukes of Dixieland at the Preview on
Sept. 26 . . . Leigh Travis and the Billy
Wallace trio continue at Easy Street,
which continues to do well with its
Sunday afternoon jazz concerts . . .
Jay Burkhardt’s big band—16 pieces—
plays Monday nights at Geno’s, 83rd
and Jeffery . . . Franz Jackson's New
Orleans jazz band, at the Hunt club in
Berwyn, numbers trumpetei Bob Shiffner and trombonist Al M ynn among
its members.
HIDED NOTES: The Black Orchid,
under new management, will be focus
sing on continental and offbeat acts in
order to skirt competition w’ith the jazz
stylist at Mr. Kelly’s. Sylvia Syms
headlines the current bill, but Enid
Mosier and her Trinidad Steel trio
take over in October, making then first
Chicago appearance. Incidentally, the
club has reverted to a no cover-no
minimum policy . . . The Blue Angel
has cocktail hour dancing to the Tem
pi» Latina trio. Also the club is in gear
again with its annual bathing beauty
contest, terminating Nov. 2 . . .
Dorothy Dandridge is at the Palmer
House until October, when the room
stages its annual fall revue, similar to
that which once spawned George Gobel
.
. Sophie Tucker and Tony Bennett
are at the Chez Paree, Patti Page tak
ing over on Oct. 12 and Louis Arm
strong following on Nov. 2 . . . Odeta
Felious and Toni O'Horgan move into
the Gate of Hom for indefinite engagementa late in October. Present bill has
Bob Gibson. Marilyn
Bill Brnonzy.

Child.
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Big

Hollywood
JAZZ SCENE: Nostalgia was key
note at the Stan Kenton reunion ball
held in Balboa’s Rendevous ballroom
Sept. 1 and 2. Promoter Sleepy Stein
set Capitol Records bigwigt and the
entire personnel of Stan’s original
band to show’ up there, without Ken
ton’s knowledge, with a plaque for the
h iss . .
Bassist Bob Bates took leave
<>f the Dave Pell octet to join Louis
Xrimtrong at Lake Tahoe . . . Hamp
ton Hawes had no drummer set at
presstime for the trio’s Tiffany hitch.
The original tubman, Chuck Thomp*on, remained in New York.
NITERY
NOTTS:
Reedman Paul
Horn from Washington, D.C., opened
with the < hico Hamilton quintet at
Jazz City. Horn replaces Buddy Col
lette in the group. The very wild Bill
Davis trio is now w'ailing at the spot
. . . John (Streamline) Ewing replaced
Bill
oodman on trombone with Teddy
Buckner's 400 club boys . . . That
summer jazz seminar led by the Light
house’s Howard Rumsey at Loyola col
lege was such a gas they may do it
auain next year . .
Pete Jolly's trio
o. lober 3. 1956
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MUSIC

BO’
• A curriculum devoted exclusively to music
• A simple approach to Schillinger
■ Professional coaching in solo, combo and
big band Jazz
• Intensive first semester arranging courses
• Professional engagements to
qualified students

H crkl e« Schoo' »
authorized ’o

in degree grcnting
iMlHMtio«*’

CORRESPONDENCE
INSTRUCTION

ACCREDITED FACULTY OF TOP-FLIGHT PROFESSIONALS.
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"ruction
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modern hen";Jj arranging '»
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• Ths four-year collegiate level diploma course may be
completed in two years by students with superior
aptitudes, ability and experience.
• Nu knowledge of harmony er counterpoint required
for entrance.

H. vour inquiri.»

For the top jobs in music. Over 1500 of
our former students are earning top sal
aries with Name Bands, Radio and T.V. Stations,
Motion Picture Studios, Vocal Groups and Schools
— as Musicians, Arrangers, Vocalists and Teachers.

BerUlee
catalog

APPLY NOW TO INSURE ACCEPTANCE
APPROVED FOR KOREAN VETERANS

dm. é. ïagurB (in.
$01)0 SAVER RUTIS — PICCOLOS

12 Pirùmunt turret. ïimtmi 16. íHa««

iJ

m//.wcppm/m!
Estimates for engraving
and printing gladly furnished • Any publisher our
reference • Highest rated in the United States
2801 WFST 47TH STREET • CHICAGO 12
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is now splitting the week with Bobby
Troup's group at the Keynoter on

MAN ON DRUMS

Santa Monica
trio opened at the Captain’s Table
Earl Maltby solo the in
Sept. 11
tunate Keyboard in Beverly Hills to
fiddler Jan Rubini. New singing dis
covery Carole Collier has been war
bling there Monday nights backed by
ex-Beat ad rep Bob Piper on piano.
Buddy Collette’s new quartet fol
lowed the Curtis Counce all-stars into
the refurbished Haig nitery the 14th.
Spot has had a complete face-lifting
job under the new owners, Sally and
Lee Pearce . . . Eddie Bergman’s pol
ished supper ork at the posh Statler
Terrace room was augmented by a
string section of four violins for the
smash Ullian Roth engagement . . .
The current Nat C,ole stint at th,
Cocoanut Grove is breaking all kind,
of records.
MAXED NOTE»
Ari
Pepper. Harry Edi*on, Jimmy Rowles,
etc., on his upcoming Hoagy (armichael album, Hoagy Sings Hoagy . . .
Latin vet .Alberto Calderon has first

PERSIP

an all-star jazz lineup inc uding

record under his own name out on
Tropicana’s Con *abor Latino album
. . . Looks like Teddy Burkner will
sign with I-es Koenig's Good Time Jazz
label . . . Freddy Slack is reportedly
signing with Verve . . Singer Ronnie
Deauville has a hot one on Era Rec
ords labeled Smoke Dreams . . . Jim
my Giuffre is doing an Atlantic album
with the MJQ . . . Bill Holman is sked
ded for a Bethlehem platter soon . . .
The Best of Max and Clifford is title
of new GNP Records entry which exby Roach
pands two previous 10
’aul Nero.
and the late Brownie
now recovered from his recent illness,
is swinging again at his Malibu record
shop. Way Out West coast, in addition
to his activity with a new’ jazz quintet
playing Sundays at Santa Monica’s
Harbor Inn, Red Norvo’s current roost
. . . Jerry Fielding will do one for
Kapp called The Holly woodwind Jau
let.
Chet Baker

Provides solid
gin,in

in * '

• IjBBHl
1

B I
ictuated with subtle
IBa
patterns ... provides great backing
for band’s work, excellent solos.
Uses a Sparkle Red Gretsch drum set. Says “Gretsch Broadkaster
always sound great—look terrific too. Been playing them for years.
Try out Gretsch Broadkaster drums at your music dealer
take your
pick of many different sets and colors ... easy to see why Big drummers
chose Gretsch. Write for FREE catalog—drums shown in color.
-

GRETSCH

vocal album
cut a
for Pacific Jazz, blowing first muted
solo on record . . . The Claude Gordon
band is set for a Liberty album this
month, the first for Claude’s clan . . .
Smny Clark recorded his first Beth
Mara bli
lehem album backed by I
drums, and Leroy Vinnegar. bass . . .
Herb Kimmel recorded a Marable LP
for Jazz:West featuring Larry’s dis
covery, James Clay, on tenor, Sonny
Clark, piano, and Chet Baker’s bassist,

iAeJl (MAf

Amrawco
IN THE BLUE AND YELLOW BOX

Jimmy Bond.
ADDED NOTES: The Lighthouse All

probably the first jazz group to
w’ork the department store circuit. The
Hermosa jazzmen recently plajed onehour concerts at two chain store fash
ion shows . . . Forest Westbrook, piano,
and John Semple, bas^, have formed
The Jazz Duo, and are currently work
ing five nights a week at Jaek London’s
in Culver City . . . Warne Marsh’s new
group, with Ronnie Ball on piano, may
go into the Topper at Whittier & Rosemead
Newcomer
trombone,
Hub House, raised a lot of eyebrows
when he sat in with Shelly Manne at
the Tiffany recently.
TELENOTES:
Hamp
Hawes
trio
made KABC-TV’s Stars of Jazz Monday night show Sept. 10
Winsome
Corky Hale, who’s forsaken the harp

BI

MOST COMPLETE

Star»
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TYMPANI
BONGO
TIMBALE
YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

american rawhide mfg co.. Chicago 22 ill
Write for our educat'onal booklet "All About Drumheodt"—it't heel

PROGRESSIVE
JAZZ
COURSE

A new 2 year course being offered in all instruments
C.urses being taught by the finest jazz artists in the midwest.
Registration September 19th thru October 12th
Classes Begin: October 15th
For Information write:

Rizzo School of Music
Suite I52S

Down Heat

leu Brilliance

Jewel Mouthpieces
Used by such musical greats as:

Eddy Bert
Les Elgart
Carl Erca
Ruby Braff
Bobby Hackett
Billy Butterfield
The precisian built ZOTTOIA
mouthpieces, with exclusive
'‘Stepped Back-Bore”

promotes comfort • reduces fa
tigue • assures the most exciting
brilliant tones

ZOTTOLA mouthpiece* . . .
The World'* Finest
ur

>6

west.

Illinois

m Beal

For trumpet, cornet and trombone

that initially won her attention, is con
centrating on the song department on
Jack Owens' daily TV’er on KABC-TV
—tynan

San Francisco
Mus WeiM, half of Fantasy, has
bought the Tin Angel and the Fallen
Angel . . . Shelly Manne did topnotch
business at the Black Hawk at the end
of August and the club is dickering
for a return engagement as soon as
Shelly has open time . . . Chet Baker
opened there Sept. 4; Anita O’Day
Sept. 17; Chico Hamilton comes in
Oct. 2; Owar Peterson Oct. 17; Can
nonhall Idderley—Nov. 20, and Stun
Getz Nov. 30. Dave Brubeck will play
the club off and on, weekends mostly,
during the fall . .
I Hu Mae Morse
followed Cab Calloway into Fack’s II
Sept. 16. Billy Ward and the Dominoen,
which worked the club before Cab,
laid the bomb of the century.
Louis Irmstrong opened at the
Macumba on Sept. 18 Stan Kenton
is due to play the club for two weeks
and three days opening either Nov. 2
or 9. George Shearing comes in on
Dec. 21, Bill Doggett opens in Jan
uary . . . I Ila Fitzgerald will be the
last act to play the Venetian room of
the Fairmont hotel. After her date
which begins Nov. 27, the room w;ll
close . . .
lurk Murphy has signed until the
end of the year with the Tin Angel.
Gx orge Lewis, whose new LP on Cava
lier is set for release this month, opens
after New Year . . . Lionel Reason,
formerly’ with Kid Ory, has taken over
on intermission piano from Joe Sul
livan at the Hangover . . . Bob Seobey
returns to Storyville in October . . .
Barbara Dane has joined Turk Murphy
on vocals at the Tin Angel.

—ralph j. gleamm
Z——*
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products

Port Chester, N.Y. WE 9-1130

• ORCHESTRATIONS
• COMBO ORKS »BAND MUSIC
• Musical Supplies
For

free Catalog Write to:

TERMINAL
MUSICAL SUPPLY. Inc.
Dept. DB, 113 W. 48 St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Mr. DRUMMER
For the ultimate in Speed, get Wilcoxon >

WRIST and FINGER STROKE CONTROL
240 Smart studies in "SWING.' $2 00 Postpaid

"Charley ' Wllcoion Drum Shop
349 The Arcade. Cleveland 14, Ohio

THE GHOST DRUM PEDAL
now being told direct
Price $37.50 plus shipping

Louie Brilton wood beater» $2-95
Write.

GHOST. Springfield, Ore.

Ovtober 3, |9“b

Boston
Trumpeter Joe Gordon back home
after a bout with kidney stones, which
caused him to leave the Dizzy Gillespie
South American tour in mid-August.
While recovering, Gordon is blowing
with the septet at the Stable nightly,
and learning the book for his old seat
in the Herb Pomeroy band . . . Erroll
Garner slated to open the fall season
at Storyville with a week starting La
bor Day. Upcoming at Storyvilh.
George Shearing and the quintet, Mari
an and Jimmy .McPartland, Hud Shank's
group and Chris Connor, and Muggsy
Spanier and his group . . . Singer Jan
\rden reopened the newly decorated
Blinstrub’s. Lined up for week-long
stays during September were Margue
rite Piazza, Helen O’Connell, and Teresa
Brewer.
Sylvia Sy ms had a 10-day stand at
the Bradford Roof . . . Les Elgart, Ray
McKinley and the Glenn Miller orches
tra, Ralph Flanagan, and the Dorseys
one-nited New England with stops at
Hampton Beach Casino. Rhodes-on-thePawtuxet in Providence, R.I., and the
Totem Pole ballroom among others . . .
Tenor saxist-composer-arranger Jaki
Byard of the Herb Pomeroy band
opened his Newbury St. atudio in Au
gust, where he and a teaching staff offer
advanced composition and instrument
technique . . . Either Boots Mussulli or
Bob Freedman will take over the second
alto chair in the Pomeroy band, bring-

FOR PIANO
354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION Ho» to
use fourth chords 9th, 11th and 13th
chords la modem Jazz plane styling....
364—LEFT
HAND
IDEAS
FOR
MODERN
PIANIST and how la apply them.
366—HOW TO ACCOMPANY YOCAllS’S u"
the piano Six effective styles of pane
accompaniments clearly Illustrated.
353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. Ad
lib jazz phrases to fit the most used
chord progressions ...............................
980—MODERN
JAZZ
ACCOMPANIMENTS
How to play off-beat bop piano back
grounds
.....................................................................
912—CHORDS
BUILT Bv FOURTH INTER
VALS. A chart a' ultramodern 3, 4, 5
and 6 note chords and how to substitute
them for conventional chords..... J
$1 00
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARC HITS
Exciting, different harmonizations a* all
the best known all-time hits......!
$100
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR
PIANO
How to transform sheet music
chords Into modem extended chord posi
tions
...............................................................I
$103
RHYTHM
PATTERNS
FOR
345—MAMBO
50
PIANO
NOTE
FIGURATIONS
FOR
370—SINGLE
STANDARD HITS Typical modem piano
ad-llb variations applied to songs................... 75
88—MODERN
BLOCK
CHORD
PROGRES
SIONS. Examples and exercises for the
progressive pianist .................................................... 50
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE
Full ex
planation and examples of this modem
piano style, including a blockchord har
mony chart ..
$1 00
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS
For th*
right hand Modem runs to fit the most
50
used chord combinations...................
904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS For the right
50
hand In an popular keys. .. ........
66- PROGRESSIVE
PIANO
HARMONIZA
TIONS. The modem way of harmonizing
any melody note using unconventional
50
chord formation ....................................... ..

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE. Four
separate slide rules give all chords,
transposition and scales at a glance
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any
melody note Comolete...................... 75

01—CHORD CHART, 132 popular sheet music
chords
..................................................................... 50
43—CHORD CONSTRUCTION ANO ANALYSIS
How » > iso chords as f|ll-’mi b.ick«roun<
for correct Improvising, etc..............................$1 50
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A scientific
re>hod with exercises that seveop and
Improve the capacity for memorising mu
sic ............................................................................. 5B
959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE A tested
practical method that will Improve your
sight reading .................................................... 50
52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES
The
principles a* improvising correct harmonic
progressions for any melody........... $1 00
47—IMPROVISING
and
HIT
PLAYING
Hundreds
of
Improvisation
patterns
shown on all chords. A chord Index lo
cates many jazz phrases for any chord
combinations
...................
$100
365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES
1728 mod
em two-measure Jazz phrases to fit all
chords
........................................................ $100
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS chart
of chords that may be used la place of
any regular major, minor, and 7th chords
50
902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES. Typical
8» bor examples in all popular keys
JO
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES
New style
b'ues examples for all treble clef In

75
struments ......................................
...........................
372—NEW STYLF AD-LIB SOLOS
Modem
theme* with ad-llb take-offs. For all
treble clef Instruments (chord symbols
Included) ......................................................I
$1 75
lb—HOW TO PLAY BE-BOP. Full analysis,
theory and many examples.................... 1$150
907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS
In
struetlons In finding more modem sub
stitute chords for conventional sheet mu
sic harmony ...............................................

.75

Money Back Guarantee on Everything
FREE CATALOG OF 500 PUBLICATIONS
'

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

WALTER STUART uniste studio Ine,
421-D Chestnut St., Union, N. J
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M MAN «’N DRUMS

SAM
WOODYARD
Making big name in
jazz field as great driving
force behind Duke Elling
ton band... ownsand plays
Gretsch Broadkaster Drums.
Swinging style . . . excellent
solo work both featured in
new Ellington album for Bethlehem
records. Has wide knowledge of both old
and new, progressive schools of drumming
. . . shows this brilliance in ability to fit in with
different Ellington styles.
Uses Gretsch 2-bass set for special effect sand solos., .makes them really
work. Calls his Gretsch Broadkasters “greatest” in sound and looks.
Try Gretsch Broadkasters yourself . . . your music store has sets
for every playing style . . . many finishes, exclusive, built-in
features. See Gretsch drums illustrated in color . . . Gretsch Drum
catalog yours. FREE . . . write for copy.

ing the number of men to 16 . . .
Toshiko cut an LP for Storyville, in
cluding her own compositions and some
jazz standards.
—dom i-emUi
Washington, D. C.
Local musicians are listening ciosely
to Detroit trumpeter Claire Rovkquemor. He’s been making the Sunday ses
sions at the Marina . . . The Casino
Royal has altered its policy by signing
Erroll Garner for a week in October.
The club usually features pop record
stars . . . New Orleans jazz is wailing
out of the Charles Hotel on weekends
. . . Markey Markowitz is working at
the Shoreham hotel . . . The Swope
brothers, Rob and Earl, teamed up for
two weeks at the Vineyard Sept. 5. The
Vineyard started with a two-nijxht-aweek jazz policy but now has come up
to four nights.
—tom

tonilinso»

Montreal
Norman Brooks opened September at
the Casa Loma here . . . Jon Re’s trio

has been re-signed by Columbia records
. . . Billy O’Connor’s television troupe

moved to Ottawa’s Gatineau club after
their El Morocco stint. Della Reese
followed at the El . . . Nick Ayoub
fronted the band at the Fontaine Bleu
room while Nick Martin was on vaca
tion . . . Russell Thomas is holding
weekly Wednesday night jam sessions
in town . . . Organist Henrietta Carrick
is back at the Indian room of the ChickN-Coop.

—henry f. wistor

Jazz In Russia

GRETSCH

The FRED

GRETSCH Mfg. Co , Dept. DBI06

60 Broadway, Brooklyn II, N

Y.

FASTEST PEDAL

MADE

*22.50

Gold Crown
Drue and Banjo heads are the best on the market*
Here's why:—
★ Thirty-two years under same supervision.
dr Mounted heads are individually packed.
★ Unmounted heads are shipped flat
★ Only the most suitable calf skins are used for
Gold Crown Quality.
dr Naturalness is stressed instead of artificial
processes employed by thers
★ The first, last, and utmost importance in drum
head making . . . “the playability" is given
its fullest justifications!

WHITE EAGLE RAWHIDE MFG. CO.
1652 N. Throop St. — Chicago 22. III.
Phone: ARmitage 4-0872

See your Dealer

Mfg. by

CAMCO CO.

Oaklawn, III.

(Jumped from Page 14)

seem to want to listen, or don’t hear
much when they do.
Mikhail is very familiar with Beri
gan, Teddy Wilson, Tommy and Jimmy
Dorsey, Tex Beneke, Krupa, Jess
Stacy, and the Mills Brothers. (His
playing doesn’t show it in any way,
but he can play Laura.) He’s never
heard Kurt Edelhagen, Ted Heath, or
any American moderns—yet he speaks
a little English and has a short-wave
set. In the best Soviet tradition, he has
evidently been deprived of innate cu
riosity.
JAZZ IS IN THE same Soviet quan
dary as classical music. There seem to
be no “new” composers.
An East Berlin opera singer whose
name I cannot use told me, “Shostakovitch until this year has written
everything for some ideological pur
pose. He might change. Katchaturian
has a new opera, but the score sounds
like 1900-1930. A Rimsky-Korsakov
student, on the other hand, also has
a new opera, which is extremely pop
ular. Russian music is simple, free of
contrapuntal themes. Their opera is all
overture. Ten bars of their composi
tions today merely equal one bar of
their older music.”
I don’t think the Russians are ready
for real jazz. They’re afraid to im
provise; to let in the light of purely
individual creativeness. It’s a drab si
tuation, but then so is the USSR.
Down Beat
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Maj be it was the boxoffice marks set by The Eddy Duchin
Story. Whatever the reason, Hollywood’s moviemakers are
wrapped up in the biggest cycle of films based on real-life
music personalities in the history of the industry.
Completed, or nearing completion, are The Wrong Man
(Warner Brothers), with Henry Fonda as Stork club bass
player Manny Balestrerò, the musician who was mistakenly
convicted and jailed for a holdup he did not commit, and
The Best Things in Life arc Free (20th-Fox) with Gordon
MacRae as the late songwriter Buddy DeSylva, and Dan
Dailey and Ernest Borgnine as his associates in the publish
ing firm of DeSylva, Brown ¿i Henderson.
A recap of musical biofilms pretty certain to be before
the cameras before the end of the year includes:
• Warner Br thers’ Why Was I Born?, new title for The
Helen Morgan Story. Although near the starting point, no
one had been announced for the title role at deadline, and
our bet is that they are still dickering for Doris Day.
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itself with biofilms on Glenn Miller and Benny (roodman.
is preparing The Lonesome Gal, from the story of girl disc
jockey Jean King; and Bojangles, on the life of tap dancer
Bill Robinson. There is talk, but only talk so far, of Sammy
Davis Jr. for the lead.

• MGM’s contribution will be Your Cheatin’ Heart, based
on the career of the late country and western star, Hank
Williams.
• RKO has signed up to make The Ben Bernie Story
and is still after Perry Como for the title role. But top
television stars with established ratings are no longer in
a huriy to make movies, possibly because films starring
Liberace, Desi and Lucy, George Gobel, and Jack Webb
were not exactly dynamite at the ticket windows.
So far. the only opus on the strictly symphonic side will
be The Franz Liszt Story, in the works for months at
Columbia and recently reactivated, although Howard Welsh
Productions has announced a string of one-hour biofilms
(Masters of Music) on famous composers, with Deems
Tayloi as commentator, which is to be released to theaters
after initial showings on television.
And as of now, movie fans with jazz leanings have
nothing to look forward to except The Red Nichols Story,
which Paramount promises will be under way w’ithin the
next couple of months with, as we have reported here
previously, Danny Kaye in the title role and soundtracks bv
Red.
’
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ON AND OFF 1HE BEAT: Well, oF Elvis the Pelvis gets
that movie break sooner than expected. With permission of
Paramount’s Hal Wallis, to whom Presley is under contract,
the rockabilly — as coast teenagers call him — already has
reported to 20th-Fox to star with Richard Egan and Debra
Paget in The Reno Brothers, a Civil War period story’. Elvis
will sing a couple of old ballads but otherwise his part will
be a straight dramatic role . . . Another singer going
“strictly’ dramatic” is Eartha Kitt, who goes to England to
make The Hawk for Associated British Film Productions.
Shell co-star with Juano Hernandez and Sidney Poitier.
New title for U.-I.’s rock ’n’ roll epic, formerly Crazy
Love, is The Living End. But whatever they call it, there’s
going to be a lot of good guitar heard in the solos soundtracked by Barney Kessel, which will appear to be played
by actor John Saxon - . . Lisa Gaye, the little girl who
looked so good with Bill Haley in Columbia’s Rock Around
the Clock, drew’ the lead in Sunset Productions’ r&r entry,
Shake, Rattle, and Rock (Fats Domino, Joe Turner, Choker
Campbell band, et al). .
Eddie Fisher recorded his songs
from Bundle of Joy, his RKO starrer W’ith Debbie Reynolds,
in five different languages in addition to English—French,
German, Italian, Spanish, and Japanese. No, Eddie doesn’t
speak any of those languages. He worked from specially
prepared phonetic, translations of the Mack Gordon-Joe
My row songs.
United Artists will release a theatrical version of those
Louis Armstrong film clips shot during Louis’ tour of Africa

>wn Beal
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By Jack Mabley

THERE MUST BE SOME AROUND who remember
when television stations didn’t even go on the air in the
daytime. (Some of us are so ancient we remember when
radio stations had quiet nights, too). Well daytime tele
vision is a great big fat. industry now. It pays about as
much attention to music, relatively, as
does nighttime TV, which is to say, not

much.
NBC still is televising naif an hour
of its morning radio two-hour orcliestra
show, but on the day I tuned in, Art
Mooney and an accordion and an electric
organ were on exhibit, and I didn’t stay
long. .
.
The soap opera» have carried on from
radio right into TV, with the suffering
just as intense and plots just as fan
tastically slow.
i'HKEE OK FOUR YEARS AGO some

genius discovered that children came home from school for
lunch. He defied all the laws of TV programming and put
on a kid show at noon. A real goof. It got sensational
ratings, so, of course, today there are nothing but kid
shows, at least on the four stations on my dial.
The next genius will discover there are some peisons
at home at noon who are not engaged in feeding school
children. He will break all the rules and program a show
for adults, and anothei' career will be made in television.
After we get the children out of the way and their
mothers are wept out from the soapers, some better tele
vision comes along. It is above and beyond the call of a
TV critic’s duty to watch the whole works, but I did single
out two which were aimed primarily at the females but
which seemed quite acceptable to any but the crabbiest
kind of male.
JOHNNY CARSON HAS GRADUATED from his enter
taining nighttime variety program to a pleasant, unexciting
daytime diversion. Tommy Leonetti mouthed a record of
h.s which is selling well. They didn’t tell us he wasn’t sing
ing, but we guessed. The squeaky little orchestra suddenly
blossomed into a big commercial recording band.
Carson made jokes about California and movies and he
saluted a little boy who got burned in a fire. All these
daytime shows have to have a Heart Tug, so the drab little
housewives can have some Emotion in their lives.
Well, it was a half hour, and not a great deal happened,
but we still like Carson, his mildness, his satirical sense,
and most of his shows.
Tennessee Ernie Ford is going in the other direction. He
is giaduating from a daytime half-hour to a major evening
variety show, I believe for Ford cars on Thursday nights.
TENNESSEE ERNIE’S DAYTIME THING is basically
musical, but he did seem to be trying to get a touch of
Will Rogers into the proceedings. He made some homely
comments on the conventions, although the most contro
versial remark he made was it is a great blessing we have
four such wonderful men running for the two highest offices
in the land. He won’t get into much trouble at that pace.
Ernie rumbles a couple or three or four pieces and has
four singers around. The show was extremely stingy with
credit lines, but I believe I saw Skip Farrell and Dick
Williams, who was one of the brothers in the fine act of
Kay Thompson. Also on display were two of the cutest
girl singers I’ve seen lately. One of them made the com
mercials downright pleasant. So what if they can’t sing?
As we have mentioned a few’ times in this space, it is
customary for daytime and late evening television stars to
lay’ large bombs when they tackle nighttime TV because
each seems to demand a different kind of chemical in its
comedians and masters of ceremony. Ernie Eord is our
nominee for the man who will make it day’ or night. In his
self-confident, drawling way he is one of the most skilled
showmen before the cameras today.

and France, portions of which you may have seen on CBSTV’s See It Now show . . . Capitol signed up for the sound
track album rights to Dimitri Tiomkin’s score for Giant
(Jimmy Dean’s last picture) without even hearing it.
49

band routes«!
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS: b—ballroom; h—hotah nc—night club; cl—cocMail munge: r—mctaurant;
t—thnatnr; cc—country club; rh—roadhou»«; pc—privute dub; NYC—Nnw York City; ABC—Associated
Booking Corp. (Jon Olawr), 745 Fifth Ava., NYC; AP—Allsbrook-Pumphray, Richmond, Va.; AT—Aba Turchen, NV W. 57th St., NYC; GAC—General Artists Corp., RKO Bldg., NYC; JKA-Jack Kurtzs Agency, 214
N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.; McC—McConkey Artists, 17*0 Broadway, NYC: MCA—Mutlc Corp, of
America, 588 Madison Ave., NYC: GG—Gale-Gale Agency, 48 W. 48th St., NYC; OI—Orchestras, Inc.,
c/o Bill Bieck, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.: RMA—Reg Marshall Agency, 4471 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.; SAC—Shaw Artists Corp., 565 Fifth Ave., NYC; UA—Universal Attractions, 2 Park Ave.,
NYC; WA—Willard Alexander, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. NYC; WMA—William Morris Agency. '740 Broadwey.
NYC; NOS—National Orchestra Service, 1611 City Nationel Bank Building, Omaha, Neb.
Allan, Tommy (Maduro's) Whiting, Ind., b
Anthony. Kay (On Tour—Chicago Territory)

MCA
Arden, Ben (Statler) Detroit, Mich., out 11/4,
b
Armstrong, Louis (On Tour—West) ABC
August, Jan (Sheraton Astor) NYC. h
Bailey, Dick (On Tour—West) JKA
Baron, Blue (On Tour—Midwest) MCA
Barlow, Dick (Drake) Chicago, h
Bartley, Ronnie (On Tour—Texas, New Mex
ico) NOS
Beecher, Little John (on Tour -Colorado. New
Mexico) NOS
Belloc, Dan (On Tour—Midwest) GAC
Beneke, Tex (On Tour East Coast) MCA
Borr, Mischa (Waldorf Astoria) NYC. h
Brown, Les (On Tour- West) ABC
Butterfield, Billy < < in Tour East) MCA
Byers, Verne (On Tour Texas. New Mexico)
NOS
Cabot, Chuck (on Tour Dallas) MCA
Calame, Bob (On Tour- Midwest) NOS
Carle. Frankie (On Tour California) GAC
Carter. Tony (Stardust) NYC. b
Cavallero, Carmen (Holiday House! Pitts
burgh, Pa., 10/1-7, ne
Clayton, Del (On Tour—Midwest) NOS
Collegians ton Tour- South) JKA
Commanders (On Tour—Midwest. East) WA
Crocker, Bobby (On Tour—West) JKA
Day, Richard (On Tour Midwest) GAC
Eberle, Kay (On Tour -East) MCA
Elgart, Les (On Tour—Chicago Territory)
MCA
Ellington, Duke (On Tour- East) ABC
Ennis, Skinny (On Tour—South) MCA
Evans, Sticks (Wagon Wheel) NYC, nc
Fields, Shep (On Tour—Texas) GAC
Finegan - Sauter (On Tour
South Indiana,
Ohio) WA
Flanagan, Ralph (On Tour- East. South I
GAC
Foster. Chuck (On Tour Chicago) M<'A
Goodman, Benny (On Tour Midwest. East t

WA
Grady, Ed (On Tour Midwest) GAC
Henderson, Skitch (On Tour—East) WA
Holmes, Allen (New Yorker) NYC, h
Jame», Harry (On Tour—West) MCA
Jerome, Henry (Edison) NY’C, h
Jordan.
Louis
(Pep's)
Philadelphia.
Pa..
10/1-7
Kaye, Sammy (On Tour Chicago Territory)
MCA
Kenton. Stan (On Tour — Midwest) GAC
King, Henry (Shamrock) Houston, Texas, out
11/7, h
Kisley, Steve (Syracuse) Syracuse. N. Y
h
Laine, Buddy (On Tour Midwest) OI
Long. Johnny (On Tour -South West) GAC
Lombardo, Guy (Desert Inn) Las Vegas. Nev..
9/25-10/22, h
Love. Preston (On Tour —Oklahoma. Texas)
NOS
McIntyre. Hal (On Tour South) GAC
Mann, Mickey (Mutual Athletic Club) Battle
Creek, Mich., nc
Maltby, Richard (On Tour—East) ABC
Marterie, Ralph (On Tour—Southwest) GAC
May, Billy (On Tour—Southwest) GAC
Martin. Freddy (Ambassador) Los Angeles, h
Masters. Frankie (Conrad Hilton) Chicago, h
McGrane, Don (Radisson) Minneapolis. Mimm..
h
Most, Sam (Stage) Chicago, cl
•
Morgan, Russ (On Tour—East) GAC
Mooney, Art (On Tour—East. South) GAC
Morrow, Buddy (Palladium) Hollywood. Calif.,

b
Munro. Hal (Milford) Chicago, b

Neighbors, Paul (Chase) St. Louis. Mo.. 9/28
11/1. h
Pastor, Tony (On Tour—South) GAC
Peeper, Leo (On Tour—Texas) GAC
Prado, Perez (On Tour—Japan) MCA
Petti, Emil (Statler) Hartford. Conn., h
Price. Lloyd (On Tour—West) GG
Palmer, Jimmy (On Tour—Midwest) AB''
Rank, George (On Tour—West) GAC
Ray, Ernie (Avalon) Casper, Wyo.. nc
Reichman, Joe (On Tour—Texas) GAC
Rudy, Ernie (On Tour—South) GAC
Reed. Tommy (Muehlebach) Kansas City, Mo..
10-5-11/1. h
Regis. Billy (Palladium) Hollywood
Calif..
9/29 10/14. h

Roth, Don (Kansas City Club) Kansas City.
Mo. pc.
(On Tour—New York State)

Sedlar, Jimmy
MCA

Sonn, Larry (On Tour—East) GAC
Straeter, Ted (Plaza) NY’C, h
Spivak, Charlie (On Tour—Texas) MCA
Sudy, Joseph (Pierre) NYC, h
Thornhill, Claude (Birdland) NYC, out 10/3.
nc
Waples, Buddy (Van Cleve) Dayton, Ohio, h
Williams. George (On Tour—East) GAC

Alberti, Bob (Tony Pastor's) NYC, nc
Alfred, Chuz (Terrace Club) East St. Louis
Ill., cl
Allen, Henry ''Red'’ (Metropole) NYC, cl
Australian Jazz Quintet (Storyville) Boston.
Mass., 10/1-7. ne
Belletto. Al (Dream Room) New Orleans, La..
9/20-10/17, el
Brubeck, Dave (On Tour -Midwest) ABC
Davis, Eddie “Lockjaw" (Baby Grand) Wil
mington, Del.. 10/8-15, nc
Dixieland All-Stars (Hunt Club) Berwyn, Ill.,

By Ralph J. Gleason

IN THE BOOM DAYS of the lance
band business, the traveling bands were
the graduate schools for jazz musi
cians. A kid took a few music lessons
in high school, picked up a horn,
played locally a bit, and then latched
on to a traveling band or a terri ory
band and learned his business the hard
way.
Out of the ranks of the big bands
of the ’30s and ’40s came almost al)
the jazz stars of that age and, almost
without exception, the new bandleaders.
Today the band business is lean.
There are only a handful of bands
operating regularly on a traveling
basis and the opportunity to learn the
practical business of playing ami the
opportunity to study the business of
leading a band is not the wide open
proposition it was once. True, soloists
have found u niche for themselves in
small groups.
But by and large, these work clubs
wherein the audiences are already
housebroken and the Leader need never
depend on show business savvy to help
him. That’s one of the reasons why
so many of the small groups are so
dismal, visually.
THERE’S

Duke, Billy (New Frontier) Las Vegas. Nev..
9/24-10/21, h
Dukes of Dixieland (Grand View Inn) Colum
bus. Ohio, 9/24-10/13, r
Four Freshman (Copacabana) NY’C, 9/2010/10, nc
Gardner, Lynn (Phillips) Kansas City, M<>..
out 10/20, h
Garner. Errol (London House) Chicago, out
10/14, r
Gibbs. Terry (Birdland) NY’C. 10/4-14, nc
Hamilton, Chico (Black Hawk) San Francisco,
Calif., 10/2-15, nc
Hunt. Pee Wee (Campbell's) London. Ontario.
10/1-7, cl
Jamal, Ahmed (London House) Chicago, r
Johnson, J. J. (Modern Jazz Room) Chicago,
9/27-10/5, nc
Kaleo, Alex (Ottawa House) Quebec City.
10/1-27, h
Kaye, Mary (Ko Ko Club) Phoenix, Ariz...
10/5-21, nc
Krupa, Gene (Jazz at Philharmonic) Jack
Egan
McLawler, Norah (Frederick Lounge) Newark.
N. J., 10/1-14. cl
McPartland.
Marian
(Theatrical
Lounge)
Cleveland. Ohio, 10/8-11/3, cl
Ory, Kid (On Tour—West) MCA
Powell, Bud (Birdland) NYC, out 10/6, nc
Salt City Five (Caparella’s) Buffalo. N. Y.. nc
Shank, Bud. (Blue Note) Philadelphia, Pa.
10/1-8, nc
Shearing, George (Red Hill Inn) Camden.
N. J., 10/2-7, r
Stanton, Bill (Charcoal Pit) Muskegon, Mich.,
out 9/27, r; (St. Nick) Decatur. HI., 9/3010/14, h
Taylor, Billy (Composer) NYC, out 10/24. nc
Three Jacks (Wheel Bar) Colmar Manor. Md..
nc
Towles. Nat (On Tour—Midwest) NOS
Troup. Bobby (Keynoter) Los Angeles, rh
Tyrones (Rainbow) York. Pa., 10/1-6. cl
Williams. Dave (Apex) Buffalo. N. Y.. out
11/2, nc
Y aged. Sol (Metropole) NY’C. cl
Young. Lester (On Tour—Europe) GG

Art Waner, Ex-Leader,
Dies Of Heart Attack
New York—Art Waner, bandleader
who for 10 years headed the orchestra
at the Latin Quarter here, died Aug. 23
in Detroit of a heart attack at the age
of 42.

\ IDT MOR)', to running

a band, or a small unit for that mat
ter, than having ability as a soloist
and a suit that’s different than the
ones the guys are wearing. And where
today can an ambitious kid with talent
and a yen to be a leader go to study
his business?
One of the most crying needs in the
music business today is for just this
sort of experience. True, the entire mu
sical education situation is miles ahead
of what it was a decade ago. You
can’t get out of school these days with
out some knowledge of music, and
therefore more practicing musicians
can read than ever before.
In addition, there are places in the
country where actual courses in jazz
arranging are given and where jazz
workshops which enable the young
sters to hear what they have put down
played exist. Still and all, it’s not like
working on the job for experience.
I HAVE YET to talk to a successful
bandleader who hasn’t said he learned
his business this way. Tempos, presen
tation, how to handle men—all the var
ied aspects of the leader’s job can only
be learned in practice.
Today we are busily educating a
public in jazz appreciation. Courses in
it are being given all over the coun
try. Colleges and night schools alike
are turning out hundreds of additional
jazz fans a semester. The jazz market
is growing steadily and shows no
signs of diminishing (if the lousy
LPs can’t kill it, its pretty husky).
Where are the leaders to come from?
I hope that some solution to aH this
can be found in the realm of music
education in the future. Woody Her
man has been operating a post grad
uate clinic for leaders for years now
just by keeping his band working.
Maybe he ought to set up shop!
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REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY COPY - COUNT NAME, ADDRESS, CITY AND STATE

DEADLINE: 5 WEEKS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

LOS ANGELES AREA

BOX NUMBER SERVICE. 50c EXTRA

New Orleans Jazz Nitely By The
World's Greatest Dizieland Musicians
Featuring Sensational Trumpet Of

COATS — Single-breasted
white <
$5.00. Dou I ile-breaste« I Blues. Grays. Whites,
St.00. Tuxedo Trousers $3.00 FREE LISTS.
Wallace, 2453 N. Halsted. Chicago.

ORCHESTRA

PROFESSIONAL SERIVCE. Scoring,
arrm - ng. copying, original settings for song
poe: -. nnd special material acts a speciah.v.
ferr ry lands, (ombos: Send your in-trunui. . : <>n for free trial arrangement any
nod. jazz, tenor band, swing band. etc.
PR|>1 ESSI«>NAL MVSIC SERVICE. I'. O.
Bo> "K Las Vegas, Nevada.

COMPLETE

8’2 x 10 GLOSSY PHOTOS—Autographed. Suit

able for framing. Selected “pop” stars, Pat
Boone. Therese Brewer. Nat Cole. Georgia
Gibbs, Dean Martin. .1. P. Morgan. Johnny
Desmond. 25c each. 5 for $1.00. no C.O.D.’s.
Star Pix. 345 E. Cullerton Ave., Chgo.

Dix- nd-polish Polkas. Free list. EDDIE'S
AKK -NGING SERVICE, 62 Somerset St.,
Si
.field 8. Mass.
LIVE IN NEW YORK? Like to learn A i rang.ng ;

I': ; i S .*-0222.

MUSICIANS, all chairs, Traveling
Box 1460, Denver 14, Colorado,

Imludinu
ln>l •oration. Vocal Scoring and Composition.
Conn ine in 12 Texts *15.00 prepaid. IE . Ie
S - ■ 12 S. Fair Oaks. Pasadena. < alif.

Specificai ions.
Mu phy. Box 25, Wantagh. N. Y.
TO

UNUSUAL

Johnny

Orchestra.

SINGING TENOR for Harmony. Male preferred.

CHICO HAMILTON
JAZZ CITY
Jozi International Every Tuesday Night

T. Riley

50 COMMERCIAL RECORDS of your own song

custom made at low cost. Sterling Records, 25
Beacon Bldg.. Boston. Mass.
32* x 22* STUDIO. Steinway Grand. Hammond

Organ. $15 Hour. Cut your own demo. $4
(allows 15 mins studio 1, two sides $6. WEB
RECORDING STUDIOS. 155 W. 46th. New
York 36.

and

THE SAINTS
Hermosa Inn

For details
min: Bob Bullard, 1118 North Sixth, MayIH'giois.
ARRANGEMENTS.

Lighthouse All-Stars

THE LIGHTHOUSE

RECORDS

Hermosa Beach

Avoid that “Stock Sound. '
Si ■
I Arrangements styled to fit tour
grout . . . Lead sheets, piano scores, copying,
■ tr Fo' information write Metro Arrangeiner:-. 325 W. 45th Street. New York 36,
N. Y.

IANDLEADERS

BAND ARRANGEMENTS. Join the ar
rangement of the month club. 810.00 a year.
Write for free sample and details. “OOMPA”
4940 Turtle Lane E.. St. Paul 13, Minn.

POLKA

DAVE PELL STYLED arrangements for trumpet,

trombone, alto-baritone, tenor, rhythm. B.
Ebe’hart. BOX 323. East Tensing. Michigan.
PROVEN the best. Composing,
arranging. Send Stamp for treatise. Estab
lish.•■ 1939. United Recording Artist Bureau,
21S Bidford Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS

for sale.
Anderson, 4629 So. J St.. Tacoma. Wash.
FITZGERALD

BUSSES! 12 pass. Limo’s. 21-37 Pass. Flexibles,

etc. Busses wanted. Box 738. Down Beat. 2001
Calumet. Chgo.
NEW
WHITE
ORCHESTRA
COATS
SINGLE
BREASTED $12. USED WHITE ORCHESTRA
COATS SINGLE BREASTED $5 TUXEDO TROU
SERS $4. KALE UNIFORMS, 1210 JEFFERSON.
CHICAGO. ILL
20

TRUMPET
MOUTHPIECES
famous makes
*'0.«0. Toni Amico. 334 Littleton Ave.. Newark
t N. J.

COLLECTION

In Concert

E.

SALE1 Al! speeds. Rare jazz, swing.
Lists. 15 rpm catalog on request. Revere Mu- .
sic, 311 Mountain, Revere, Massachusetts,
:

RECORD

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Sept. 18 thru Sept. 30

DAVE BRUBECK

MISCELLANEOUS

appearing at the
23,000 COMEDY LINES, bits, parodies, routines!

Free Catalog. Write: ROBERT ORBEN, 73-11
BELL BOULEVARD,. BAYSIDE 64, NEW
YORK.

BLACKHAWK
200 Hyde St., Son Francisco, Calif.

SWING PIANO—BY MAIL. 30 self-teaching les

sons S3.00: (samples) over fifty publications.
Phil Breton Publications. P. O. Box 1102,
Omaha 8, Neb.

ART BLAKEY
currently appearing
at

ACCEPTED SONGS for our memliers promoted '

free to publishers am! record companies.
Write for details, M-O-S-S. Inc., One Ea-t
42nd St.. New York 17, N. Y.

Selections recorded on
STELLA RECORDS available for Piano. Ac
cordion. Write for free catalog to Bernie
Witkowski, 2220 E. Tremont Ave., New York
22.

POLKAS

FOR SALE

Top Modern Jan Names

Ha rd - to - get JAZZ Records.
Rose, 211 East 15, NYC 3.

FREE CATALOG.
ELLA

A

ORBEREKS

Bandbox, Rochester, N. Y.
After breaking all existing
attendance records in Pittsburgh

Bop Glasses
$2.25 Pair

Are you
on our mailing list to receive professional
copies? Maytone Music, <>31 Knowles, Royal
Oak. Michigan.

ATTENTION MUSICIANS. VOCALISTS

songs. Send words for
free examination. Records made. Five Star
Mu<ic Masters, 307 Beacon Building, Boston.

MUSIC COMPOSED foi

ORCHESTRA STATIONERY
Business
card-, adcards. Samples. Jerry’s, P. O. Box
664, Pottstown, Pa.

Clear or
Tinted Lenses
(Mon 5 ladies)

Hand Mako Optical Frame Bop Glesses $3.50
SEFTON SALIS CO.
Dopt. D
1145 I. 14th St.
Brooklyn 30, N Y.
C.O.D.’s accepted le U. S. only

IPS SORE?
netti sin
Bl^ 39c <

WRITE SONGS??? Read "Songwriter’s Review’’

MUSICIANS—SAVE MONEY! Buy instrumenta by

m; J. Write for free details. Chunk Rvgen. Box
Sioux Falls. South Dakota.

Hermosa Beach

HOWARD RUMSEY'S

SPECIALS!! Trumpet Tenor Trombone, Trumpet

BAND

HO 4-8444
No Cover

Hollywood Blvd, at Western
No Admission

ARRANGEMENTS —7 ><■

A!t<> Tenor and Trumpet. Alto Tenor Trombom arrangements. Music Arranging Service,
24 Lincoln Ave.. Pittsford. N. Y.

DU 2-0330

A Fresh Sound In Dixieland
by

RECORDINGS

each. Zep
M<—ner. 5015 Biloxi, North Hollywood. Calif.

DIXIELAND

Closed Mondays

QUINTET

ORIGINALS

MODERN HARMONY A ARRANGING

400 CLUB
3330 W. 8th St.

Playing Nightly

Group now forming. A Rd ma re 1-4556.

Scored for the Large and Small
Orehe-tra
Rhythm. Ballads. Latin
lauge
Scie Eon — Catalogue upon requot. Johnny
M?
I) .hest rat ions, 16Õ0 Broadway. New
Y.
19. N. Y.

TEDDY BUCKNER
♦ Harvey Brooks, Piano
•
Jesse Sailes, Drums
★
John ' Streamline" Ewing, Trombone
★
Joe Darensbourg, Clarinet
♦ Art Edwards, Bass

HELP WANTED

ARRANGEMENTS: Tenor Band-Big Band-Combo-
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CWHERE TOGO/

MINIMUM TEN WORDS

THIRTY CENTS PER WORD

magazine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19.
25c copy: $2 year.

protect your ideas! Hold all
songs, poems! Write for safe, correct pro
cedure. SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB, 333 West
56th St., New York 19. N. Y.

HIGHER IN
CANADA

SONGWRITERS,
TAPE

cheap prices. Frei
vue. CURTAN. 215 E. SS St. New York. |
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------ -------- (Selmer Porta-Desk
*

• Most Decorative and Practical Stand of all!
• Gives Your Band that Smart "Name Band" Look!
• Dull Black Metal Frame with White Front!

• Surprisingly Strong and Rugged, yet compactFolds flat, Easy to Carry, Easy to Set up and Use!

• Far longer-lasting than comparable stands!

FOB. ELKHART, INDIANA
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The most attractive dance stand on the
market) And surprisingly low priced for
the extra "life" and good looks it gives
you. Reinforced construction; music shelf
holds 350 double sheets in easiest read*
ing position.
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MAKE YOUR BAND
LOOK LIKE A MILLION

Al

AT LITTLE COST
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Dress up your band with
Porta-Desks! Used by
leading bands like Les
Renown” and others
from coast to coast!

NEW PORTA-DESK
RISER . . . $1.50

Adds 1 8 inches to De
luxe model Porta-Desk
height for directors.
boss players.

"HOLLYWOOD” MODEL

$|95
An eye-catching stand that really dresses up
your band. Made of same rigid corrugated
board as the Deluxe model. Hinged construc
tion for folding flat, easy setting up and
carrying. Cardinal red base with light grey
music shelf. Holds 350 double sheets of music.

SELMER
PORTA-LIGHT ...
$2.75

Fits Porta-Desks and
most flat front stands.
Heavy metal, 8 ft. cord,
off-on switch, individ
ually packaged.
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DELUXE PORTA-DESK

$2«5
Extra strong reinforced corrugated. Blue
embossed leatherette finish, with flashy silver
trim on front and sides. Folds flat, packed
four to handy carrying carton. One man can
easily carry Porta-Desks for a ten-piece
band. Holds 350 double sheets of music.

ON SALE AT BETTER MUSIC STORES EVERYWHERE—OR WRITE Selmer ELKHART. INDIANA DEPT. C-102
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West Coast Colleges Show Jazz Interest
(Dil. Note: An indication of the
growing interest among college musi
cians in jazz can be seen on the west
coast. Here’s nn idea of what's hap
pening there.)
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Hollywood—Jazz in the representa
tive southern California college curri
culum still is imprisoned in the curious
academic status of an embarrassingly
working-class relative who stubbornly
refuses to lie down and die.
However, a survey conducted by
Down Bent of a cross section of colleges revealed five active modern jazz
groups in the ocean-to-desert region
from Los Angeles to the Mexican
border.
While none of these combos is ac
tually an offshoot of college music
department*, each is connected ten
uously in some way with its school
and, with one exception, each uses the
college name in its billing.
• Santa Monica City College quar
tet, under leader pianist Dick Witting
ton, is one of the most active' units in
the area. In the lineup are Sid Levy,
alto; Ed Ledel, drums, and Marv
Shore, bass.
Originally formed in November,
1955, as a trio, Levy was added last
February when he transferred to San
ta Monica from another school. The
quartet’s steady gig is Sundays at the
Lighthouse, Hermosa Beach, where
they alternate with Howard Rumsey’s
All-Stars.
• Temporarily stilled during the
summer vacation, the San Fernando
Valley College All-Stars will resume
playing in the fall semester. The line
up at the end of the last school year
was Cy Johnson, leader and piano;
Frank Vivino, tenor; Dave Stillwell,
valve trombone; Clyde Hoggan, bass,
and Jack Davenport, drums.
• Probably the most ambitious and
energetic college group locally is the
Long Beach City College Jazz Con
temporaries. With leader Jack Lynd,
iliums; Ronnie Hoopes, piano; Bill
Metz, trumpet; Dick Shoop, tenor, and
Eddie Loring, bass, this group repre
sented its school at the April Intercillegiate Jazz festival at the Light
house.
Formed in September, 1955, the Jazz
Contemporaries is composed of music
majors at Long Beach City college. It
had flourished in Long Beach with the
help of a jazz-loving night club oper
ator who opened his place to the young
jazzmen until some neighboring citi
zen-squares legally compelled him to
return to a jukebox-only policy.
(Ictober 3, 1956

• The Harmonaires from the UnD
versity of California at Riverside use
a book made up mainly of Chet BakerRuss Freeman riffs, plus their own
head arrangements. Working around
their community as a commercial dance
band primarily, they appear to be the
most professionally active of all the
groups. Gilbert Blount, a music major,
fronts the quintet with Gene Huston,
guitar; Danny Gilmore, bass; Mike
DeBellia, tenor, and Conrad Driussi,
drums. They organized about four
years ago.
• The vigorous San Diego State
College quintet was formed in the
spring of 1955 under the leadership
of trumpeter Don Sleet in anticipation

of that year’s Lighthouse festival. Be
sides Sleet, there’s drummer Johnny
Guerin; Mike Wofford, piano; Bob
Seravia, bass, and Barry Farrar, tenor
and baritone.
In addition to Rumsey’s annual
Lighthouse event, the most consistent
outlet for college jazz in southern Cali
fornia has been Jazz International.
At its headquarters in Jazz City
night club in Hollywood, this organiza
tion has represented all the aforemen
tioned groups from time to time at
the weekly Tuesday night meetings.
The initiative in this policy has come
from J.I.’s founder and sponsor, Stan
Kenton.

—tynan

Westlake College

A Whole School Goes Modern
IT WASN'T SO LONG AGO that the mere idea of teaching anything that
smacked of jazz in a serious institute of learning would have reeked of heresy.
It’s a long, bold step from there to the unprecedented organization known as West
lake College of Modern Music, a Hollywood retreat for young persons who want
to learn how to play in, and write for, dance bands.
Westlake, this writer found on a recent visit, is a modest building on Sunset
Blvd, that looks more like a slightly oversized residential house. As you walk
through the main entrance you may catch a glimpse, in a street-level room, of
some 12-piece band of aspiring youngsters (usually from 19 to 21) trying out an
arrangement written by’ one of them.
To Alvin Lerned, a distinguished, scholarly looking, affable man whose brain
child this unusual college is, Westlake was the logical filling for a cavity in the
molars of musical education.
“Only about 1 percent of musicians make their living playing classical
music full time,” he points out. "Yet only 1 percent of the music schools and
colleges are geared for a career in popular music!”
Incensed at this disproportion, Lerned, who had been a teacher at USC,
founded Westlake in 1946. He had four students. Helped by a government authori
zation to train veterans under the GI bill, he built slowly but surely and now has
111) students as well as a rapidly expanding correspondence course.
Lerned’s teachers, in sharp contrast with the traditional music school professors,
have real practical experience in pop music and jazz. Roger Segure, who wrote
many scores for Andy Kirk, Jimmie Lunceford, Alvino Rey, and Louis Armstrong
in the early ’40s, is a staff instructor at Westlake.
Segure talks of his students as if he were the father of a huge family.
“Listen to my kids bopping!” is the kind of unacademic remark with which he
is likely to surprise you as you pass a classroom.
The $l,000-a-year tuition, currently a two-year course, will probably be
extended next fall to a four-year syllabus with a charter from the state author
izing the issuance of degrees.
It seems likely that the percentage of passing grades will be high, for each
aspiring pupil must pass rigid tests; Lerned said about half are turned down as
lacking the basic feeling for music. Youngsters have come from as far as Canada
to take Westlake courses.
The results speak for themselves—Bill Holman and Bill Perkins are West
lake alumni; Woody Herman once dropped by and picked three men for his band;
Les Brown found his drummer, Bill Richmond, at Westlake.

—leonard feather
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North Texas State college’s music department, under the
direction of (¿ene Hall, ha- provided the first jazz course«
of any accredited school. Many result« have accrued, in
cluding the u«e of the lab jazz rombo on Steve illen*«
Tonight «how the evening it emanateli from Fort Worth.

S«-hooI recently presented n jazz concert, al-o. which featured
alumnus Jimmy Ginfl're. Abote at left are Gene Hall, along
with Steve laiwrence ami Skitch Henderson of the kllen
program, it right are Giuffre and trumpeter Mickey Tull
lab hand musician also featured as soloist at the eoncert

I
i
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North Texas State Boasts
Only College Jazz Studies
By Gene Hall
(Director, North Texas State College
School of Music)
VIRTUALLY IGNORED by schools
of music in higher education is tne
largest area of professional endeavor,
the jazz idiom. With the exception of
North Texas State college, no accred
ited institution has made a discernible
effort to provide training in this area.
Seemingly America's only contribution
to the art forms of the world is more
highly regarded abroad than at home.
Why does this situation exist? Why
is a study of our American music not
included in the average music cur
ricula? There are. of course, many an
swers but a strong reason has to do
with musical snobbery.
Most music schools are staffed with
persons who have academic qualifica
tions, which is * dignified way of say
ing that those people are hired who
have degrees. Degrees are conferred by
conservatories (or schools of music
which are patterned after conservatories) wherein an intensive study is mad«'
of European music.
Precedent has decreed that European
music is acceptable and the only “good”
music, so those who aspire to status in
music circles must profess allegiance to
and demonstrate competency in the
area of European music (in the case
of musicologists they “talk” a good
solo).
SO. IT N tTl R UJ Y follows that mu
sic schools adhere to the acceptable pat
terns. Few have the courage to break
away from traditional procedures, and.
more deplorable yet. even fewer recog
nize the need foi- expanding their pro
gram. Schools of music are to a large
extent preparing people for jobs that
do not exist. Would-be symphony play
54

ers and operatic singers end up teach
ing in the public schools for which they
have not been prepared either profes
sionally or psychologically.
At this writing, NTSE is the only
accrédité«! college in the U.S. (and, I
suppose, the world) offering a fouryear program of study in the area of
jazz. Within a major requiring 13<>
hours for completion, .”>2 hours are de
voted exclusively to the study and per
formance of jazz. This includes per
forming bands (last spring the Steve
Allen show), arranging, improvisation,
and a class devoted to listening to jazz
recordings with discussions as to what
is good, trends in jazz, etc.
Many additional credits are required
in theory and harmony, ear-training
and sight-singing, history, literature,
composition, orchestration, etc. There
are also requirements in English,
government, and history Actually the
jazz major is not only a well-rounded
musician but is on his way to ^com
ing a decent and respected citizen of
the community.
IN THE DEVELOPMENT of Ameri
can culture we appear to be in a transi
tion period. Our forefathers brought
with them their music which has served
us until the present. However, we are
beginning to project a musical idiom
which is evolving as a development of
our way of life. More and more radio
and television time as well as maga
zine space is being devoted to jazz.
More and more young people are reach
ing adulthood with a background of an
adherence to jazz. Many high schools
now have their own dance bands, and
the average teenager
(and many
adults) have jazz record collections.
I am not advocating that a study of

European music be discontinued
m
music schools, but I do feel that programs should be expanded to irclud«
jazz. Within the next decade it '«-«-mpossible that public pressure will bring
about what music educators appa 'iitly
fail (or don't want) to see.
I think jazz is an integral part of
American culture, whereas Europear
music is not. Instead of promoting
European music, let's beat the I nin»
for American music.

Trade Fair To Feature
Imported Instruments
New Y'ork—A special section devot
to Imported musical instruments
will be a highlight of the U. S. World
Trade fair here in the Coliseum next
April 14-27.
To date, 23 nations are schedul'd to
be represented. West Germany also will
have an exhibit. The nations are Brazil.
Canada. Ceylon, Denmark, Finland.
France, Britain, Greece, India, Ireland.
Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lebanon.
The Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan.
Sweden. Turkey, Venezuela. Yugosla
via. and the United States.
ed

Weekly Meetings Doubled
For Jazz International
Hollywood—Howard Lucraft. marag
ing director of Jazz International, an
nounced that his weekly gathering of
fans and musicians at the Jazz City
nitery now will be held twice weekly.
Previous meetings have proved s<>
successful, Lucraft said, that an extra
7 p.m. Sunday event has been scheduled
in addition to one on Thursday nights.
Sponsored by Stan Kenton, Shorty
Rogers, and Dave Brubeck, Jazz Inter
national presents weekly guest all-stat
groups, college combos, and visiting
jazz attractions.
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Bellson Shows
Drums Bases
By Louie 3eHson
audibly inter
Rhythm, the
fundamental
metronomic accent by which all music
ig ib vised. The drum is the basic con
trol instrument in this form ot ex
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ethme cultures and influences in th
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came out of the Delta, greats of the
drums emerged, such as Baby Dodds,
and Zutty Singleton, and later Chick
Webb. Today we have greats of tremen
dous stature like Get e Krupa, Davi
Tough, Ruddy Rich, Jo Jones, Jimmy
Crawford, Cozy Cole, Ray Raudue, Clitl
Lerman, Moe furtill
plus modernist s with
Ihm Lamond,

Styles have been developed to a very
high technical plane, and these drum
mers are known by their peculiai iti* ~
ot rhythmic projection. These greats
and many, many more fine musicians
with marvelous rhythmic talent have
lent so much to our modern musical
Th« harmonic development of drums
changed from era to era, but the fun
damental rhythmic pattern rema-ns
constant. The drummer of today studies
just as much as the man of 20 years
ago probably a lot more—and he has
th< advantage of being able to listen to
th« recorded sounds and written music

It is my firm belief that great drum
nieis are instinctively talented and are
born, not cultivated. These are tin- na
turals, the ones with the flair ami flight
that emerges into greatness.
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I'lil- B\S|( DRUMMER is one whose
artistry is attained by study and tu
telage under the competent teacher, and
In receives his inspiration from watch
ing, listening, and absorbing what the
naturally gifted drummer achieves. To
day many youngsters with desire and
ambition will become proficient and
tremendously competent Rut with all.

rriewed by Davitl J. Mariindtll o/
WuiTitzir Music ]\ orkxliop /<> gata
her perspectire on the attitude of
professional jazzman to tl « grotriutercst in jazz on college cam
. The following questions and on
es art a result of this interrirti'.)

by outside professional and or colleg - groups?
In both eases 1 would say not yet,
but the future holds a tremendous
promise for a new era of jazz. As
for professional outside musicians
bringing jazz to college campuses,
there should be more work along
this line, for certainly the demand
is there and merely needs some
cultivating.
This, incidentally, is one of the
primary reasons why we are plan
ning college concert tours for the
near future. I think jazz profes
sionals should be brought onto
more campuses througliout the

which

an American ti adit ion
ase of college student
iazz groups within colplaying
leges, o>r even publicly, while students, I1 think it is a wonderful
thing that should be enhanced and
encouraged. I have come in contact
In the

sicians who are college students. I
only hope I meet many more with
th<> proposed college tours coming

In your opinion, should jazz Im- a
recognized activity on college cam
puses, perhaps as a curricular ac
A: Definitely. Not only does jazz tend
to provide a musician-student with
a knowledge of working together
in a manner unavailable any other
way, it also gives the student, some
times under “learning” pressure,
an excellent outlet for his creative
desires.
Q: What about the college student who
is also a serious jazz musician?
Do you think it is wrong to mix
jazz and college studies in that it
may affect his future?
A: No By the time he graduates, he
is old enough and matured enough
to know whether he wants music
as an avocation or something else
Playing jazz while he is a college
student can’t possibly do him harm
unless he lets it interfere with his
studies.
Q: Did you go to college?
A: Yes. I attended the University of
Miami.
Q: Did you play an instrument while
a student?
X: Yes. Trumpet. I play ed in the col
lege dance band and sang in the
glee club.
Q: Through your jazz association with
colleges, have you noted a particu
lar type of music interest?

should Im- developed in college jazz
groups so the college jazz scene bi
comes more a part of the over all
jazz picture?
Yes. The college jazz musician, like
any other jazz musician, should be
trying to say something when ho
plays. He wants to be heard. And
many of them have a lot to say.
Music is communication. The jazz
musician is speaking to his audi
ence in the best way he knows how.
If the college students playing jazz
have something to say—and it
seems to me there are a lot of
them—let’s get the public to listen
to them.
The inevitablt question. What is
your opinion of rock ’n’ roll in re
lation to college jazz?
I have various opinions of rock ’n’
roll. To answer this question only.
roll
I would say that rock
new trend that will soon be passe,
and it has not taken effect on the
college student as much as it has
on the teenager. On behalf of rock
’n’ roll, in one aspect, I believe it
has served a valuable service to
jazz and the jazz musician. It has
made the public conscious of a heat
— • ’ jazz ’ has ”the
beat
Modern
but with so much more added that
through rock
roll as a stepping
stone of learning, the public will
become conscious of the higher Jevel of the true jazz beat that pre
vails in progressive music.

Farmingdale Swings!

Midwest Band Clinic

Here's What Can Be Done
With A High School Band

Scheduled Dec. 5-8

By Willis Conover
FIVE SAXES roll into Four Broth
ers. Three thoughts flash through two
seconds: It’s Woody! No, but it’s a
band with a book! Hey, the reeds aren’t
quite making it.
Then you remove your blindfold—
and the floor comes up: These are
kids! Boys and girls, some of them
barely reaching their feet to the floor.
No, the reeds aren’t quite making
Four Brothers, but only if you rate
this band by the standards of a pro
fessional, adult, big, modern-jazz or
chestra like Basie or Herman. And
you’re almost forced to, because you
can’t compare the Farmingdale Long
Island, N. Y., high school dance band
with a “kid” crew.
Fourteen years is the average age
of these youngsters. And yet 17-yearold Margaret Tilgner, standing third in
her class, playing French horn in the
school’s symphonic band, warmly ad
mires Gerry Mulligan and convincingly
demonstrates the understanding in her
baritone sax solos and in the full, sure
sound the bottom reed line gets.
Andy Marsala was traumatically im
pressed by Charlie Parker two years
ago; today, age 13, he could blow re
spectable alto sitting in with any pro
fessional combo. Andy Titterton, vale
dictorian of the senior class, leads four
trumpets that make all the notes pre
cisely and with u real jazz attack.
THE TROMBONES are a section,
not just three students aged 15, 13, and
12, and the 12-year-old a gill. The
drummer obviously digs the Second
Herd’s Don Lamond, the bombs falling
in the right places.
The band takes a break, and you
talk with some of them. Clean intel
ligent, happy youngsters, they address
you with genuine courtesy. Not goodygoody courtesy, not world-weary we’readults-too courtesy, but the unawed
respect of teenage and pre-teenage
ladies and gentlemen who are also
tasting the first healthy juices of
adolescence.
Then they’re back in their places.
Four Brothers wasn’t a curtain-raiser
for Heartbreak Hotel or Rock Around
the Clock or—what are those other
things dredged up for our children?
No, the guitarist doesn’t go into sudden
overamplified bleating; he’s playing
Freddie Green. The program is Shorty
Rogers’ Morpo and Pirouette, Mel
Torme’s Bom to Be Blue (sung by a
junior Sinatra, Stu Weintraub), taste
ful arrangements of It Might as Well

Be Spring, Flamingo, Birth of the
Blues, Can’t We Talk It Over?, We’ll
Be Together Again, Harlem Nocturne,
Stormy Weather, Moonlight in Ver
mont, and Three Little Words, and
swingers like Flying Home, Stompin’
at the Savoy, and One O’Clock Jump.
The phrasing is true; the feeling is
real. This is a hand! You can’t believe
these are youngsters playing like this;
if you do, you’ll want to cry.
56

THE MAN who accomplished this is
Marshall Brown, 35, band director for
Weldon E. Howitt high school at Farm
ingdale. Formerly a professional bass
ist, Brown has a master's degroe in
music. The composer of more than
200 popular songs on record, Brown
could relax on his royalties; but his
enthusiasm for the school project, his
affection for his student musicians,
propels him from his just-off-Park Ave.
apartment at 5 a.m. each weekday to
make the long trip to Long Island.
It can be late getting back, too;
many evenings, the band plays dances
and shows. The children themselves re
ceive no money; but this year they
gave $400 to the school yearbook, $500
to the Industrial Home for the Blind,
and $1,000 to Farmingdale’s Com
munity Scholarship fund.
Weekends, three or four students are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Brown. The
weekend I was there, the students fit
ted some playing into an evening with
25 Unit 'd Nations members. The “re
lief band’’ was John Mehegan, John La
Porta, Lou Mucci former student Frank
Venza, UN diplomat Mervin Brown,
and Marshall Brown. Nothing formal,
and no condescension or patronizing in
either direction. Just a comfortable,
high-level party-gathering, with some
good jazz also happening.
Other weekends, Brown will take a
group of students around to New York
City’s jazz night clubs. The managers
all know him now and waive the usual
house rule against admitting minors.
One evening at Birdland, Slim Gaillard
came onstage, looked down at the front
table, saw Brown with a half-dozen
children drinking milk—and almost fell
off the stand. It was at Birdland where
11-year-old Andy Marsala first studied
Charlie Parker. Brown gave Andy his
entire collection of Parker records—
literally giving action to the phrase
“Plant you now, dig you later.”
HOW DOES the Farmingdale com
munity feel about all this? Well, some
realtors advertise: “If you live here,
your children can attend the Weldon
E. Howitt high school, home of the
Farmingdale high school dance band.”
And the high school faculty? They
regard the band with the same pride
most schools have for their football
teams. Students must maintain high
scholastic standing in order to qualify
for band membership; 75 percent of the
band is on the school ho^or roll; and
in most cases, after a student is elected
to membership, his grades go up!
The other teachers are so “condi
tioned” now that if a student’s grades
tend to falter, instead of calling in the
parents, they call u conference and
discussion with Marshall Brown.
Then, too, all the young jazzmen and
women also play in the school’s sym
phonic band. But most of them feel
their understanding of jazz fundamen-

Chicago — The Midwest National
Band clinic will celebrate its 10th an
niversary here with nine bands, one
orchestra, 12 instrument clinics and
exhibits by 30 major music publishers.
The clinic will run Dec. 5-8 n; the
Hotel Sherman. One of the high ights
is expected to be the second All-Amer
ican Band Masters band, rehearsed and
conducted by Comdr. Charles Brendler,
conductor of the U. S. navy band.
It is hoped to have representatives
from the 48 states and Canada in the
band, which will rehearse during the
convention and present a conceit Dec.
7. School bandmasters may apply for
playing in the band by writing t" Lee
W. Petersen, 4 E. 11th St., Peru, Ill.,
by Oct. 10.

Van Damme Story
On Book-Records
Chicago—Accordionist Art Van
Damme’s life story is told in an un
usual book-record combination now on
sale in music and record stores through
out the country.
The book is titled Jazz Accordion
and is accompanied by u record in
which Van Damme plays the music to
two original scores contained in the
book. Between tunes, Van Damme de
scribes on the record the music and
accordion techniques.
In addition to biographical material,
the book contains Van Damme's views
on the future of jazz accordion, how to
use an amplifier, and what makes an
electronic accordion tick.

tals makes them better symphonic musi
cians. By bringing them next to the
emotional content of music, rather than
limiting them to the tranference of
written notes from manuscript through
fingers, Brown has brought music
al! music—to life!
When his clear thinking has become
an example for other schools, a quartercentury lag in the development of mu
sical interest can be bridged in less
than a decade.
Five years ago, when Brown began
his project, there was little musical
interest in the high school or the com
munity. The present tremendous musi
cal growth of Farmingdale, says
Brown, is due to his introducing jazz
into the curriculum. Musical interest,
both jazz and classical, is probably
much higher than in any other school
and community in America.
AMONG THE TOWN’S teenagers,
the rock ’n’ roll interest is almost
microscopic—they like Les Brown, Les
Elgart, Basie, and Goodman. As John
LaPorta (adviser to the band, who is
—without jest—Uncle John to the sax
section), says: “I wish I had had this
kind of education when I was their
age!”
There’s another band in the school,
the Junior Varsity dance band, made
up of seventh-graders — the “farm
team.”
I want to hear this band in 1960!
Down Beal
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The World Of Akina, By Bill Russo

The World Of Alcina
By Bill Russo

The World of Alcina is music for the ballet. It consists of five
dances. The first of these dances has been rewritten for school or
chestra and the extracted parts are to be found on this and following
pages.
Originally, Alcina was orchestrated for a large jazz orchestra
with woodwinds, horns, and tuba. The work as a whole is in many
senses a jazz piece—at least it was written in terms of my back
ground in jazz. The first dance, however, is less so than the remain
ing four. For this reason, in addition to no particular emphasis on
wind instrument thinking, it did not present many problems of re
orchestration.
Despite the qualities in this music which are non-jazz, it should
not be played quite as stiffly as is customary in current concert per
formances. It could easily accommodate more-than-usual discipline
and cohesiveness of playing—without rigidity, though.
The tempo should be firm at all times. The slightly faster tempo
of the trombone solo should be arrived at through even acceleration.
There must be no rubato of the basic tempo, although the shorter
value notes in the flute and alto saxophone solos may be played freely
icithin the quarter note divisions.
The trombones and tuba when used as a section must attempt
a blend which allows no individual voice to be heard separately. This
is also required of the other concerted use of sectional choirs.
It is most important that this first dance be played with extreme
grace and delicacy. The need for this care may be understood if it
is known that these first three minutes of this ballet represent an
idealized vision of woman.
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Selmer presents

CdORWO D |N S
for your band...
New SELMER Mark VI Ch
SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Accurately Tuned SELMER
Eb SOPRANO CLARINET

Developed in collaboration
with Marcel Mule. Same
high standard of tuning,
tone, and lifetime construc
tion as Selmer alto and
tenor saxophones.

Clear full tone, jewel-like
mechanism. As used in
foremost symphony orches
tras and bands. Hear it on
London record mentioned
below.

Remarkable SELMER
ALTO CLARINET

Eb

Improved SELMER Bb BAS5
CLARINETS

So easy to play, so rich in
tone quality, so accurately
pitched that the alto clar
inet need never again be a
"stepchild” in your band.

Available in 3 fine models.
New neck tuning slide, new
bell key placement, many
other refinements. Com
pare price, musical quality,
and lifetime construction!
Also made with extension
to low C!

Time-Tested Artist Quality
SELMER OBOE

Many Selmer oboes built
twenty and twenty-five
years ago are still being
played daily. Maintains
traditional Selmer tonal
and tuning standards.

Extended Range SELMER
BARITONE SAXOPHONES

Fabulous new Mark VI
model available in stand
ard range or extending to
low A, giving solid bottom
to saxophone section in
most-used key signatures.
Selmer Power-rHammered
keys and rib-mounted
mechanism proved best for
school use.
|

Outstanding French-made
SELMER ENGLISH HORN

Should be included among
your school-owned equip
ment. Price fully justified
by reduced maintenance
costs, so important in com
plex instruments like this.

ALSO AVAILABLE: SELMER Ab Sopranino Clarinets, Basset
Horns, Alto and Tenor saxophones with extended high range,
5 models of Selmer (Paris) trumpets, new Selmer (Paris)
Trombone, fine Selmer Flutes and Piccolos.

SELMER PARIS Eb CONTRABASS
CLARINET
For over 20 years, the preferred
contrabass clarinet with those who
compare before they buy. True clar
inet tone quality — due to acous
tically correct bore and rosewood
body. Easier to blow and finger.
Special parts not needed—E5 key
permits reading any bass clef part at
sight with simple key signature
change. Hear it with Clarinet Sex
tet of Paris on London record LS1077 "The Clarinet, Volume II.”

SelmerELKHART, INDIANA - Dopt. C-101
I am interested in.
(instrument)

1
FREE CATALOG
describing these and
other outstanding
Selmer instruments
yours on request

Please send FREE catalog.
Name
Address
.Zone_____ State.

